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ABSTRÀCT

rn 1677, caius Gabriel cibber created the scurpLures ot
"Raving" and "Melancholy" madness which adorned the gates of
Bethrem hospital for over a century, and which epitomized
the Augustan vision of the lunatic as a naked and manacred

madman. By the nineteenth century, however, such images of
insanity had been. replaced in the culturar imagination by

visions of the female form, and for the victorians, the
hysterically distraught woman eventuarly emerged as the
totemic figure of 'madness.' rn the early twentieth century,
the first world war artered the established popurar image of
insanity once again, as masses of sherl-shocked sordiers
captured the nation's attention. These are only some of the
changing faces and figures of 'madness' captured in the
works of the three sritish novelists who constitute the foci
of this thesis. Jane Austen's novels embody both parodic and

soberry didactic visions of mentar disorders which strongJ_y

refrect her inheritance of a rationalist and empiricist
Augustan psychology, while images of madness in the novels
of charlotte Brontë are primarity determined by literary
conventions of the dual romance-realist modes she works

within. Such generic factors are also of relevance in
Virginia Woolf's portrayal of

1V

mental- illness in



Mrs.Dallowav, for her realist derineation of the character
of septimus smith is uniquely marked by overtones of the

carnivalized serio-comic tradition. The thesis which follows
is an attempt to reveal not only the literary, but the

social, medicar, and philosophical concepts which inform and

shape these novelistic representations of madness.
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I NTRODUCTI ON

when Jane Àusten has Emma woodhouse, at the nadir of her

fortune, describe her misperceptions of the externar world,
and the misdeeds contingent upon themr âs a form of

'madness,' she is not simply mocking her heroine's
propens i ty to exaggerated sel f -chast i sement , but
characterizing in earnestr âs weIl, the nature of Emma's

overheated imaginative faculty, which she understood as a

genuine species of potentiarry grave mentat disorder. Like
Austen, charlotte BrontËi arso works within a tradition of
'facurty psychology' which opposed the forces of 'Reason'

and 'Fancyr' and yet one need onry contrast the errant but
bright and vivacious Emma Woodhouse to Brontê's
spectacularly deranged Bertha Mason, the attic lunatic who

growls and prowls about Thornfield Manor, shrieking
obscenities and attempting homicide, to see the extent to
which the two authors' conceptions of 'madness' were apt to
di f f er . Ànd both Àusten and BrontËi' s portrayars of mental_

disorder appear far removed again from that of virginia
Wool f 1n Mrs. Dalloway, who diverges from a

nineteenth-century tradition follo¡+ed by her predecessors by

focusing upon a case of mare insanity. Heither rucidly

1X



wayviard after the fashion of Emma, nor criminalry deranged

like Bertha, Septimus smith is a young ex-soldier whose

psychologicarry devastating experiences during the Great war

eventually culminaLe in a distinctively twentieth-century
clinical malady: schizophrenia.

what þrere the formative influences which combined to
shape such seemingly disparate images and notions of
'madness'? rt is the object of this thesis to identify and

explore the heterogenous conceptuar strands which manifest
themserves in the depictions of mentar irl_ness by these
three eritish women novelists, whose lives spanned roughly a

century and a half; from the advent of the French Revorution
to the outbreak of world war rr. To this end, the focus of
the study is fundamentally twofold, encompassing

considerations of how the artistic representation of forms
of mental disorder is liabre to be affected by both riterary
variables, such as authorial purpose, generic convention,
and narrative techniquer ês well as by the many theoretical
and cultural variables inherent in the medicar and social
history of insanity. Às mimetic reflections of their
respective milieus, that is, the novers of Àusten, Brontåi,

and t'loolf provide strikingly accurate records of signif icant
historicat trends and deveropments in sociar and psychiatric
attitudes toward, beliefs about, and treatments of the
mentally ilt individual. At the same time, however, the
individuar authors' experimentations and achievements with

x



the malleabre nover form also exert important modifying
influences which lend unique qualities of tone or vision to
their depictions of madness.

The concept of insanity, like the artistic medium which

represents it and the historical context which produces it,
is of a ceaseressry dynarnic nature, which points to the
incredibly multivalent and chequered connotative substance

one is apt to discover embodied within btanket terms such as

'madness' or 'mental ilIness.' Even in a strictry medical

sense, such words are frustratingly inclusive, vaguely

embracing a host of discrete crinical entities. r;r the
works of these three authors alone, 'madness'ranges in
nature from fairly mild neurotic aberration or maladjustment

to severely disabring psychoses; from imaginative delusion,
merancholia, and monomania, to affected or rea|nervous'
disorders such as neurasthenia and hysteria, to cogenital
idiocy, raging dementia, and paranoid schizophrenia. But

'madness' and many specific manifestations of mental disease
such as hysteria are arso elusive entities to grasp because

beyond their medicar significance, they encompass matrices
of subtre social, moral, sexual, and even legar implications
which are subject to continual permutation over time. For

as J.K.wing emphasizes, echoing a large critical chorus,
theories of disease throughout history have "depended a good

dear on what v¡as regarded as sociarry desirable."1 Ànd as

Aboutr J.lt.tting, Rea son i nq

x1
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successive ages inevitably slough off the sociar, sexuar,

and ethicar norms of their predecessors, and redefine the
perameters of tolerable behaviour in response to the
realities and pressures of their own â9€, standards of
mentar deviance or 'insanity,' like standards of fashion,
steadily reveal themselves to be flexible, fickle,
somewhat arbitrary requisites.

and

Given the largely mutable nature of the concept, the fact
that 'madness' assumes substantiarly dissimilar forms and

shapes in the novers of Àusten, Brontë, and woolf becomes

relatively unsurprising. Yet nevertheless, there are
important themes in relation to the subject of mental

irlness which emerge to persist throughout the work of arl
three authors; from the early rearist depictions of Austen,

dominated by the tenets of a rationarist Àugustan ethos,
through to Brontë's uniguely dichotomous mid-victorian
vision, and ultimately to woorf's early modernist portrayal
of madness in an Edwardian era slowly making the transition
from Darwinian to Freudian psychiatry. Ànd although the
attitudes of the individual writers are likery to vary
greatly, their mutual interest with such related issues as

sex, ranguage and communication, and morality, does begin to
refÌect patterns of some of the abiding concerns and

aspirations, fears and fascinations, ï¡hich maladies of the
mind have elicited throughout human hisLory.

1978) , p. 16.

xi i

University press,
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Delus i ons
Society and

in the

Chapter I

From I^Iithout and Within:
the Mechanics of the Mind
Novels of Jane Àusten
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Perhaps r i f r,¡e speak wi th r igorous exactness, no
human mind is in its right state....A1I power offalcy over reason is a degree of insanily; butwhile this power is such as v¡e can control ánd re-press, it is not visible to others, nor consideredas any depravation of the mental faculties; it isnot pronounced madness but when it comes ungover-nable, and apparently influences speech or aðtion.To indulge the power of fiction, aña send imagina-tion ou! lpol the wing, is often the spoit ofthose who delight too much in silent speculãtion.

-Samuel Johnson, Rasselas

"We 1ive at home, quiet and confined,
feelings prey on us."

-Ànne E11iot, in persuasion

Jane Àusten, esteemed by literary critics primarily for
her masterful ironic technique, ñây appear at
unlikely author with which to begin a study

ness and insanity in literature, for indeed,

observes, many readers.have responded to her portrayals of
genteel provincial tife in Regency Engrand by emphasizing
precisery "the sanity of her vision."1 Ànd yet the essence

of Austen's well-studied narrative technique her relent-
ress exposure of the disparity between "the appearance of
things, the h'ay they may be perceived, and their true
ty, the ways in which they exist,2-- also points at
the centrality of the theme of delusion or aberrant cogni-

and our

first a rather

of mental i11-

as Susan Gubar

real i -
once to

Susan Gubar, "Sane
Falsehoodsr" NoveI I
John Halperin, The
Iand: The Johns Hopk

Jane and the Critics: professions and(Spring,1 975) , p. 246.

Life of Jane Austen (saltimore, Mary-ins univãFtffis, 1geil, p.ss.- r
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tion in her fiction. Às various schorars have noted, Aus-

ten's novels characteristicalry offer the heroine an "educa-
tion in perception" by tracing a "pivotal" process of "d.is-
illusionment" or undeception.s this authoriar concern with
the potential fatlibility of human perception and judgement

of rearity points not only to Àusten's position within the
mainstream of the nineteenth'-century realist riterary tra-
dition in general, but arso to her fundamentar impulse to
rigorously test "the sanity of her vision" before ultimatety
offering to her reader a coherent and stable worldview. rn
this respect, Àusten's work with delusion as well as other
forms of mental and emotional disorder may be viewed as an

aspect of what George Levine sees as the "monstrous" embod-

ied within "the work of this sanest and most pragmatic real-
ist novelist": the potentiarly disruptive and "continuing
tension between personal need and desire and social order,"
which results from the characters' attempts to aspire beyond

quotidian reality by arlowing the "free pray of the imagina-
tionr uninhibited by critical consciousness," to "determine
the shape of experience."4

Ha1perin, The Life of.Jane Àusten, p. 70¡ C.S. Lewis, "ÀNote on Jane Àustenr" in Jane Austen: A correction ofcrrtrcal Essayg, eÇ. ran watt (englewooa ctirts, t{..1.:PreñEIãã HÐ-i e63i ; p-.tì , p.ZB

George Levine, The Real!stig rmaqinatj;on: Enqlish Fiction
¡rgg Fr?nkens-teif to le-dr ch"tTutr.u Tci,icagõffiJ;don: rheUniversity oi ehlcago press,
p.72.

1981) , p.70, p.7G, Þ.71 ,



In Austen's early works,
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such as Love and Friendship
(1790) and Northanqer Àbbey (pubrished posthumously in 1g1g,

but begun in 1797), however, themes of mental delusion as

well as nervous debility are exploited primariry for their
comic potential. Here, burresque and parody serve as effec-
tive tools with which the young noverist reveals the false
values and behaviourar standards promulgated by gothic and

sentimentar fiction of the period, and the rudicrous conse-
quences contingent upon her heroines' internarizations of
such idears. The authoriar focus in these two earry works

evinces a remarkably precocious comprehension of the social
contexts of emotional, intellectual, and nervous disorders,
for they irrevocably indict the rack of proper female educa-

tion and occupation, as welr as the contemporary ethos of
'sensibility,' as major factors which encourage and directry
contribute to the heroines' radicarly distorted standards of
both reality and femininity. Despite the gravity of the is-
sues involved, however, Àusten is principatly engaged in the
business of parody and caricature in these early works, and

the comic distance she posits between herserf and her sub-
ject results in a depiction of mental instability which is,
as claudia Johnson maintains, "de1ightful" in its witty and

exuberant energy, but for the most part, "psychologically
fIat."s

5 claudia Johnson, "Time and the Human Mind: Jane Austen andDr. Johnson Àgain, " Modern Lanquase euarterlv 44 ( 1 993 ) ,p. 24.
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Both the mood and the focus of Austen's treatment of men-

tal delusion and iIlness, however, alter substantially in
rater novels, as a more pronounced erement of didactic so-
briety enters the ironic authoriar stance, and as the empha-

sis of her perspective simurtaneously shifts to a closer and

more profound examination of the mechanics of the human mind

itself. This is perhaps best irrustrated by sense and sen-
sibititv ( 1 81 1 ) , where Marianne Dashwood's unreasonabry ex-
cessive emotional indulgence is arrowed to progress to the
point of a severely debiritating form of rnonomania in order
to clearly convey the psychorogicar dangers attendant upon

unchecked passion. And although foIly never threatens Lo

become fatar in Emma (1816), in this nover, too, the hero-
ine's comicarry detusive "brunders" are shown to embody a

dimension of compursive mentar pathorogy, which, though it
does not carry potentially grave consequences for Emma her-
self, certainry does for those impricated in her wird, imag-

inative schemes.

As Austen's more mature explorations of the mind, more-

over, Emma and Sense and sensibiritv best reflect the forma-
tive influences which herped to shape her notions of sanity
and reality and their antitheses. rn this regard, the
infruence of samuel Johnson is of specific significance,6 as

are the broader currents of eighteenth-century social, medi-

6 Cf. Claudia Johnson, "Time and
and Dr. Johnson Àgainr" MLO 44

the Human Mind: Jane Àusten(1983), pp. 23-38.



cal, and philosophic thought in general.
6

As such, it is of
paramount importance to situate Austen in the context of an

empiricist and rationalist Augustan tradition which con-

ceived of "madness" not in a specifically or even primarily
technicar or clinical sense, but rather, in extensive terms

as any manifestation of 'unreason' which entailed a false
impression or perception of the externar worrd. The concept

of insanity, that is, embraced alr forms of defective ratio-
cination as werl as psychologicat aberration. Thus, for the
eighteenth centuryr âs Michael Donnelly claims, "madness"

v¡as an extremely "prastic" and "labile" term which embodied

a constellation of rnetaphoric and social connotations, and

which, when combined, formed a "general curturar perception
of irrationarity."T And arthough Austen, writing in the rate
eighteenth and earry nineteenth centuries, witnessed the
ground swel1 of a new culturar sensibility towards insanity
-- a positive change in social attitudes toward irrationari-
ty and passion which is refrected in the rise of Romantic

literature during this period, she remains essentialry a

product of the'Àge of Reason,'both at heart and in mind.

Michael Donnelry, _Managinq the Mind: À studv of Medical
Ps-vcho.l_ggl¿ iD Earlv ryinçteenth-ceñturvlritain-(London;New York: Tavistock, 1983), pp. 108-10% cf. arso MicheiFoucault, Madr_rees and civilization: À Historv of rnsanitvin the Àqe ø-@'l-, --TranãIiTciraraGîã?a-(Hãllyorr 

:Pantheon, 1965).
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During Jane Àusten's rifetirne, the random and superficial
nature of the education typicarly offered to daughters of
the gentry and ari stocracy r¡¡as rapidry becoming a topical
issue. rn 1792, for instance, Mary wollstonecraft loudry
lamented the disgraceful state of femare education in À vin-
dication of the Riqhts of woman. And though certainly not
mot ivated by the f emini st poremic of I.Iolrstonecraf t , some

physicians soon began to voice simirar sentiments as they
perceived a link between mental irlness and women's rack of
proper education and meaningfur employment. william Moseley

argued in 1838, for example, that for "demonstrative evi-
dence" of the fact that "non-exercise of the brain and ner-
vous system" constituted "a very frequent predisposing cause
of every form of nervous disease and insanity itserfr" one

had only to
look at the numerous victims to be found among fe-males of the middre and higher ranks who haúe nostrong motives to exertion, or any cause to exertthemselves for honour or gain; nõ interests thatcall forth their mental eñergies, or to prevent,by their employment, these energies sinking intofeeblenes?.by disuse.... In thls state, home,with its littre interests, is the centre of at-traction; and the mind, which is constituted for a

"idg.range of employment and preasure, is confiñeawithin boundaries too rimited for the range oi uworm.8

I william Moseley,
Complaints , (1 838 )
!{adness and Morals:
centurv (lo-onãon: -
43-44.

Eleven Chapters on Nervous and Mental
, excerpt reprinteA--ir¡ f¡ieaa SXuf taîil
_ I9"qr on lnsanity in the Nineteenth
Routledge and Kegan paul , 1ÐÐ , pp.
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The emotional, psychological, and interrectuar effects of
such a vapid and severely circumscribed sphere is a theme

intrinsic to many of Austen's novers, but Northanqer Àbbev

traces perhaps most minutery of alr such a rerationship be-

tween the progressive derusions of its heroine and their
"predisposing causerr -- her confinement within a domestic
rearity "too limited for the range of a worm." Àusten's
novel thus begins by swiftly establishing the miseducation
of catherine Morrand, which commences as a series of rax at-
tempts on the part of her mother to discover some subject
from which catherine is not disquatified on grounds of "inc-
apacity or distaste. "e This fitfur program is soon aban-

doned, however, as Mrs. Morland, otherwise occupied with a

brood of youngsters, decides to ret her erder daughters
"shift for themserves" entirery ( 1 5) . For catherine, who is
"noisy and wild" and "hateIs] confinement and cleanlinesS"
(14), this means the opportunity for unbridled indurgence in
favorite activities such as "cricket, base bart, riding on

horseback, and running about the country" (i5). Àbout the
same time she rerinquishes these pastimes to begin

"curl-[ing] her hair" and "rongIing] for ba1ls," however, she

arso begins to read books on her own initiative and with a

new purpose which unfortunately, is wholly unacademic.

s Jane Àusten, Northanger Abbev,
ten, ed. R.W. Chapman, 3rd ed.
Press, 1933), Vol. 5 (pp.11-2SZ)
fer to this edition throughout,
rentheses within the body of the

in The Novels of Jane Aus-(Oxford: Oxford University
, ch.1, p. 14. I wiII re-
citing page numbers in pa-
essay.
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For from the ages of fifteen to seventeen, as the narrator
sardonically remarks, catherine is "in training for a hero-
ine," and she therefore reads "ar1 such works as heroines
must read" to suppry her memory with "serviceabre" quota-
tions ( 1 5) . The imptication of Àusten's opening chapter,
then, is quite crear: catherine's adolescent initiation to
the cramped and passive rearities of adult femare life pre-
cipitates her first imaginative flight into fiction and ro-
mance.

rn Northanqer Àbbev, of course, the specific target of
Àusten's satire is gothic literature, and indeed, cathe-
rine's "training for a heroine" only begins in earnest when

she embarks on a voracious course of gothic nover reading.
under the tutelage of her order friend, rsaberla Thorpe, she

wends her vray through a variety of hair-raising specimens

which include "Necromancer of the Black Forest," "orphan of
the Rhine," "Horrid Mysteries" (40), and, most importantly,
Radcriffe's "udorpho," which she deems "the nicest book in
the world" (107). Largely "ignorant and uninformed" (1g),
and therefore an undiscriminating reader, catherine is easi-
ly and profoundry impressed by the morbid excesses of the
gothic fiction she consumes, and as reading "trashy" novers

becomes virtually the extent of her interrectual exertions,
her "judgment" easiry "bought off" at the best of times
(50) is further and further undermined, until finally,
she becomes incapabre of making even the cardinar distinc-
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tion between fiction and reality. Having, that is, project-
ed herserf imaginatively into a world of gothic romance, or,
as she puts it, of "broken promises and broken arches, phae-

tons and false hangings, Tirneys and trapdoors" (97), Aus-

ten's heroine begins to formulate an independent prot, which

she also, delusiveJ-y, attempts to 1ive. For as susan Gubar

asserts, catherine "genuinely believes that she can become

the heroine of her own life story."Io

Thus, while visiting the Tirney family at their suitably
gothic residence, an ancient abbey, catherine begins to
function (or rather marfunction) in rearity according to the
fictionar conventions which she has naively absorbed from
gothíc novel-s. With a sense of "anxious acuteness" (1G9)

she begins to pry and peer into old chests, and, on one

stormy night, succeeds in "breathress wonder" ( 1 5g ) in
breaking open a locked cabinet. "Trembl Iing] from head to
foot" and in a "cold sweat" (170), catherine furly antici-
pates to retrieve an important, rong-rost manuscript from

within its mysterious drawers, but recovers, in fact, only a

dusty bundle of household accounts, chiefly laundry birls
(172). For a moment, she feers "humbred to the dust" over

the "absurdity of her recent fancies" (173), and yet with an

indefatigable aracrity which points to\,¡ard the rater Emma

1o susan Gubar, "shut up in prose: Gender and Genre in JaneAusten's Juvenilia," in sandra Girbert and susan Gubar,
The Madwoman in the Àttic: The woman writer and the Ninelteenth-. cen[urv rlEerarv rmãqi-náEn txew uaven;.:loñõT:
Yal-e University press, 1979) ; p:142:



Woodhouse, Catherine continues

imaginative mystery plots.

11

to compulsively manufacture

urtimately, she convinces herself of the "probabi1ity"
that her host, Generar Tirney, is really a nefarious crimi-
naI, who, for reasons "yet to be unravelled," has either
murdered his wife or secreted her in a hidden,,celr,,within
the Abbey to languish out her days (1gg). But, caught hunt-
ing for evidence of her hypothesis in the bedroom of the
late Mrs. Tilney, catherine is compelled to confess her sus-
picions to the General's son, Henry , vtith whom she is in
love. And although the nature of catherine's conjectures
are, of course, laughably outrageous, Àusten does indicate,
at this point, that her heroine's delusions have far exceed-
ed the realm of fancifur adolescent gullibirity, and now

constitute a potentiarry harmfur break with reality. For

Henry is understandabry shocked and offended by catherine's
capacity for such irrational and pernicious allegations, and

as her "causeless" and "idry entertained,, (230-231) fancies
begin to impinge on their rerationship, catherine armost fa-
taIly impairs her chances for love and happiness in real
life.

Henry Tilney's response to
tions is significant in itself
imperfect comprehension of real_

Catherine's condition which he

Catherine's warped specula-

because it reflects his own

ity. For the only aspect of

understands "rightly" is the
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"dreadful nature" of the "suspicions" she has harboured
(197); beyond that, his words reveal a mare ignorance which

is blind to the rearity of women's lives as Àusten has pre-
viously established it in the case of her heroine's upbring-
ing. "what have you been judging from?" he asks catherine
indignantly, before further admonishing her:

Remember the country and the age in which we rive.
Remember that vre are Engr i sh, that v¡e are chr i s-tians. Consult your own understanding, your own
sense of the probabler your own obãervátion ofwhat is passing around you -- Does our educationprepare us for such atrocities? (197).

Henry cannot understand the "atrocity" of catherine's aber-
rant derusions becauser ês a mare, he has been "prepared" by

a vastry different type of education, and moreover, has ex-
perienced a wholly other social rearity from catherine. Her

education has, af ter all-, virtualry begun and ended as ,,a

good 1itt1e girl working [trer] sampler at home," rong before
Henry has completed his "studies at oxford" (107). The more

comprehensive and enriched mascurine scope, Àusten impries,
not only helps to check the urge to escape into imagination
and fantasy, but helps to prevent men from making an exces-
sive and dereterious psychological investment in the fic-
tions they do indurge. Thus, young men can read "nearly as

many" gothic novels as v¡omen Henry himself is an enthusi-
ast who has enjoyed, by his own estimate, "hundreds and hun-

dreds" (107) but remain staunchly resirient to the sort
of delusive maraise to which catherine succumbs. Gothic
novel-s pose little threat to clear-sighted saniLy when they



are merely diversions

life.
of a fuIl intellectual

13

and emotional

Although insofar as catherine's derusions have no objec-
tive basis in external rearity, they are, as she admits af-
ter her confrontation with Henry, "voluntary" and "se1f-cre-
ated" (199), Northanqer Àbbev clearly reveals the underrying
sociar conditions which foster such "atrocious" "visions of
romance" ('199) in its heroine, thereby emphasizing the na-
ture of mentar instability as a curtural construct. i 1 Thus,

if Àusten ridicutes her heroine's liability to lapse into
preposterous illusion, she arso makes it plainry evident
that the feebreness of catherine Morrand's mind is not at-
tributabre to some intrinsic "natural forly," but rather to
a society which values "imbecirity in females" as a "great
enhancement of their personal charms" ( 1 1 1 ) and rears and

educates them accordingly.

rndeed, Austen had begun expounding her insights about
the social factors influencing female psychorogy and behav-
iour at an extremely earry age. she was onry fifteen when

she wrote Love and Friendship; a raucous burlesque of the
'novels of sentiment' which proliferated in the ratter half

11 This is an aspect of feminist studies of mental irrnesswhich is cogently explored, for exampre, by phylis ches-1er t^iomen and Madness (Garden city, ñern'yor-k: ôoubreday,19727an4 r,uãmlira ¡oiãáno,ru, "Mentar rrlness, MentalHealth: changing Norms and Expectations," in womån in So-gi.e!¿: I nterdisc iprinary Essãvs, ed.' cambriãge:wõ*uiltStudies Group (london: virãgõTress, 1991), pp.-gS-11q.
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of the eighteenÈh century, and which, along with gothic fic-
tion, formed a major component of most young radies' liter-
ary education. Love and Friendship is similar to Northanser
Àbbev in that it arso travesties the impact of a specific
literary genre on the mind of a woman. But whire the ratter
restricts itself to an examination of the role which an un-
wholesome intellectuar diet prays in producing mental un-
soundness, the former embodies an additional treatment of
the contemporary 'curt of sensibility' as a more extensive
cul-tura1 phenomenon which arso promotes "imbecility in hro-

men" only in this case, of a 'nervous' rather than deru-
sory nature.

Genera]-Iy regarded as "one of the most important" items
in Àusten's juvenilia,l2 Love and Friendshíp is composed of
a series of epistles by the "refined and Àmiable" Laura, a

widow who rerates the "many Àfflictions" of her past life
for the morar edification of a friend's daughter. l3 charac-
terizing herself as a woman whose single "fault" "if a

faurt it could be carled" is a "sensibility too trem-
bringly alive to every affriction of my Freinds [sic], Fy

Àcquaintance, and particularly to every affriction of my

12

13

Halperin, The Life of Jane Àusten, p. 41.

Jane Austen, Love and Elien-d_shi_p., in The Ï^Iorks of JaneAusten , ed: _JJ . 
-chapman-lñ;åon 

: il* roffii;år;iË;Press, 1954), vor. 6, p.- 108, p. 77. r wilr ref år tã-trriãedition of the text throughoutl citing page number. For-lowing R.w. chapman, I - shal-l retaiñ Àuãten' s idiomat icspelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
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ovrn'r (78), Laura is remorselessly rampooned as the quintes-
sential heroine of sensibirity or 'woman of feelingr' whose

overwhermingly fragile physicar and emotional constitution
necessitates frequent recourse to sighs, sv¡oons, and tears,
and facilitates a capacity for instant and excessively ar-
dent attachments. Àrr in the space of one evening, for in-
stance, Laura meets, falls in love, is 'courted' by, and

marries, Edward, an "unfortunate stranger" who has happened

to knock on the door (80). Ànd as with lover so with
friendship. shortry after Laura's impromptu marriage cere-
mony (conducted by her father "who tho' he had never taken
orders had been bred to the church"(82)), she meets sophia,
who is also "a11 sensibirity and Feering": "we ftew into
each others Isic] arms and after having exchanged vovrs of
mutuar Friendship for the rest of our Lives, instantry un-
forded to each other the most inward secrets of our hearts"
(8s).

compounded by a ludicrously complicated prot, the frantic
narrative pace of Love and Friendship effectively conveys a

forcefur sense of chaos and confusion; crisis folrowing upon

crisis with the same effusive responses from Laura and so-
phia. The urtimate climax, however, occurs when the the two

women, who have been inadvertenLry separated from their hus-
bands for some time, are unexpectedly reunited with them.

unfortunately, they are a moment too rate, though, for as

the result of a dreadfur accident which has thrown the men
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from their Phaeton, sophia's husband already ries dead upon

the road, and Laura's is in the process of expiring. sophia
thus promptry commences shrieking and fainting, while Laura

"instantly" screams and "runIs] mad," beginning to rave non_

sensicalry in a "frantic and incoherent manner," and tempo-

rarily "postponing" her fit of madness only long enough to
hear Edward utter his last word, wherêupon she smoothly re-
sumes her "Lamentations"(99-100). As she states in retro-
spec t :

For two Hours did r rave thus madry and should notthen have left off, as r was not in the reast fa-tigued, had not sophia rvho v¡as just t..ot.ri'gfrom her swoon, intreated me to consider thatNight wag.loï approaching and that the Damps beganro falt (100).

Às a resurt of sophia's proronged inactivity upon the
ground, she develops a case of "garloping consumption" which
"in a few days carried her off" (102); a fate which Laura is
spared, because, as she punctiriously notes, her "fits of
frenzy" effectively "circurated and warmed Iher] Brood, "
thus protecting her "against the chilling Damps

(101).
of Night"

Beneath the adorescent author's exuberant and unres-
trained satire of Laura and sophia's severery affricted
'sensibilities,' Love and Friendship indicates a truly as-
tute comprehension of the important dimension of fashion-
ability which nervous and emotional disorders had come to
embody by the late eighteenth century. For it is the sort
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of hysterical 'madness' which Austen portrays, which, as Max

Byrd contends, "entered fashion's circle" as the resurt of a

gradual change in curturar attitudes toward irrationality
and ernot i on :

In the earlier part of the century, [madness] hadbeen the badge of forly, a reprehensibte conditionbrought about, the satirists Lhought, almost by anact of will; in the latter half or the centurlr it
vras becoming the inevitable consequence of piog-ress, the price paid by the sensitive and vurãera-b1e for refinement. l a

rn literature, this new cultural disposition is reflected in
the rise of the nover of sensibility. during the century, l s

but in actuarity, it represents the social diffusion of an

aspect of a rarger debate over the relationship of madness

and mental disease to civilization. On the one hand, the
more established notion of insanity as "a badge of forly"
conceived of mental disease as a form of atavistic regres-
sioni a "reprehensible condition" which the steady progress
of civilization would eventually eradicate. It is to this
stream of thought that the opprobrious image of the lunatic
as a depraved beast, bereft of arr divine povrers of reason

and morarity, is fundamentally arigned. Though the nev¡er

and opposing theory of mental irrness did not extend to in-
clude this type of "gross" madness, it in effect reversed
the terms of the previous argument by identifying "the ad-

14

t5

Max Byrd, Visits to Bedlam:
ei qhtèenth-GEril( coErnU i. a
Carolina Press, 1974), p. BB

Cf. Byrd, Visits to Bedlam,

Madness and
, S.C.: Un
, p. 132.

p. 88ff .
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vance of civilization" itserf as an "unsettling force which

inevitably disturbed individuals" a potential cause,
rather than cure, of mentar disorders.lG rt is in the sense

that forms of emotional and nervous debirity came to be

theoreticalry attributed to the pressures and comprexities
of coping with modern rife in a highly evorved, urban socie-
Ly, that "madness" became the province of the cultured and

refined individuar; the assumption beingr âs Byrd suggests,
that the more "advanced" a society became, the more suscep-
tibre its members vrere to a host of generic 'nervous' dis-
tempers. 1 7

This conceptual cultural association forged between ner-
vous malady and refined superiority informs Austen's parody

of Laura and sophia, for Love and Friendship does not merely
satirize the 'cult of sensibirity' as a "female curt of
weakness and dependencyr"ls but also as a spurious vogue of
pretentious gentility. Her heroines affect debiritating
'vapours' and hysterical fits because hysteria, in particu-
lar, had come to be regarded as "a token of social distinc-

16

17

Donne1ly, Manaqinq the Mind, p. 124.

Byrd, Yisits to Bedlam, pp. 1zB-132. cf. also MichaelDonnelly, Manpsinq the.Mind, pp: 121-190, for a helpfuroverview of the competingttreóiles of madness and c:.viri-zation.
l8 Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar, editors' i

?=nd. Frieldship, . in TÞe Norton Antholoqy of
wgrne_n: Thg Tradi t ion in enql i sh-lNew york;
norton, --ì sa[þI zo 7- -

ntro. to Love
¡, i teraturElT
London: W.W.
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tion"; the distinguishing mark of the "werl-born,, woman. re

rn other words, Laura and sophia's simulated swoons and
sicknesses carry impricit craims to a status of wetr-bred
respectability which Austen shows neither of them is able to
support: Laura is, after alr, the grand-daughter of an

"italian opera girl" (77) and her "family mansion,, is soon

reveafed to be a "rustic cotItageJ" (79); whire sophia ev_
inces an unmistakabre measure of vulgarity when she stoops
to theft (95-96).

Because' by the rate eighteenth century, nervous affric-
tions had come to be regarded as something of social ideals,
they are pursued by Àusten's heroines like any other form of
feminine "accomprishment"; rike dancing or singing they con-
stitute accoutrements or tarents which must be cultivated
and practiced, and above aIl, executed with styrish, lady-
like grace. Laura and sophia, for instance, always manage

to accomodate their propensity for swooning in a most ele-
gant and safe -- manner by fainting either ,,linlto each
other's arms" for mutual support (92), or "alternately,, when

only one couch is avairabre (96). The art of running mad

and fainting thus becomes a matter of social decorum which a

younger generation of aspiring heroines of sensibility must
be instructed in by seasoned experts, like sophia. rndeed,
her advice, as she ries dying of consumption induced by

1s rlza vei
London:

( ch i cago;
17 4.

lhl HvsÇeriai þ Historv of a DiseaseUniversity of ChiCago eress;1g6il p.
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fainting fits, embodies a tonal quarity resonant of a young

ladies' manual of etiquette:
Beware of _fainting fits..though_at the time they
Tay be refreshing and Agreable Isic] yet beleive
[sic] me they wiff in the end, if toõ often re-peated and at improper seasons, prove destructiveto your Constitution.....My fate wilI teach youthis....+ frenzy fit is not one quarter so perñi-
cious; it is an exercise to the Body and if nottoo violent is I dare say conducive to Hearth inits consequences Run mãd as often as you chuse;but do not faint ( 1 02 ) .

rn Love and Friendship, then, Austen ridicules a contempo-

rary trend v¡hich had elevated the rage of the madman into
the latest rage of fashionabre society. rt was primarily a

feminine fad for "frenzy fits" and fainting that led at
least one late-century physician to resignedly concrude

that, "It is easier to meet with a mad, than a healthy woman

of fashion."2c And importantry, it is with this period that
the tenacious medical suspicion of hystericar women as cun-
ning actresses first originated.2 1

2o william pargeter,
127 .

cited in Byrd, visits to Bedlam, p.

21 This suspicion was being crearry articulated by the mid-nineteenth century. rn 1853, fór exampre, DF.nðbert car-ter ca11ed h_is- colreagues' attention lo the "many littrearrangements" he felt to be contrived to "add lo [ttre]effect" of a hysterical fit, such as hair "so fasLened asto faIl at the slightest touch, in most 'admired disor-der. "' other devices could be resorted to "depending uponthe ingenuity of the performer and the exteni of her re-sources." Cited_by I]-za-Veith, Tysteria: The Historv of
a _Di se?se, p. 203 . For rhg especGffist iFtõãã-ã6pt-
ed by late-victorian physicians, see carroll smith-Rosen-berg, "The Hysterical woman: sex Rores and Rore confrictin Nineteenth-century America," sociat Research 39 (wi;:
ter,1 972) , pp. 652-678.
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T^Thether they embody af f ected nervous di sorders or genuine
delusion, Àusten's earry works consistently stress the hero-
ines' psychologicar and behavioural- aberrations as disposi-
tions fostered by current values and vogues. I n Àusten' s
view, these illnesses, as social fabrications, are worthy
only of the censorious laughter of the satirist. But if she

can laugh at 'madness' as a product of culture or civiríza-
tion, she stops raughing or at reast stops raughing so

heartily when it is regarded as a force ratent within the
human mind itself. This conceptr r€frective of a powerful
Augustan fear of insanity as an intrinsic human capacity for
an "irrationarity that destroyIsJ a1l order,,,22 prevailed
during the early eighteenth century but persisted almost
throughout, running as a dark counter current to the newer,
more optimistic theory of madness as a distinguishing fea-
ture of advanced civilzation and progress. This more omi-
nous and anxious strand of eighteenth-century thought forms
the second major component in Austen's portrayar of mental
illness, and is most manifest in Emma and sense and sensi-
bilitv, where perceptions warped by imagination and sensi-
bility ungoverned by reason are examined more seriously in
terms of the potential dangers, both public and private,
which the perpetually fallible and unstable mechanics of the
mind are capabre of creating. rn both novers, Àusten's ex-
ploration of the theme brings the prot to the verge of ei-

22 Byrd, visits to Bed1am, p. 54.
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ther social chaos or personal tragedy before a final reins-
tatement of the ordered, reasonable, and 'sane' worrd from
which she has, rather riskily, diverged.

The roots of the rationalist, empiricist psychology which
informs Austen's later novels can be traced to the seven-
teenth-century philosophers, Thomas Hobbes and John Locke.
Essentially, Hobbes emphasized the relationship between ',un-
guided" emotion and insanity, advocating that arl passionate
excesses "that produce strange and unnaturar behaviour" be

viewed as degrees of mental pathology, for "madness," as he

claimed, "is nothing el-se, but too much appearing pas-
sion."23 conversery, Locke stressed the nature of madness

not as passion, but as a form of defective reasoning:
Madmen....do not appear to me to have 10st thepower of reasoning; but having joined together
some ideas very wrongty, they-mistake thãm fortruths, and !h.y err as men dó that argue rightfrom wrong principles. 2a

Locke was thus the first to extend the notion of insanity'
to incrude arr forms of irrationality or unreason. Togeth-
€r, the theories of Hobbes and Locke estabrished a formal
psychological moder based on the opposition of the human

faculties of reasonr oo the one hand, and imagination, fan-
cy, or passion on the other.

Thomas Hobbes, Levi?than, ed. and intro. by Michael oak-eshott (Oxford: gã;i1 Blackwell, 1946), pp. 47-4g.

Jghl- Locke, Esgau concernin-g. Human understandinq, vor. 1gl The wo_Lhå of JoÞ! Lo"k..lronAon: rh;mas Dffi;, 1823),bk:21 ch. 11, p. 150. subsequent references are to thisedition, which is hereafter cited in footnotes as Essav.
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rn empiricist terms, the human mind courd thus be regard-
ed as a k i nd of "pr i sm" : when guided by the "whi te li ght ,, of
reason, it could perceive the external world "unrefracted";
but when operating under the aegis of the imagination or the
passions, which functioned as distorting "firters,, or
"rens," it perceived "corored" or "confused" images of the
world.2s The problematics of perception were also compounded

by the fact that the human senses, though 'objective,' l¡ere
limited receptors of reality, capabre of conveying onry par-
tiar, and therefore inaccurate, information.26 rn any case,
the fundamental assumption upon which this model of psychol-
ogy rests is the existence of a stable, objectively knowable
reality which alr minds perceive in essentially the same

way. This, briefly, is the theoretical foundation of the
pervasive eighteenth-century suspicion, not only of the
broad rearms of the irrational and emoLional, but as Max

Byrd suggests, of all "private, unverifiabre experience. "27

The tenuous relationship between the mind's
perceive reality accuratery and the facurties of
ination and reason, is a pre-eminent thematic
Emma, a novel whichr âs Mark Schorer rightly
could well have been entitred "perception and

ability Lo

human imag-

concern in

speculates,

Sel f-Decep-

25

zò

Cf. Donne1ly, Manaqinq the Mind, p. 1 1 1 .

Locke compared the mind in this _ regard to a partialrydarkened closet with a harf-opened doór. cf. his Essay,bk.2, ch.11, p.152

Byrd, visits to Bedlam, p. 51.27
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tion."28 For Emma woodhouse is indeed a thoroughry compul-
sive "imaginist"; a young h'oman with a mind so "delighted
with its own ideas" that it "never submit Is] to anything re-
quiring....a subjection of the fancy to the understand-
ing. " zs similar in many respects to catherine Morland,
Emma's incessant indulgence in fancifur scheming drasticalry
impairs her ability to perceive and judge reality, and reads
to a series of "brunders," as she carrs them, throughout the
nove1.

Bored with her monotonous domestic existence as the sore
caretaker of an elderry and hypochondriacal father, Emma

woodhouse esteems match-making to be "the greatest amusement

in the wor1d," and her first imaginative plot originates as

a benevolent wish to do "poor Mr.Erton," a young vicar of
the vicinity, a "kind office" (13) by selecting a suitable
mate for him.3o when shortly thereafter, the attractive Miss

2B Mark schorer, "The Humiriation of Emma woodhouse,,, in
+ Austgtt: A corlection of criticar Essays, ed. ranWatt , 

-p.--gE.

{pn. Austen, Emma in The Novers of Jane Àusten, ed. R.w.chapman, 3rd il(oxf õã: i*r;ora unËsFrå=", - 
r g jg I ,v91. 4, p.335, p.24, p.37. r wirl refe. lo this'editionthroughout, citing page numbers.

The theme of women's enforced idleness and its conse-guences for the mind is thus rerevant in Emma as it is inNorthan-qer _Àbþev, f or Emma's, imaginative pro jects tåpru-sent the fruit of welr-meaning and undeistãndabre at-tempts at usefulness. However, Austen's portrayar of de-lusion in this novelr âs I hope to show, emphåsizes thedefective internar dynamics ór the heroinä's miñã atwork, and not her vurnerability to externaÌ predisposinginfluences. For the Johnsonian-influence eviäent i; Aus-ten's concern with the idle mind, see Claudia Johnson,
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Harriet smith makes her appearance at a dinner party given
by the gtoodhouses, Emma is suddenly provided with the matri_
monial candidate she has resorved to present to Mr. Elton,
f or as she later acknowredges, her match-making plan ,,had

entered her brain the very first evening of Harriet's coming
to Hartfield" (35). Austen immediately underscores an ele_
ment of obsessive, competitive perversity beginning to mani_
fest itself in her heroine's fantasizing, for Emma's great-
est dread is that "every body" erse wilt "predict" the union
she doesr oF that "any body" else wirr "equal" her,,in the
date of the pIan" (35).

Although the ronger she considers her scheme the greater
her "sense of its expediency" (35), the reader is fu1ly
aware of the irrational nature of Emma's "sense" from the
outset, because Miss smith, though lovely, is hardly the so-
cial equal of Mr.Elton, a gentl-eman, who, if not wealthy, is
at least "comfortabry" settred (13) with some "independent
property" (35). Harriet, on the other hand, is very modest-
ly circumstanced, and not only betrays a certain vuJ_garity
of manner, but is also vaguery reputed to carry the supreme

social stigma of illegitimacy:
Harriet smith was the naturar daughter of some-body. Somebody-had placed her, seveial years ¡r"X,at Mrs.Goddard's school, and somebody had ratelyraised her from the condition of schoiar to thatof parlour-boarder. This was arr that v¡as generar-Iy known of her history (22-23).

"Time and the Human Miod," MLO 44 (19g3), pp. 36_3g.
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Emma, to be sure, is cl-ever enough to perceive that this
situation poses an uncomfortable threat to the "expediency"
of her plan, and she thus endeavours "to find out who were

the parents," but Harriet "coul-d not terl": "she was ready

to telI her everything in her power, but on this subject
questions were in vain" (27). Instead of deducing the
strong possibility of Harriet's row sociar rank from the
circumstances of her present position, and from her inabili-
ty or unwillingness (as it turns out) to divulge the secret
of her parentage, Emma feels "obliged to fancy what she

Iiked" (27) which is, "that there can be no doubt" of
Harriet's "being a gentleman's daughter" ( 30 ) .

Emma does in fact come to acknowledge that "the doubtful
birth of Harriet" (30) means that "in a l_egal sense she may

be carred Nobody" (62), but she still prefers to adhere to
her conviction "that she is a gentreman's daughter" as the
"indubitable" truth (62). Ànd once it is estabrished in
Emma's own mind, the 'fact' of Harriet's impoverished gen-

tility becomes the major premise upon which she continues to
operate. rt is the principle upon which she effectively
pressures Harriet into rejecting Robert Martin's proposar of
marriage, and it is the basis upon which she justifies her
behaviour to the indignant Mr.Knightrey when he accuses her
of having deprived Harriet of a respectable opportunity, and

of injuring her young friend by encouraging her to aspire
beyond her 'proper' social rank. Arthough Emma chooses "not
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to make a direct repry to this assertion" (63), she does re-
spond with a very varid counterpoint, and extrapolates from
it plausibly enough:

tirr it appears to me that men are much more phir-osophic on the subject of beauty than they aregenerally supposedt ti11 they do iatl in lovå withwell-informed minds instead óf handsome faces t dgilf, with such loveliness as Harriet, has a óur_tainty of being admired and sought after, of håv_ing the power of choosing from ãmong many, and hasconsequentry a cLaim to be nice....l am-very muchmistaken if your sex in generar wourd not thinksuch beauty, and such tempèr, the highest claims a
woman could possess (63-64).

wilfully deluded though she is about the fact of Harriet's
real social status, Emma definitery retains her capacity for
cogent argumentation. Àusten shows her heroine to manifest,

riet is a

Mr . Elton

f rom h'rong

that is, the fundamental'error' of madness in Lockean
terms: she has not rost her povrer of reason, but, "having
joined together some ideas very wrongly" namely that Har-

suitable wife forgentlewoman and is therefore a

she 'errs' as a woman does ,'who argues right
principles." It is in this sense, then, that the

exasperated Mr.Knightley charges Emma with irrationar foJ_1y:

"upon my word, Emma, to hear you abusing the reason you have
is almost enough Lo make me think so too. Better be without
sense, than misapply it as you do" (64).
Knightley's distinction between utter 1ack

sapplied sense is itself a Lockean principle of the differ-
ence between "naturals," or idiots, and madmen.3l

I nterest i ngly ,

of sense and mi-

ference between idiots and mad-
v¡rong ideas together, and so

3l As Locke states, "the dif
men [is] that madmen put
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But despite Mr.Knightley's emphatic admonition that Emma

is espousing "nonsenser êrrant nonsense as ever $¡as tal-ked!"
( 65 ) , and despi te her own subsequent di sc la imer to ,,have

done wiÈh match-making indeed" (66), Austen's heroine con-
tinues to pursue, with single-minded obstinacy, the fancy
which has gripped her brain. rt is a process of the dis-
eased imagination lucidly described by samuer Johnson's rm-

lac in Rasselas:

rn time, some particular train of ideas fixes theattention; all other intellectuar gratifications
are rejected; the mind, in wearin.ðs or Ieisure,recurs constantly to the favorite conception, andfeasts on the luscious falsehood, whenËver she isoffended with the bitterness of truth. By degrees,
!h" reign of !.1"y is confirmed; she gio"s firsti.mperious, and in time despotic. Then fictions be-gin to operate as rear-ities, farse opinions fasten
upon the mind, and 1ife passes in áreams of rap_ture or of anguish.32

Like catherine Morland, then, Emma is the victim of a "reign
of fancy" in which "fictions begin to operate as realities."
But whereas catherine's derusion is the product of an osmot-
ic process, absorbed, as it were, from the gothic fiction
she consumes, Emma's 'madness' is shown to be a seed germi-
nated within her own brain a much more foreboding possi-
bility.

make wrong plgpositions, but argue and reason right fromthem; but idiots make very few or no propositioñ=, andreason scarce at all. " cf. Locke, Essay, bk.2, ch.1 1 ,p.1 51 .

32 samuer Johnsonr.The HiFtorv of Rasseras, prince of Abis-ginia, ed. .ld intio. uy o.,r.EnEhilH-ármõiãEãrEã-,-"r-
land: Penguin Books, 1976), ch. 44, p. 134.
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But Emma's "feast" on the "luscious farsehood" of her

fancy, to borrow rmrac's words, is brought to an abrupt end

v¡hen Mr.Erton indeed proposes, not to Harriet as she had in-
tended, but to herserf. only then does she wonder "how she

courd have been so deceived! " Looking back in "confusion"
she does dimly perceive that "she had taken up an idea, she

supposed, and made everything bend to it" (134). "Too eager

and busy" in her or.Jn "previous conceptions and views" of
Mr.Erton to "hear him impartiarry, or see him with crear vi-
sion" (110), Emma must finally confront the unpleasant truth
that her imagination has, as the opticar theories of empiri-
cist psychology held, functioned as a distorting rens, radi-
cally obscuring her percepLion of objective reality.

when the charade she has attempted to engineer corrapses
into truth and revears itself as a disasterous social 'faux
Pas,' and, more importantly, as a cruel trifling with the
affections of Harriet, Emma is "quite concerned and ashamed,

and resolved to do such things no more" (137). But the na-
ture of her malady is indeed despotic, and the unfortunate
Harriet is destined to continue as a martyr to Emma,s imagi-
native effervescencer âs Emma herserf continues as the dupe

of her own designs. Before she can be genuinely impressed

with the harmful extent of her foIIy, Emma must witness the
Frankenstein of her oÌ{n creation parodying the defective dy-
namics of her own mindì -for Harriet, as Mr.Knightley had

foreseen, has gradually, armost imperceptibry, abandoned her
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formerry "docire, gratefuJ- disposition" (26) and become sig-
nificantly "less humble" (414). Steadily encouraged by

Emma's exampre throughout, "the daughter of nobody knows

v¡hom" (61) is near the end of the novel under the svlay of a

delusion "as compIete....as any of [Emma's] ovrn" (430), fan_
cying herserf indeed "the chosen" of none other than
Mr.Knightley himsel f. (414) . Ànd it is only at this point
that Emma is suddenly pronpted to a "formar recognition of
the distortions caused by her olrn subjectivity"ss.

lo* improperly had she been acting by Har.riet! Howinconsiderate, how indelicate, hol iirationar, horounfeering, had been her conduct! what blindness,
what madness had led her on! It struck her with adreadfur force, and shg wap ready to give it everybad name in the world (408)

"Blessed" with this unprecedented insight, Emma is at length
forcefully awakened to an awareness of how "wretchedly" she

has "hitherto misunderstood even those she lras watching"
(416).

Àt first too overwhermed by the extent of her own culpa-
ble delusion to credit Harriet's astonishingly presumptive
aspirations, Emma soon realizes to her horror that such a

seemingly preposterous union is, in fact , "fat, very far
from impossible," and, moreover, that "were this most un.-

equar of all connexions to take placer on her must rest al_I

the reproach of having given it a beginning" (413). Àus-
ten's heroine, that is, must be brought to a full under-

33 George Levine, The Realistic Imaqination, p. 76.
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standing of the broader sociar ramifications of her wayward

behaviour, f.or in Emma, the danger posed by the compursive
imagination is a public one which threatens to subvert hier-
archicar order. And it is the point at which her heroine's
"brunders" appear likery to curminate in the "dreadful se-
quel" (414) Emma envisions that Austen begins to neatly re-
solve her plot by means of the very "romance devices" she

often parodied.3a she thus swiftly brings Harriet to acqui-
esce to a marriage with the ever-faithful Robert Martin
whire simultaneousry reading Emma and Knightley to a union
of "perfect happiness" (484); thereby successfurry averting
altogether the potentially disruptive outcome she has been

moving toward.

ultimately, as John Halperin asserts, Emma voices,,a pow-

erful plea for the subjection of the imaginative faculties
to the rationar onesr" and is perhaps of all Àusten's nov-
els, "the most deeply rooted in eighteenth-century rational-
ism."35 rt certainry stands as her finest dramatization of
the human struggre to separate what samuer Johnson once

termed "the affairs of rife" from "the foam of a boiling im_

agination. " 3 6

34 George Levine, The Realistic Imaqination, p.71,
Halperin, The Life of Jane Àusten, p.276.

Samuel Johnson, The Rambler, 3 Vols., 15th ed.J. Johnson_et. â1., 1806), Vol.1, no. 66, p.419.
sequent references are taken from this edilion.

35

Jb

p.62 .

( London :
All sub-
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whereas in Emma the processes of the errant mind are de-
lineated principarly in Lockean termsr ês manifestations of
frawed logic and impaired vision resurting from an imagina-
tion grown despotic, in sense and sensibilitv, Austen pro-
vides an illustration of the Hobbesian precept of the essen-
tial pathology of unchecked or excessive passion. The

novel's centrai- characters are Erinor and Marianne Dashwood;

two sisters "quite equal" in almost every respect but the
one indicated by the titre. Elinor, the eldest, possesses a

superior "strength of understanding and coolness of judg-
ment" which enabres her to effectively "govern" strong
"feelingr " while Marianne, conversely, is "eager
thing; her sorrows, her joys, could have no moderat

1n

ion

every-
I37

Marianne's immoderate sensibirity characterizes her re-
sponse to all things in life. Àutumn foriage, for exampre,
inspires her with "transporting sensations" of "delight,,; an

enthusiasrn the more reserved Elinor can only wonder at: ,,rt
is not everyoner" as she states dryly, "who has your passion
for dead leaves" (87-BB). LiteralJ_y "transported" by the
dashing Mr.willoughby when he carries her home after a mish-
ap on the road, Marianne begins a romantic rerationship
which progresses to intimate terms with such astonishing
celerity that Elinor, disconcerted, ventures indeed to ,,sug-

37 Jane Àusten, sense and sensibiritv, in The Novels of JaneAusten, ed. R:T: . chapman , 3rd ed. (oxtoFãJ o.f o?ã -' või-rity Press, 1933), võI.1, p.6. r wirr refer to this edi-tion throughout, citing page numbers.



gest the propriety of some serf-command to Marianne"
But the younger sister eschews sociar decorurn as irrati
and in litt1e over a week, she and Willoughby are
christian name basis, she has accepted a horse from him

together they have toured, unchaperoned, the grounds

estate he expects to inherit.
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Because Marianne instantly and irrevocably commits her_
self to a fulr emotionar investment in the rerationship, her
grief at willoughby's sudden departure to London for an ex-
tended rength of time is predictably passionate. It is a

"viorent sorror.I" and an "oppression of the spiritsr,, accom-
panied not only by profuse weeping, but by headaches, insom-
nia, lack of appetite, and unwillingness to speak (g2-g3).
Perversely though, Marianne attempts to sustain her suffer-
ing at a pitch of ral¡ misery by "feeding and encouraging,,
her grief as though iL $¡ere a "duty" (77). Thus, she sits
mournfully at the pianoforte,

ga?ing at every line of music that [wirroughby]had wriLten out for her, till her heart *ãs sohegvy that no further sadness could be gained; andthi s nour i shment of gr i ef vras every aãv appí r ãa .
!h. spent whole hours at the pianoforte arternate-Iy singing. and crying, . her-voice often totallysuspended by her tears (83).

And though her heavy affriction graduarry subsides into a

"calmer melancholy, " she continues to resist the abatement
of her sorrow by recurring "dairy" to her "employments,, at
the piano and by indulging frequently in "solitary walks and
silent meditations" (83-84).



Marianne's unnatural cultivation of pain points
34

to the
important rore which memory and hope play in the nover , f.or
as craudia Johnson maintains, "sense anc! Sensibilitv is con-
cerned with the psychologicar perils of obsessive wishing
and expectation, and, conversely, obsessive regretting and
retrospection."3s rn this regard, Austen follows in a tradi-
tion established by Àugustan humanists who vlere fascinated
by the peculiar structure of human consciousness. The mind,
abre to function only by looking backwards or forwards,
could never fully experience the present moment, which
seemed to remain ultimatery inaccessible or unknowable; a

conceptual illusion which humans fabricated in a desperate
attempt to "stabilize the future as it rush[ed] past."3s
continually eluding consciousness, "the time present,,, as
Samuer Johnson once remarked, "is seldom able to fill desire
or imagination, and we are forced to supply its deficiencies
by recol-lection or anticipation."4o

so great are the "deficiencies" of Marianne's "present,,
after Willoughby has i_eft, that she attempts to disengage
herself from it as far as possible, withdrawing into a sherl
of morose introspection, "wrapped up in her own music and

3 I Claudia Johnson, "Time and(1983), p. 26.

PauI Fussel1, The
Ethics anë tmaqil
don, 1965), p. 43:

Samuel Johnson, The

the Human Mind, " MLO 44

World of ÀrJqustan Humanism:
to Burke (Oxford: Cfaren-

39

40

Rhetorical
from Swi ft

Rambler, VoI. 3, no. 203, p. 363.
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her own thoughts," and often obrivious of those about her
(145). "rll-disposed from the state of her spirits,,to cur-
tivate new aquaintances (127) or take an interest in any-
thing but her oh'n misery, Marianne arrows herself to lapse
into a melancholy which soon exceeds the realm of foorish
sensibirity to becomer âs claudia Johnson has argued, a form
of debilitating monomania.ar samuer Johnsonr âr authority in
his own right, regarded melancholic monomania as especiarly
insidious:

sorrow....gains such a firm possession of the mindthat it is not afterward to te ejected; the mourn-fur ideas , first violently impiessed. and after-wards wilringry received, èo much engross the at-tention as to predominate in every thought, todarken gaiety, and perplex ratiociñation.- Áá ha-bitual sadness seizes the sour, and the facurtiesare chained to a single object, which can n.,r.i-b"contemplated but with helpless uneasiness.a2
Às a kind of "f anaticism carried to the point of delusion,,,
the malady from which Marianne suffers represents an af-
fliction commonly referred to in the eighteenth century as

"the tyranny of a ruling passion."43

when the opportunity of traverring to London presents it-
self to Marianne, however, she is temporariry reanimated by

an obverse single-mindedness -- the hope of seeking out the
miscreant !.7irloughby, who has apparently forgotten a1l about

41

42

43

Claudia Johnson, "Time and the Fluman Mind, ,,
(1983), p. 28.

Samuel Johnson, The Rambler , Vol . 1 , no.47 , p. 304

Byrd, Visits to Bedlam, p. 10S.

MLO 44
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her. she is only released from the "chains,, of her sorrow,
that is, to be gripped by what Dr.Johnson termed Lhe "shack-
les of expectation" or the "inveterate disease of wish-
ing."al Àusten describes iL much less ominousry as "the rap-
ture of derightful expectation" (1s9), but it amounts to the
same help1ess, manic, obsessive anticipation: wherever the
sibters travel or visit in London, Marianne is "always on

the watch, " her eyes roving in "constant inquiry" and her
mind "egualIy abstracted from everything actualry before
them." "Restless and dissatisfied everywher€," she receives
"no pleasure from anything" and is "onry impatient to be at
home again" (164-165). And once at home, she can only ris-
ten "anxiously" for "the sound of every carriage" ( 1 61 ) , or
pace "backwards and forwards across the room, pausing for a

momenL whenever she came to the window in hopes of distin-
guishing the rong-expected rap" of wilroughby at the door
(166). Às Elinor sadry observes, "the expectation of seeing
him every hour of the day made her unfit for anything"
(16e).

The "fever of suspense" (185) is finaIly broken by the
crisis; an exceptionarry poignant encounter between Marianne
and willoughby during which he pubricty spurns her. This is
subsequently forlowed by a letter in which he formarry and

coldly severs alL ties with her. By this time, the pattern
of response has already been firmly established: after an

4 4 Samuel Johnson, The Rambler , yoJ-.2, no.73, p. 1 5, p. 1 g.
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initiar flare of grief so extreme that it is "shocking,,even
to Elinor, who is accustomed to her sister's volatile nature
(182), Marianne sinks into an automaton-like state of abject
apathy:

it was becoming a matter of indifference to herwhether she went [out], or not, and she preparedquietly and mechanically for every eveniägaã-.n-gagement, _though without expectiãg the s¡iaIIest
amusement from âDy, and very often wittrout knowingtirr the rast moment wheré it was to take her(249) .

In addition, Marianne's "personal attractions" begin to fade
(.237) , f or she has grown "perf ectly indi f f erent,, rrto her
dress and appearance" (249) an unmistakable symptom of
grave female abnormarity in Austen's fiction, and one poised
in direct contradistinction to the elegant fashionabirity of
Laura and sophia's 'vapours' in Love and Friendship.

Back in the country, Marianne continues to indulge her
"invaluable misery" in "luxurious solitude"; "whil Iing]
away" her days by "lounging round the kitchen garden" and

"dawdling through the greenhouse" (303). It is this habitu-
a1 propensity to idle rneditation and "solitary rambres"
which leads to her great "imprudence" of sitting absently
outdoors in wet shoes and stockings; which in turn resurts
in a serious irlness. Vacirlating for days between periods
of " sleepless pa in and del i r ium" and ,,heavy stupor,,
(312-313), a second heroine of sensibility comes dangerously
close to succumbing to the "chirl Damps. " But this time
Àusten refrains from jokes about running mad and fainting.
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There is indeed nothing humorous about the spirarling
course of mental deterioration Austen has traced in Mar_

ianne. Her case is marked by a gravity which far exceeds

that of Emma's, for Marianne's perverse sorrol¡, initialry a

matter of "ritualized" formr4s has become through continuar
indulgence an almost irresistable propursion to serf-de-
struction. Às Jane Nardin concludes, Marianne has prayed
her role of heroine of sensibility so well "that she comes

close to destroying her ability to give it up when she de-
cides to do so."46 Thus, although the younger sister eventu-
arry regrets "most bitterly," her easy inclination to the
gratifications of passion, she fears it is too rate to re-
sist the diseased process arready underway: "Her mind v¡as so

much weakened that she fancied present exertion impossible,
and therefore it onry dispiriLed her more" (270).

Às Elinor has perceived throughout, Marianne's melanchor_
ic sensibility has been alrowed to become "potent enough!,'
(83) because she has consistently refused to,,exert,,herself
under mental triburation. For depression or sorrow, as a

"kind of rust of the sour" or "putrefaction of stagnant
lif e" could be "scour Ied] avray, " according to eighteenth_
century thought, by "exercise and motion. "42 Employment is

45 Claudia Johnson,
(1983), p.27.

"Time and the Human Mind, " MLO 44

46 Jane Nardin, Those Eleqant Decorums:prieLl¿ in_Jane austeil s NovFJãfUanyversity of New yorli press, t SZI ) , p. A

The Concept of pro-
, N.Y.: State Uni-
1.
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precisely the palliative which allows Elinor to recover from
an intense disappointment similar to Marianne's; when she

discovers that the man she roves is bound in honour to a

previous engagement, she does not turn inr¿ard to the self,
but rather seeks solace by turning "outward to sociabiri-
ty.'?48 Erinor not only continues to carry out her familiar
and sociar obrigations as erdest daughter, but also assumes,

as Jane Nardin points out, arr those smalr civilities of so_

cial intercourse which her sister, in her morbid silence and

solitude, forfeits.4e To an extent, therefore, Marianne, s
malady, like Emma's compursive delusions, also embodies a
dimension of wider implications which reach beyond the serf
to affect others.

Most importantry, however, Elinor's efforts to "exert,,
herself in dairy activities and thus conceal her pain from
family and friends her defense against that Hobbesian
madness of "too much appearing passion" reflects an un-
derstanding of mentar hearth which places a premium on indi-
vidual voritionì a recognition, as Max Byrd puts it, "that
to be rational, decent, and sane is uncertain business at
best and requires effort forever and costs pain forever.,,5o

Samue1 Johnson, The Rambler, Vol.1 , no.47 , p.307.
craudia Johnson, "Time and the Human Mind, " MLo(1983), p.38.

Jane Nardin, Those Eleqant Decorums, p.36.
Max Byrd, visits to Bedlam, p.56.
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Thus, when Elinor finally reveals to her sister the agony

she has silentry endured over Edward Ferrar's prior commit-
ment, she informs her as to both the price and the rewards
of unwavering "self-command":

The composure of mind with which r have broughtmyserf at present to consider the matter, the con-soration that r have been wiì-ling to admit, havebeen the effect of constant and painful exårtion;they did not.spring up of themselves; they did notoccur to relieve my spirits at first (264).

The strict regulation of passion in Austen's view, moreover,
represents not only a means of maintaining sanity, but con_

stitutes as well a fundamentar exercise in morality. For it
is Erinor's sense of "duty" and "soricitude" (262) for her
mother and sisters which has led her to "command herserf
enough to guard suspicion of the truth" (141), and thus
spare them the pain of entering into her misery. rn this
depiction of the "composed" mind as the product of the con-
scious exertion of morar and rational faculties, Austen di-
rectly anticipates the victorian psychiatric theories of
"morar insanity" and "morar management" which become rere-
vant in the work of Charlotte Brontei.

rn light of the destructive consequences of her sister's
overly indurgent sensibirities, Elinor's coor capacity for
emotional self-government certainry appears a noble and com-

mendabre alternative. And yet, importantly, Austen's novel
does not refrect an unqualified endorsement of the el_der

sister's "sense" either. For indeed, not onry is Erinor¡ âs



the novel's representative of
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clear-sighted rationality,
arso reveared to be a farrible judge of character, deceived
in the intentions of wirroughby armost as completely as her
infatuated sister is, but Àusten arso clearly indicates an

obverse erement of excess in Erinor's sustained mentar stoi-
cism and silent sufferings. one begins to suspect, in fact,
the same measure of masochistic perversity in Erinor's sense

of "duty" to check emotion as was evident in her younger
sister's sense of "duty" to "feed" and "nourish" it at the
pianoforte. Thus, if the passionate Marianne swings too far
in one direction, then the repressive Erinor is at least in
danger of swinging too far in the other. "somewhere between
sense and sensibility, " as John Harperin suggests, "ries
what is just prain sensible, and it is here that Jane Austen
wishes us to stand."sl

According to Ian Watt, Àusten's primary
Sense and Sensibilitv is that she succeeded

"for the first timer "

a narrat ive f orrn which f ulIy art iculatedflict between the contrary lendencies ofbetween reason and rapturã, between themind and the fg"ling_Þeart, between beingand being sensitive.s2

achievement in
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Despite the authorial advocacy for a moderate balance of
"contrary tendencies" in sense and sensibilitv, however,

Austen's work with the broad theme of mental irrness as a
whol-e evinces a fundamentar commitment to the rationarist
ethos of the eighteenth century ¡ f.or she remains deeply dis-
trustful of the new Romantic attitudes toward irrationality
and madness manifest during her rifetime. At the mosl be-
nign revel, Austen can view a "passion for passions,, or
"fascination with feeling for its own sake"53 as simpry ru-
dicrous and laughable; but aL its most sinister, the ',pas-
sion for passions" becomes a potentiarry serf-destructive
means of trifring with one's sanity. ultimatery, Àusten po-
sits her faith in the existence of a public, verifiabre re-
ality within which heroines like Emma Woodhouse and Marianne
Dashwood must learn to tame and subdue distorting personal
desires and needs. This, pêrhaps, is what charlotte Brontë

a rcriter who also explores the maddening dangers of pas-
sion but insists on the validity of private and emotional
experience meant when she called Jane Àusten a noverist
"more real than true. " 5 4

53

54

Byrd, Visits to Bed1am, p.116.

charlotte BrontËi, retter to G.H. Lewes, 1g January 1g4g,in The BLonLè!.' s: Thei r Lives, _rrigndshiós, and coriespon-dglç..; eds . nìomaffi iFandiõE;.ymñótñ:t ffirpt .Philadelphia: porcupine press, 1990); voi.Z, p.1g3.
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Nothing can be more srightly defined than the lineof demarcation between sanity and insanity. physi-
cians and rawyers have rrereã themserves with at-tempts at definition in a case where definition isimpossible. There has never yet been given to theworrd anything in the shape oi a formuÍa upon thissubject which may not be torn to shreds - in fiveminutes by any ordinary logician. Make the defini-tion too narrov¡, it becomes meaningless, make it
loo wide, the whore human race are lnvorved in thedrag-net. In strictness, vre are all mad as oftenas we give way to passion, to prejudice, to "icÀ,to vanity; but if all the passioñate, órujudi";ã;vicious' and vain people iñ this "oirã are to beLocked up ?s lunatics, who is to keep the key oithe asylum?

-The Times, 22 July 1854

Divided rrom h.r::i;,o:l:ti:r rair judsmenr,
without the which we are picturesr or mere beasts.

-Hamlet, IVrvr S3-85

like her heroine, "serves two masters"; vacil-
and anon between her impulsive propensity to the

genre of gothic-Romance, and her equally strong sense of

"To speak truth," confesses the heroine of virtetter F€-
garding her divided allegiance to the "stinting check of
Reason" and the "f ul1, riberal impurse of Feeling, " ,,r com-
promi sed matters; I served two masters. " i Lucy snowe, s
statement is of paramount importance to any study of char-
lotte Brontij's work, for not only in this novet and the ear-
lier Jane Evre, but indeed, throughout her entire career,
the author,

Iating ever

1 Charlotte BrontËi, villette,
Schaeffer (Toronto; New VorX:
243. I wiLl refer to this editter and page.

intro. by Susan Fromberg
Bantam Books, 1986) , p.

ion throughout, citing chaþ-
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commitment to the mimetic integrity of mid-victorian real-
I Sm. The significance of these mixed generic modes in
Brontë's depictions of madness or forms of mental irrness is
fundamental, but has yet to receive fulI criticar atten-
tion.2 rndeed, the generic textures of Jane Eyre (1g47) and

virrette ( 1853 ) , "tvro ma jor types of rnodern psychologicaJ.

nove1s," according to John Maynardr3 exert a profound influ-
ence on Brontê's portrayat of mentar disorders; leading her
in essence to exprore two dimensions of madness, which some-

times inform one another, yet remain ultimately distinct.

on the one lever, $¡ithin the gothic realm of her attics
and "forbidden a11eys," Brontë rargely inherits, intact, no-
tions and images of insanity typicar of both the eighteenth-
century gothic riterary tradition and the Romantic age.

These fossilized tropes and concepts of lunacy manifest

Elaine showalter, in The ftEta19 Marady: women, Madness,
?nd E¡s-l-is.h æ, l_B3o-l9BõI(Nãw yo?r: ñntheon, ìge_õ,touches briefly on this aspect of Brontë's portiayal ofinsanity, stating that, "Hèr work shows an evõrutioñ fromRomantic stereotypes of femare insanity to a brilliant in-terrogation of the meaning of madness in women's dailylives]] (p.66) , but the tËrust of her argument situatesBrontä's work in the cultural context of fisychiatiic his-tory. SimilarIy, John Maynard, in Chariolte Brontä .nat^sexual-itv (carnbridge; New york: cãmEäage unlrersfiPress, 1984) is sensitive to the rore of-mixed generic
modes in psychological studies of Brontèi, but his fõcus isprimariJ-y_ on h.! representation of s"*rruiity. ¡¿oit "ii_t"rson BrontËi's depictions of insanity, such ãs Barbara HirIRigney in ìfadness and sexua.L polilics !¡r the Feminist Nov-el: æ ffir"äãi-son: University of wisconsin pressl l SVgt-aó noildif f er_entiate between genre.

s Maynard, Charlotte Brontë. and SexualitL, p. ix.
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themselves most clearry in her novers as a paradigm of the
Victorian madwoman as a spectre of dual extremes: the vic-
timized, ethereal "Beauty," embodied in ViIlette by the
ghostly "nun" and the legendary Justine Marie, and converse-
Iy, by the predatory, criminarry-deranged "Beast"; the infa-
mous Bertha Mason of Jane Evre. But beyond the preservation
of these sensational stereotypes of madness within the goth-
ic sub-strata of her prots, Brontei is increasingly drawn to
examine the mechanics of the aberrant psyche from a realist
perspective, sensitively probing the individual psychologi-
ca1 and rarger socio-cultural factors which affect her hero-
ine's mental well-being. rt is primarily within this real-
ist dimension of the texts that the author revears her own

extremely competent grasp of contemporary nineteenth-century
psychiatric theories, treatments, and images oi madness,

from the holistic model of victorian hearth, to the popurar
pseudo-sciences of phrenology and craniology, to the funda-
mental tenets of the age of "psychiatric victorianism,,4:
"moral management" as a combatant of "morar insanity." The

portraits of mental disease presented in Jane Evre and vil-
rette, then, are in effect firtered through the duar dis-

o 
TIr. tgrm "psychiatric victorianism" is taken from Eraineshowalter, Thg-Femare Marady. vieda skultans, in l¡udn"r,
?nd Uorars: Ideas on Insanilr_in the Nineteånth centur"(Lonoe,,,'- Bosñnr noutieageiña K.ñ p-ffiiãffi,' ,.f ersto the same gla as the age of "psycñiatric ñomantiói=*" todenote "the idea of the indiviãuãr as possessed of povrersand the will to combat insanity"(p.2). r have chosen touse showalter's term to avoid éontusion with the Romanticriterary images of madness which Brontë "orL" "itr.."
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courses of generic literary conventions rooted mainry in the
eighteenth century, and the embryonic nineteenLh-century
sphere of psychiatry. s

The Romantic iconography which may be seen to inform
Brontë's gothic depictions of madness has been provocativery
examined by Elaine showalter in a recent feminist study of
psychiatric history.6 showarter traces the graduar disprace-
ment of the Augustan culturar image of runacy a manacred,

beastiar madman with the victorian icon of the madwoman,

who unveiled a composite serf in the guise of three Romantic
personae of u).timately shakespearean origin: "the suicidal
opheria, the sentimental crazy Jane, and the viorent Lucia.,,
All three, according to showarter, helped to perpetuate a

victorian myth of insanity as a distinctly "female marady,,

by implicating femal-e sexuality or feminine nature itself as

a source of madness.T This is an aspect of the sociar histo_
ry of insanity which wourd change by the time of virginia
woolf, but as Bertha Mason and the regendary nun of vilrette

s Àccording to Richard Hunter and rda Macarpine in, ThreeHundred. Ye?rp of Esychl?r.rv, 15gs-1960: - A Urslór_¡¿=ËsenËed in sglgçted enãrf srr rexts-(roiãõî: oxFoFilffiersity Press, 1963 ) , . p. x. , ttre roundations of thè modern,autonomcus qsycli"!fiç profession did not begin to emergeuntil the decade 1850-60. For the sake or-sfeciri"irí,however, r use the word to denote that segment of the ear-ry victorian -medicar profession concerneã primarily withpsychology and mental heal_th care.
Elaine showalter, The Fernare Malady (Hew york: pantheon,
198s).

Showalter, The Female Maladv, p.g, p. 10.
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v¡ou1d seem to suggest, Brontèi not only absorbed her cuL-
ture's primary identification of madness with the female
form, but also fashioned her own binary paradigm of insanity
from the triple-faced prototype showarter describes; indi-
cating, thereforer êrì admixture of Romantic and victorian
influences at work.

Howeverr âs a dangerous descendant of scott's Bride of
Lammermoor, Lucyrs Bertha Mason arso represents a continuum
in a gothic tradition which preserved certain patently Au-
gustan notions of lunacy. Michel Foucault, for instance,
has shov¡n how the transcendent qualities that Renaissance

culture had posited in madness were entirely stripped by the
eighteenth-century, when the image of the runatic as beast
came to the fore:

The animarity that.rages in madness dispossesses
man of what is specifically human in him] not inorder to deriver him over to other pov¡ers, butsimpry to estabrish him at the zero dägree of hisoyrn nature. For classicism, madness in-in its ur-timate form is man in immediate relation to hisanimality, without other reference, withoui ;;trecourse. I

Brontë's Bertha, with her

swollen Iips, is clearly
fined perforce to its Iair

purple face, rolling red eyes, and

presented as a savage beast con-

I

I

Showalter, The FemaIe Malady,

Michel Foucault, Madness and
lns?njq þ the èæ. 9f_ Ru*,
York: pantheon, 1965) ; l:- 7 4:

p. 14.

Civilization:
trans. Richard

A Historv of
Howard (Ner+
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rn the deep shade, ât the further end of the room,a figure ran backwards and forwards. what it was,whether beast or human, one courd not, at firstsight, tell: it grovelled, seemingli, on ãfffours; it snatched and growled like-sõm. strangewild animar: but it was cõvered with crothiñg;-"naa.quantity of d?.!, gr+zzled hair, wild as a-man.,hid its head and face. lo

Perhaps more important than the fact that Bertha typifies a

facet of the victorian madwoman as a Lucia-figure, then, is
the fact that she is shown to have degenerated through in-
sanity to the level of a creature utterly devoid of the de-
fining rational and moral attributes of a human beingi to a

revel which clearly refrects the totemic eighteenth- century
image of the lunatic as beast.

Brontë is, moreover, typical of the gothic noverist in
her association of mental ill-ness with violent crime. i r Ber-
tha is a "four Vampyre"(xxv,2E6) who preys on men just as

the grotesque cretin of virtette has an instinctive "propen-
sity....to evil"; "an aimress malevorence" which is rinked
directly to her "warped" rnind and body (xv,'1 49). In her
homicidar tendencies, as in her wild appearance, Bertha
presents a close pararrei to sir warter scott's Lucy, who,

having stabbed her bridegroom on their wedding night, is
found blood-bespattered, crouched in a corner "rike a hare,,,
"her eyes grazed, and her features convursed into a wild pa-

1 o Charlotte Brontä, Jane Eyre (¡¡ew york:
brary , 1960) , p. ZS'S.- r will ref erthroughout, citing chapter and page.

I 1 Cf. Elizabeth Mac Àndrew, The Gothic(New york: Columbia univerilEyTEE,

New American Li-
to this edition

Tradition in FictionW.a4-
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roxysm of insanity": "an exulting demoniac."12

Yet even Bertha Mason's madness by far Brontä's most

sensationar and gothic presentation of psychological disor-
der -- modifies the Lucia or bestiar prototype of insanity
in important ways. Thusr âs showarter notes, the etiology
of the madwoman's illness is congruent with the discourse of
earry victorian psychiatry, which fostered myths about the
transmission of insanity through femare broodrines. rs The

nineteenth-century medical profession was indeed in generar
agreement ttrat hereditary mental disorders were most often
the resul-t of a special susceptibirity on the part of female
family members; and as 1ate as 1g7S one physician asserted
that,

girls are far more likery to inherit insanity fromtheir mothers than from the other parent....the
tendency of the mother to transmit hei mental dis-ease is. . . . in a1l cases stronger than the fa_ther's; 

- some physicians have, indeed, insistedthat it is twice as strong. ra

suitably, then, when Rochester reveals Bertha's family his-
tory as consisting of "idiots and maniacs through three gen-
erations" (XXVI,294), he focuses mainly on the maternaL role
in the family's degeneration: Bertha Mason is "the true
daughter of an infamous mother" (xxvrr,30g-30g). Popular

12 sir warter scott, The Bride of Lammermoor (London:
Dent & Sons , 1906),E T
Showalter, The Female Malady, p. 67.

Àndrew wynter, Tlg Þ?rderlands of Insanitv (London: Rob-ert Hardwicke, t ezÐl- ex@t-repTìãG- in vieda skul-tans, Madness and Moralsr pp. 235-236.

J.M.

13

14
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Biblical euphemisms aside, mental disorders in BrontËi,s time
specifically represented a visitation of the sins of the
mothers on children, and significantly, Bertha's father, the
vastry prosperous west rndia merchant, is the onty member of
the family who diesr oF is destined to die, l¡ith his sanity
i.ntact.

Moreover, showalter keenly observes that Bertha's ,'worst

attacks come when the moon is 'brood-red'(xxv,27g) or ,broad

and red' (xxvrrr310)"; a subtle association, as she con_
tends, of fits of derangement with "femare sexuality and the
periodicity of the menstruar clcrs.,'r s she fairs to note,
however, the intimate rerationship between the terms ,1una-

tic' and 'runar' even on a semantic rever, fot both words
stem, of course, from the Latin root 'runa.' The astonishing
tenacity of the ancient fallacy that periodic manic fits of
insanity v¡ere determined by the phases of the moon is, in
fact, intriguing: in the earr-y nineteenth century, at reast
one doctor still choser guite consciously, to describe his
patients' mird mental aberrations in terms of a ,,partia1

ecliPSê," and their most violent paroxysms of dementia as a

form of "totaI eclipsg. " t o

1s Showalter, The Female Ma]ady, p. 67.
1 6 Edward sutreffe, Medicar anç tqrqicg.I_ cases Selected Dur-

¡!ìe.- + Pr?ctl=:.gf . (London, p=#.Ëä"published, 1gz4) , excerpr repriñt,ñ:in H;;¿;; aãå uacar_pine, Three Hundred yearè of Þsvcti.trv, p. 764, p. 767.
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Distinctly victorian convictions about the nature of men-

tar maladies in l¡omen are thus manifest in Brontë's derin-
eation of Bertha, but nevertheress, the portraiture remains

dominantly coloured by the eighteenth-century credo of the
lunatic as a marevolent, brute creature. rt is on this ba-
sis that contemporary reviewers of the nover such as Juria
Kavanagh and Leigh Hunt found the character of Bertha
"shocking." rn a letter to her pubrisher, Brontë defended
her berief that there is "a phase of insanity which may be

called morar madness, in which alr that is good or even hu-
man seems to disappear from the mind and a fiend-like nature
replaces it," but she does accede:

rt is true !Þu! profound pity ought to be the onrysentiment elicited by such dégradation, and equal:ly true is it that r have not sufficiently dwerton that feeling; I have erred in making horior toopredominant. 1 7

Brontä's situation r.Ias one in which the conventions of a

riterary genre flew in the face of the spirit of the âg€,
for prominent psychiatric reformers such as the Tuke famiry
at the York Retreat and John conolly at the Hanwerl Asyrum

were at this time working actively to promote humane methods

of managing the insane, and to discredit precisely the image

of beastiality which Brontë's gothic portrayal propagated.
Merely two years prior to the pubrication of Jane Eyre, for

17 charlotte Brontei, letter to w.s. wilriams , 4 January1848, in The Brgnte'g: Their. Lives, rriendshíps, und co.L--respondg{rçe l edg. Thomas wi se ana ioEn synìln--õioñ-Cl ggg;
Tpt. Philadelphia: porcuoine press, 1 9gO) , Võl. 2, pp:173-174. Hereafter cited in footnotes by vorume ana påi¡e
number âs, The Brontë's.
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exampre' a widespread pubric backrash against regal and med-

ical abuses of the insane within the private madhouse system
had culminated in the Lunatics Àct (1845) which established
a nationar inspectorate of aIl asylums in order to guard the
interests and welfare of inmates.

There is evidence within the novel itself that Brontë
did, to an extent, anticipate an audience critically predis-
posed on Lhis sensitive issue. Thus, although her represen-
tation of madness itserf is unsympatheticalry drawn, her
portrayal of Rochester's care of Bertha integrates essential
aspects of the victorian concept of "moral treatment" of the
insane an ecLectic but rational and humane approach to
the management of lunatics, which precluded the use of me-

chanical restraints.

Àccordingry, Rochester evinces throughout the nover an

acceptably conscientious, if grudging, concern for the wel_-

fare and comfort of his mad wife. ostensibryr âs v'e are
tord, he courd have lodged her "safery enough,, at Ferndean
Manor (or even have abandoned her in the west rndies, for
that matter), had he not had a moral "scruple about the un-
healthiness of the situation": "probabry those damp wal_rs

wourd soon have eased me of her charger" he tells Jane, ,,but

to each villian his own vicei and mine is not a tendency to
indirect assassination, even of what r rnost

hate" (xxvrr,303) . since Rochester's ,,conscience,, ,,re_
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coil Is] " from this insalubrious "arrangement" (xxvrr,303), he

instead praces Bertha in relative "safety and comfort,, at
Thornfield (xxvrr,311), and provides her with Grace poore, a

trained attendant whose competency is marred onry by a pen-
chant for porter and gin (xxvrr,312;xxxVr,43o). Further-
morer âs Bertha's nurnerous rampages through Thornfierd indi_
cate, Rochester does not resort to methods of mechanical
restraint unless absorutery necessary; âs, for example, when

the madwoman attacks him as he enters her room with the wed_

ding party (xxvr,296). And at the end of the novel, Brontä
even has Rochester risk his life in an attempt to foil Ber_
tha' s f inal suic idal leap from the flaming mansion
(xxxvr ,431). By thus stressing the erement of ethical in-
tegrity in Rochester's care of his crazed wife, Brontë is
able to foster and maintain a measure of readerry empathy
for a hero, who, though operating prirnariry in a gothic sub-
plot, must also satisfy the standards of an age imbued with
a new social conscience in the sphere of mentar health.

Bertha Mason, thenr âs a bestiar Lucia figure, is a goth-
ic and Romantic prototype of insanity tailored in certain
respects to suit the tastes and expectations of a mid-victo_
rian audience. By the time Brontä comes to embody in vil-
lette the other half of her paradigm of madness, the beauti_
ful yet pathological Ophetia figure, the need to break
beyond conventionar Romance stereotypes of lunacy has become

even more pronounced. The seemingly ethereaL 'nun' of vil_
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lette thus functions complexly on two narrative levers. rn-
sofar as 'she' is a mysterious figure shrouded in white and
linked to a tragic legend of frustrated rove, the ,rìun, is a

sensational trope; freighted with generic connotations which
place her in a tradition of ghostly ophelias and sentimental
crazy Janes (tno aspects of the victimized, rather than vic-
timizing madwoman, which are often indistinguishabre) in Ro_

mantic poetry and Victorian riterature. one might point to,
for instance, the various female lunatics in wordsworth,s
poetry ' such as Martha Ray of "The Thorn, " Tennyson, s

"Maud," wilkie corrins' Ànne catherick, and even, to an ex-
tent, George Eliot's Maggie Turliver. lB on the other hand,
as John Maynard perceives, "Ì.¡e are encouraged to see [tt¡e
nun] as an aspect of Lucy's l¡ay of seeing rather than as an
ordinary hoax, rt 1 s and in this sense, the entity of the nun

becomes a potentiarly viable psychorogical projection of the
heroine's disturbed mind: a phantom of psychic realism as
well as a sensationaJ- gothic trapping. Brontë briltiantly
exploits both possibilites.

rt was the ophelia figure which, in fact, became the most
emblematic of female insanity for the Victorians,2o and as a

l8

l9

EIaine Showalter points as wellin Great Expectations and John
Tlench _Lieutenant's Woman. Cf90, p. 97.

to Dickens' Miss Havisham
Fowles' "Tragedy" in The. The Female Ma1ady, E

Maynard, Charlotte Brontêi and Sexuality, p. 192.

Showalter, The Fema1e Malady, p. gZ.20
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sensationar trope the nun of virlette may be profitably com-
pared with one of the clearest representations of the type,
wilkie collins' "woman in white," Ànne catherick. Like both
Lucy Snowe, whose presence is described as being as "inof-
fensive as a shadow" (XXVII,3O4), and the gliding nun of
Brontä's nover, Ànne catherick flits intermittently through
collins' text like a spectre. À true opheria, Anne is a

tragic figure destined to a gentre death; as the main narra-
tor, I.IaIter Hartwright, concludes,

so the.ghostly figure which has haunted these pag-es as it haunted my lif er Çoes down into irr.'-l*-penetrable gloom. Like a shadow she first came tome in the roneliness of the night. Like a shadowshe passes av¡ay in the lonelineõs of the dead.2i
Ànne is characterized by colrins as a "sweet, affectionate,,'
and rovely little lunatic, who "says the quaintest, pretti-
est things.. .. in the most oddly sudden, surprised, half-
frightened way" (69), very much as shakespeare's original
heroine, with her pathetic ditties, turns "Thought and af-
friction, passion, herl itsel t/....to favour, and to pretti-
ness"(tv/v/185-186). Àlthough catherick embodies the poten-
tial to erupt into a Lucia or a Bertha Mason for at the
mention of her antagonist's name, her eyes become "l_ike the
eyes of a wild animalr" "maniacarly intense" with "hatred
and fear" (112) -- she is fundamentally aligned to the Roman-

tic idiot. For as her benefactress, Mrs. Fairlie, asserts,

21 wilkie CoIlins, The groman In
io: The New Àmerican t ibrary
further references are to thi
number.

white, (Scarborough, Ontar-
of Canada, 1985), p.552. ÀI1s edition, and cited by page



"the poor litt1e thing's intellect
ought to be at her age" (69) , and

pacity accounts for her characteri
rambling speech, and eccentric garb.

Notwithstanding Anne Catherick's imbecil
dary Justine Marie of Vil1ette, M. paul's
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is not developed as it
her deficient mental ca-

stically vacant glance,

iLy, the legen-

first love, is
modelled after the same ophelia prototype. Like catherick,
whose wan and emaciated appearance the face beauty v¡ears

"after a long illness" (28o) -- imparts an especialry touch-
ing attractiveness, the porLrait of the dead Justine Marie
"though not beautiful, was preasing; pare, young, and shaded
with the dejection of grief or ilt-heaIth" (xxxrv,375). The

painting leads Lucy to conclude: "T knew what she was as

well as if I had seen her lalive]....there were girts like
her at Madame Beck's schoor -- phlegmatics -- pare, srow,
inert, but kind-natured"(xxxv,3g1). rt is eventuaJ_ry re-
veared that the marriage of the "mird,, Justine Marie and M.

Paur had been thwarted decades ago by the opposition of her
nefarious grandmother, Madame Walravens. As though in an

instinctive response to Hamlet's injunction to opheria, ,,Get

thee to a nunnery!"(rIr/í122), Justine had then given up her
suitor in despair and immured herserf in a convent. There
she promptry "died in her novicate"(xxxrv,376), having suf-
focated her spirit within the croister warrs as effectively
as Ophelia stopped her breath by another means.
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The crucial point about the legendary nun's life and
character within Brontê's novel, though, is that it is per-
petuated armost exclusively by a foppish character named de

Hamal, in a series of sensationar appearances as a ,nun.,

Beyond these sporadic encounters with 'her', Lucy must ad_
mi t that the tale of Just ine Mar ie rema ins largely ,,uncon_

firmed and unaccredited"(xrr,99) untir, that is, she sees
the portrait at Madame walravea's and hears the authentic
history from pere silas and then M. paur himself.

It is a mark of BrontËi's growth as an artist that this
time, unlike in Jane Evre, she happiry defr-ates the conven-
tional expectations which she has nurtured throughout the
noveli stripping the stereotypical image of the distraught
and tragically victimized ophelia of its gothic and romantic
implications, to uncover in the end the utterry ludicrous
reality: none other than a dandified rake disguised for the
purpose of illicitly courting his mistress. As one of the
author's friends remarked upon finishing the novel: ,,it an-
noys one at last that that Nun, who really has frightened
one all through the book, turns out a trick of such a stupid
creature."22 similarJ-y, Robert colby has rong since pointed
out that in "making the source of the ghost stem from the
comic side of the novel," Brontë is

22 Catherine Winkworth, letter
in Wise and Symington, eds.,

to Emma Shaen , 23 March 1 gS3
The Brontë's, yol. 4, p. 53
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surery mocking the tradition that once teased heror{n f evered f ancy. Thi s , her rast word on theGothic novel, is a raugh at it and a raugh thatl iberates. . . . charlotte Brontë exorc i ses trre 
-coitric

nover that once fired her imagination even as MissAusten had exorcised it earlier in the century.2s
More specificarly, perhaps, Brontë at once exercises and ex-
orcises a too sensationar and superficiar paradigm of femare
madness.

rf, however, one dissociates the nun from the legends of
villette and considers herr ês Dr. John Bretton does ¡ ã

phantom emanating from Lucy's own aberrant state of mind,
then she becomes a much more complex and subtre vehicle for
Brontei to explore the turmoil of a psyche suspended in rim-
bo. Lucy ponders fearfurty, for instance, the doctor's con-
viction that the nun "is all a matter of the nerves,,: ,,you

think, then, that she came out of my brain, and is now gone

in there, and may gride out again at an hour and a day when

r look not for her?"(xxrr,239). she is leftr ês she states,
for an agonizing 1ength of time

secretly and sadly to . wonder, in my ovrn mind,whether lrru-t strange thing vras of thiê worrd r oEof a realm beyond the gravei or whether inaeåd itw3s only the chird of malady, and r of that maradythe prey (xxrr ,Z4Z) .

At this level of the text, the extra-rationar spectre of the
nun functions much like the gothic ambience of the Red Room

in Jane Evre: it is a means of juxtaposing and testing the
truth of the inner psychological worLd against that of the

23 Robert A. Colby,
PMLÀ 75 (Àutumn 1

"VilIette and the Life
960 ) , p. Z1 9.

of the MiDd, "
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empiricar senses and outer surroundings. rn both instances,
Brontë presents the paradox of having her heroine see what
is at once real and not real. For whether they are concrete
presences or not, Jane Eyre's ghost of uncle Reed and Lucy
snowe's nun can be seen as psychologicarly rearistic enti-
ties of overwrought minds. And it is t.his means of achiev-
ing a dimension of psychological rearism through the use of
sensational images and settings that Robert Heilman has
called Brontë's "Nee¡ Gothic.,,24

Brontä's sophisticated use of the nun in vilrette indi-
cates a whole nev¡ dimension of authorial treatment of mental
disease in her work. For whereas confined within the gothic
sub-plot and its Romantic iconography of insanity, Bertha
Mason and the legendary nun of vilrette remain, as one crit_
ic suggests, "virtuarry.. ..arregoricar typesr,' Brontèi,s her-
oine's themserves are in fact the subject of her serious
psychological studies.2s cast in a rearist context, mentar
illness assumes far ress dramatic, but equally invidious
forrns, and between them, Jane Eyre and Lucy snowe run the
gamut of nineteenth-century psychosomatic afflictions. Às

well as symptoms of minor mentar disturbance, such as insom_
nia, loss of appetite, and headaches, both heroines suffer

24

25

Cf. Robert B. HeiIman, "Charlotte Brontä's
in-F_qom {unç Àuste¡l Ço Joseph conráã, 

"à".and M. steinmann (r'a-nneãþõTsffi-iversit
Press, 1958), pp.11B-132.-

Maynard, Charlotte Brontë and Sexuality, p.

'New Gothic' r "R.C. Rathburn
y of Minnesota

213 .
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hysterical or "nervous" fits, accompanied by fainting, iden_
tity crises, delusion or harrucination, and hystericar para-
lysis, which mani f ests itself in Jane as a f orm of ,,syn-

cope, " as she cal-rs it, and in Lucy as aphonia. rn addition,
Jane once rapses into involuntary speech, and Lucy is
plagued with bouts of severe depressionr âs werl as a period
of intense neurotic monomania similar to, but not as sus-
tained as Marianne Dashwood's rengthy subjection to ,the

tyranny of a ruling passion' in Austen's sense and sensibil-
itv.

rt is an extensive catalogue of ailments which Brontë ap-
pends to the characters of Jane and Lucy, and it is at this
point that predominant contemporary medico-cultural theories
and beliefs of both insanity and femininity become particu_
larry rerevant for a full appreciation of the novels. Àc-
cording to Bruce Haley, charlotte Brontë herserf may be re-
garded as a representative exampre of some of the
fundamentar culturar and medicar attitudes of her time;
first, in her obsessive fear of disease in general, but more

importantly, in her conception of health as a distinct form
of horistic harmony between the mind and the body a har-
mony which nineteenth-century psycho-physiorogists often ex-
pressed in terms of "mens sana in copore sano."26 Especially
in the first half of the century, the health of the psyche

26 Ptyq. Haley, The Healthv Bodv
Þfilg., Mass. ; Lonaon, engiand
1978) , pp. 26-27, p. 4.

and Victorian Culture (Cam-
: Harvard University press,
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and the soma remained inextricably bound for physicians and

laypersons alike. rt is a point which Haley suggests is il-
lustrated in Brontä's case by a serf-diagnosis she offered
while prostrated by a severe influenza in 1g51, for she

clearry ascribes the physicar symptoms vomiting, headach-
€sr and toothaches to a prior period of mental stress:

The illness has been coming on for a rongtime. . . . r am welr aware myseif that extrãme-andcontinuous depression of sþirits has had ,n,rãr,- todo with the origin of the irrness -- and r know alittre cheerful society wourd do me more good thangallons of medicine.2T

rn Villette, Lucy snowe's bout with "hypochondria" that
"strange f ever of the nerves and blood" (xv,.151 ) is also
precipitated by mental depression, accurately refrecting
Brontä's ovrn experience. rn fact, one of the lessons which
both Lucy snowe and Jane Eyre must rearn is that of the hol-
istic totarity of health: the resson that the mind and the
body are symbiotically related, and that to neglect the
well-being of one is to endanger the other as werr.

Nineteenth-century medical authorities, moreover, posited
that the healthy mind and body operated to a great extent
under the aegis of an individua|s morar volition. And it
is on this theoreticar basis that the concept of ,,morar in-
sanity," one of the most important ideas of the optimistic
Victorian age of psychiatric reform, evolved. Às EIaine

27 Charlotte Brontë,
1851, in Wise and
p.300.

Ietter to Ellen Nussey, 17 December
Symington, eds., The Bróntèi's, VoI . 3,
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showarter claims, "moral madness" radicarly redefined insan-
ity, "not as a ross of reason" or Lockean'error of reason-
ing' as it had been for Jane Austen and her Augustan pred-
ecessors, but as any marked "deviance from sociarly accepted
behaviour." rts manifestations, according to one contempo-
rary medical source she cites, could include the "morbid
perversion" of any "natural"

feelings, qffegtions, . inclinations, temper, hab_its, morat dispositions, and nåtural- impur-ás,without any remarkable disorder of the intärrect,or knowing and reasoning faculties, and particu-larry ^without . any insañe i llusion or harr_uc ina-tion.28

rn the nineteenth century, then, notions of insanity' con-
tinued to encompass a vast scope of human behaviour and
characteristics, although the context in which mentar irl-
ness was viewed and treated had shifted from rationarist to
moral i st ic grounds .

Arthough the concept of "moral treatment" signifies pri-
marily the mood of paternalistic humanisrn within the victo-
rian psychiatric reform movement, it is similar to the no-
tion of "moral madness" in that both stress above alr the
principle of "control from within"; that is, the conscious
exertion of morar wirl and self-discipline as a means of re-
sisting mental disorder. 2s within Lhe nineteenth-century

oo James cowles Prichardr_âs quoted in showalter, The FemareMaladv, p. 29. cf. arso àxcerpts by the same author re-printed in skultans, Madness rnä ¡ao.åri, pp. 1g0-1g5.
For discussions of "mora1 treatment" in victorian psychi-atry, see Showalter, The Female MaIady, pp. 30_50;"Áñar"ro

29
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asylum, the method of "moral management" has thus been crit-
icized on the grounds that it represents a mere repracement

of rnechanical contraptions by "seals of conscience": equally
chafing, if less visible means of restraining the mad.3o

A special prace was reserved within the realm of victori-
an psychiatry for women, whor âs Eraine showarter has shown,

v¡ere berieved to be twice as liable as their male counter-
parts to fall- prey to mental disorders due to their inher-
ently labi1e biorogical and emotional constitutions:

The traditional beliefs that women were more emo-tionally voratire, more nervous, and more ruleå bytheir reproductive and sexual economy than men in-spired Victorian psychiatric theorieé of feminini-ty as a kind of mental illness in itself; as theneurol0gist s.weir Mitchell remarked, "the man whodoes not know sick women does not know women." Inthe first harf the century, when doctors advocatedthe strenuous exercise of individual wirr in com-batting lunacy, r,¡omen vJere seen as more vulnerabresince they r¡¡ere uneducated and untrained. s l
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T. scull, Museums of Madness: The sqcial orqanization of¡nsanilr u (¡tew vo-nl-sät"taiEin's presffi7T, Ànne oigby, ¡¡ra-{ìess, ¡tglg}igll . and Mgdiqine: . A Srudv of thã iórk R._tEeat, . 1726-1914, cambridge HistorfrilueaiffieEles,eds. charles webster and charres Rosenberg (c.ruiidge:
cambridge university press, 1995), especiarÍy chapters 3and 4.

Civilization, p. 247. Andrew ScuII
"mora1 treatment" sought to "remod-
. something approximating the bour-ional individual," Museums of Mad-

FoucauIt, Madness and
similarly argues that
eI" the lunatic "into
geois ideal of the rat
ness, p. 69.

31 Elaine showarter, "victorian women and rnsanity,', victo-rian Studies 23 (1990), p. 1g0. -r'
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À majority of physicians vrere in agreement, therefore, that
"religion and moral principles alone give strength to the
female mindr" and that, "vrhen these are weakened or removed
by disease, the subterranean fires become active, and the
crater gives forth smoke and flame.n3z

The victorian vroman vras not only a high-risk candidate
for the asylum because of her ostensibry inferior and capri_
cious intellectuar and sexual nature, however, but arso by
the very fact of her constricted social role in a staunchry
patriarchal society. rn an age in which the definition of
"fernininity" contracted to an unbearabry narrow sphere of
domesticity, and in which the interpretation of ,,insanity,,

conversery expanded to ludicrous latitudes on moral bases,
"women were particurarry prone to be consigned to the bor_
derland of insanity....because of mirdry deviant or indepen_
dent behaviour."33 Às Ànne Digby has discovered, for exam_
pre, females vrere regurarly incarcerated in the york Retreat
for reasons such as "ir-r--regulated" or "flighty and passion_
ate" minds, undef ined "eccentricities, " and ,,overf amiliari_
ty" with the opposite sex. one patient v¡as admitted on the
grounds that she was "remarkably stingy and ilI-na-
tured...half-starved her chirdren and hen-pecked her hus_
band." And "none of the male cases of morar insanityr,, Dig-

J.c. Bucknill and Daniel Hack Tuker äs quoLed in showal-ter, The Female Malady, p. 59.

Ðigby, Madness, Morality, and Medicine, p. 96.

32

33
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behavioural code."34

defined by reference to
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such a strict

That charlotte Bronté, whose lifespan and artistic zenith
coincided almost precisely with the rise of "moral', psychi-
atric victorianism in the first half of the centuryr3s was

influenced by contemporary thinking on insanity, appears a1-
most certain. Mental, moraÌ, and emotional self-discipline,
for instance, constitutes a recurrent theme in her letters,
and is revealed as a key source of anxiety:

r have sor.ne qualities that make me very miserable,
some feering= that you can have no pårticipationin, that few, very iew people in the world äan atarl understand. I don't pride myserf on these pe-culiarities, I strive to conãeaI and =,rpprã=,them as much as I can, but they burst out'äome-times, and then those who see itre explosion de-spise me, and I hate myself for days atier.ãé

Brontê's imagery of the psyche is significant: a veritable
"craterr" as it were, giving forth smoke and flame. And

dispositional "peculiarities," of course, were rather dan-
gerous attributes in an era in which social conventionality
was becoming uncomfortably synonomous with sanity. This
held true especially for young women, in whom doctors were

Digby, Madness, Morality, and Medicine, p. 96.
samuel Tuke published the first widely influential argu-ment for 'moraI treatment' in england in 1913; nrontë wasborn !Þf u. years later. Simi larÍy, .Janç Eyre, Shi r1ev,and vi Jlette vrgrl a I I publ i shed aiounã-ni-idã-i,.,ry, :"r,"naccording to vieda skurtans, theories of psychiatiíc mor-ar individualism peaked ì cf . Madness aru!-¡aôrals , Þ.14.
charrotte Brontë, letter to Elren Nussey, 1g36, in wiseand Symington, eds. , The Brontë's, VoI.- i , p. lql .
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apt to diagnose qualities such as irreligiosity, serfish-
ness r rrìâr ic iousness, and quarrersomeness as symptoms of
"miniature" states of moral insanity.3T Brontë's own perpet_
uar struggle was against a Hobbesian sort of madness of
"too much appearing passion," and her continual efforts to
stifIe the "absorbing dreams" and passions which entered her
mind "and rankl Ied] there I i ke venom" 3 I Ì.rere endorsed by

Robert southey, who wrote to advise her that she shourd give
up vrriting since, "the daydreams" in which she "habitually
indulg[ed]" vrere "Iikely to produce a distempered state of
mind. " 3I

rn Brontä's novels, the fundamental thematic tension be-
tween reason and passion or restraint and indulgence the
"critical cliche" of Brontë studies, according to Nina Àuer-
bach4o-- takes on a new dimension of significance when con-
sidered in terms of the heroines' quest for the healthy,
moraLry-managed victorian mind. Though the emphasis is dif_
ferent in either case, Jane Eyre and Lucy snowe must both
seek the erusive prane of barance between too great an ex-
pression of unconventional thought or action, and too severe

Showalter, The Female Malady, p. 56.

Charlotte Brontë, letter to EIlen Nussev
and symington , .ás. , rfr. sioãt.;;, 

.-;;i:' 
i ,

Robert Southey, letter to Charlotte Brontëin_Wise and Symington, eds., The Brontë's,155. +

1836, in Wise
p. 146 .

, March 1837,
Vol. 1 , p.
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Nina Auerbach, "Charlotte Brontä:Universitv of Toronto Ouarterlv 42
The Two Countriesr "(summer 1973), p. 329.
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a repression of the individualistic requirements of the mind

and the body. psychically sensitized to their own internal
monitors, Jane and Lucy become in essence their own "moral
managers. " rn the realist dimension of Brontèi's novers,
wise women find the means of eluding the asylum by becoming

their own keepers.

For Jane Eyre, who bruntry acknowredges that she knows

"no medium" "between absoruLe submission and determined re-
vort" (xxxrv,403), lessons in moral management of the serf
begin earry in life, for her first "determined revort," of
course, occurs during chirdhood, when she gives way to her
passionate hatred of her oppressive guardian, Mrs. Reed.

Drawing on popular precepts of psychiatric Victorianism,
Brontei conveys a state of what her audience would likely
recognize as a form of "morar insanity," by stressing par-
ticularty her heroine's absorute lack of wirr. when, for
instance, Jane is banished to the nursery for arJ_egedly at-
tacking Master John "like a mad cat," Mrs. Reed "dares,, her
"to utter one syrlable during the remainder of the day";
prompting in Jane a passion so omnipotent that she is en-
tirely overcome:

"what wourd my uncle Reed say to you if he s¡erealive?" was my scarcely voluñtary ãemand. r sayscarcely voluntary, for it seemed as if my tonguepronounced words without my will consen-ting totheir utterance: something spoke out of me overwhich I had no control (tv,29-30).
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Regarded by phrenologists as a "morbid manifestation of the
organ of languager" involuntary utterance wa5 cl0sery asso_
ciated with madness in the nineteenth century; indeed, the
"astonishing volubility" of a great many lunatics was

thought to

resurt from_ a speciar excitement of the organ oflanguage, by which certain words are ca1Íed up
rd i thout the assent of the pat i ent , and somet imeseven contrary to his inclination.al

similarry, left with a "raw" and "stinging" mind after her
initiar interview with Brocklehurst (rv,3g), Jane once again
indulges in an eruption of unreashed emotion, turning on

Mrs. Reed "Iike something mad or rike a fiend no child
ever spoke or 100ked as she did"(xxt,223), Bursting the
"invisibre bond" of moral restraint, Jane experiences ,,the

strangest sense of freedom, of triumph" as she pours forth
her grievances and her anger " in a savage, high
voice"(rv,39) which Mrs. Reed recalrs with trepidation to
her dying day (xxt,241).

Half an hour's refrection, however, serves to impress
upon Jane "the madness" of her "conduct": unchecked pas_

sion, "warm and racy, " intoxicates rike "aromatic winer,, but
arso leaves an unhealthy acidic "after-taste, metarlic and

corroding" (rv,a0). From these f irst experiences of ,,moraI

madness," the young heroine is abre to concrude: ,,I wourd

4 1 George Combe, A Svslgm. of phrenoloqv
chlan and Stewart, 1B36), excerpt reprMacalpine, Three Hundred veãrs ðt
847 -848

(edinburgh: MacIa-
inted in Hunter and

Psvchiatrv, pp.
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fain exercise some better faculty than that of fierce speak-
ing; fain find nourishment for some less fiendish feeling
than that of somber indignation" (rvra0). Accordingly, the
next time Jane's mental mettle is tested, when the abhorrent
Brocklehurst unjustly places her on a "fooil s stool" for ac-
cidentry breaking her srate, she does not yierd to the pas-
sions of "somber indignation." rnitially, she is conscious
only of painful shamei of the schoolroom's collective eyes

"directed like burning glasses against lher] scorched
skin" (vr r ,68 ) . But then her anger swerls ominously: ,,an

impulse of fury against Reed, Brocklehurst, and co. bounded

through my purses. . . . r $¡as no Helen Burns. " suddenly, how-

ever,

A pause in which I began to steady the palsy ofmy nerves' and to feel that the Rubiéon waspassed; and that the trial r rìo longer to beshirked, must be firmly sustained (vtt,eõ_ggl.
Through her own judicious effort, Jane exercises that "bet-
ter faculty" of emotional and moral serf-discipline which
she has previously abandoned. set on her "pedestal of infa-
hy," breath stifred, throat constricted, she nevertheress
maintains "perfect possession of Iher] wits": ,,I mastered
the rising hysteria, lifted up my head, and took a firm
stand on the stool"(vIr ,69-70). Jane has thus taken the
first step towards becoming her own keeper. rt is an impor-
tant step, for as the various parallels between the heroine
and Bertha Mason suggest, Jane carries within her that ',res-
orute, wild, free thing" which can only be caged, not fulì.y
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I-blowncontrolled (xxvfT.,3Z0) that potential
insanity of the proportions of Lhe attic I

for a f.

unatic's.
u1

42

The fundamentar medium through which Brontä signals
Jane's ratent capacity for madness is language. For middre-
class victorian women, whose verbal range v¡as so severely
circumscribed by notions of 'propriety' that it amounted to
"almost a special ranguage" of "bIand and geratinous" dic-
tion,as "sane" feminine discourse meant thoroughly sanitary
discourse. Bertha Mason is insane; her ranguage is there-
fore decidedly obscene: "so coarse and trite, perverse and

imbecire" (xvrr,30B) that it shocks even ttre ribertine Ro-

chester, who confesses abashedly, "no professed harlot ever
had a fourer vocabulary than she" (xvrr,31o). Àccording to
showarter, in fact, profane speech and gestures signified
"the major, armost defining symptom of insanity in nomen,,,

which leads her to speculate:

victorian madwomen were not easily sirenced, and'one often has the impression that ltrelr tarkátive-ness, viorations of the conventions of femininespeech, and insistence on self- expression was thekind of behaviour rhat had red to their ueinõ iu-belled 'mad' to begin with.aa

sandra Gilbert has perceptivery pointed out the variousparallers between Jane and nerlrrá, ôrthough she pãinrp,goes too f ar in her cl-aim that the madwo'ian is- Janeì s"double" in arl respects. cf. sandra Girbert una-s.r=.nGybar, The M?dwoman in the_ Àttic: The woman writer andgr' e 
- 
¡l i n e _tf g n t r,G t u r " rlEr a r vñå s i ñãi õîîxffi" ;ïr,ona@ pr$-1 t7ãfË . 3ss_s62 .

Eraine showalter,_ .À LiÇerature of Their own (princeton,
N.J. : princeton university eres s, lgTpw zs_26.
Showalter, The Female Mal_ady, p. 74, p. g1.
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Jane's periodic outbursLs are certainly
profane as Bertha's, but her words r âs St

with consternation, can be "violent"
"They betray an unfortunate state of mind:

reproof" (xxxv,415).

72

not as blatantly
.John Rivers notes

and "unfeminine":

they merit severe

To an extent, Rivers is righti Jane is adept at using
language violentry, as a sort of vreapon. on a comparativel_y
benign IeveI, this skilr manifests itserf as a means of
erotic touchì a "needle of repartee" (xxrv,27s) witrr which
Jane gingerly pricks and pokes Rochester during the prayful
banter of courtship. But as her betrothed observes, in an

image which explicitty evokes Bertha's attack on her broth-
€r, Jane's "needle of repartee" can be quickry transformed
into the more fatal "stick of the penknife" in the jugular
vein (xrv,134). And as Lucy snowe recognizes in villette,
"there are words....rike knives, whose deep-inflicted l_acer-
ations never heal- cutting injuries and insults of serrat-
ed and poison-dripping edge" (xxIr,236). rndeed, Mrs. Reed

never does quite recover from the tongue-lashing she re-
ceives from the young Janei on her deathbed, those words

stirl resonate in her ears, venomous and forceful, much as

Rochester's ears are perpetualry assaulted by the ,,curses,,

and "demon-hate" of the shrieking lunatic (xxvrr,310).

Paradoxically enough, Jane's dexterous capacity for draw-
ing bLood with verbal daggers is revealed especially when
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she is being absolutely blunL; a fact attested to by

st.John's "white quite white" face and lips when Jane

terls him point-brank: "If r were to marry you, you woul_d

kill me. you are killing me rìov¡" (xxxv,415). In her char_
acteristic rejection of euphemism and circumlocution, Jane

passes beyondr âs she states, "the outworks of conventional
reserve," even though by doing so she frequently appalls
those who cannot imagine "that a woman would dare speak

so" (xxxr T.,377) .

Just as Bertha's rewd and roud "orar oddities" (xr r , 1 1 3 )

provide a comparative standard against which the reader may

gauge the heroine's of,¡n propensity to 'distempered states of
mind,' so too does her history of nymphomaniac excess func-
tion as "a touchstone of sexual madness against which Jane

is forced to test her own sanity.,'4s For in Jane Eyre, sexu-
al desire is identified not only as a foremost predisposing
cause of "morar madness," but as the fundamental basis for
its very possibility. Thus

that "Bertha suffers from

with women's sexual desires,
fact that it is a mental derangement of precisely this na-
ture which Jane herserf fears and consciousry attempts to
avoid.

Maynard, Charlotte Brontåi and Sexualitv, p. 10g.

Showalter, The Female t{elad¿, p. 67.

I

the
tr46

while Showalter has observed

'moraI insanity' associated

she overlooks the important
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Àt rhornfield as at Lowood, therefore, Jane continues to
monitor her potential for passionate excess, but now a young

woman, it is specificarly her sexuar temperament which she

must attempt to check. she first becomes avrare of the ex-
tent of her attraction to Rochester with the arrival of
Blanche rngram, whose haughty beauty and superior sociar
status effectively serve to shatter alr the romantic "hopes,
wishes, and sentiments" which Jane has been silentry foster-
ing with regard to her "master." shocked into the recogni-
tion that she has "rejected the real and rabidly devoured
the ideal," she actualry arraigns her 'sanity' before a men-

tar tribunal; objectively assessing the "general state of
mind" in which she has "indurged for nearly a fortnight
past" (xvr,162). Jane immediatei-y f inds herserf guilty of
several counts of fo11y, vanity, and aggravated idiocy, but
more importantly, of a 

.f 
orm of "morar insanity" as werr.

Hence her serf-counser: "rt is madness in arl women to l-et a

secret love kindre within them, which, if unreturned and un_
known, must devour the rife that feeds it (xvI,163). Às a

means of both penance and therapy, she sketches two por-
traits, one of the rovety Branche and one of her own plain
visage; sets them side by side, and announces with satisfac-
tion: "the contrast was as great as self-control could de-
sire." "Ere long, r had reason to congratutate myself on the
course of wholesome discipline to which r had thus forced my

feelings to submit" (xvt, 164) . By resolutely keeping her
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"head and hands employed" in a strong effort to maintain
"decent ca1m, " Jane follows the best moral method of thera-
peutic labori an integral component of all victorian ,moral

treatment' programs. a 7

obviously, however, the ultimate test in morar management

of the self comes with Jane'.s decision to leave Rochester
once his legal marriage to Bertha is discovered. That Ber-
tha begins to function, ât this point, as a relative index
of "morar insanity" which enabres the heroine to evar_uate

the danger of her own situation, is suggested by the fact
that Rochester's detailed narrative of his extraordinary ma-

ritar experiences with Bertha has no visible effect on Jane

until, that is, the moment at which he mentions that his
wife's passionate "excesses had prematurely developed the
germs of insanity" (xxvrr,3o9). Directly after these words
leave his rips, Rochester interrupts himself for the first
time: " Jane, you don't like my narrative; you 1ook aI_
most sick shall I defer the rest to another day?,, Jane
requests that he continue and Rochester resumes.

There is onry one other point, during this scene, ât
which Jane's face registers emotion so that Rochester again
interrupts himsel-f. This occurs after he has told her of
his string of past mistresses: "But Jane, r see by your
face you are not forming a very favourabre opinion of me

47 cf. for example, Digby,pp. 42-49¡ and Showaltèr
Madnees, l"foralitv, and Medicine,

, The Female Malady, pÞ.-gFE .
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just now. You think me an unfeeling, loose-principled rake:
don't you" (xxvr r ,314) . Rochester's interpretation, though,
is perhaps onry partiarly correct. For like Bertha's past,
the histories of Rochester's mistresses indicate not onty
sexual immorality but shades of mental disorder as werl.
Jane's mental monitor is rikery sounding the alarm roudly
all the while Rochester reveals clara to have been a ,,quiet;

but heavy, mindress, unimpressible" being much like the cre-
tin of villette, and Giancinta an "unprincipled and viol_ent,,
embryonic version of Bertha.. And it has arready been dis-
crosed, ât this point in the nover, that cerine varens was a

flighty nymphomaniac and 'unnatural' mother who abandoned

her child (xv,1 47-148). rt is significant that at this mo_

ment Jane silently voh's never "so far to forget lherself]"
as to allow her desire for Rochester precedence over moraL

considerations, and she impresses upon her heart the col_lec_
tive history of "these poor girIs" to serve her ,,as an aid
in the time of trial"(xxVII,314).

"Sinr" as Charlotte Brontë herself once put it, ,,is it_
self a species of insanityr"4B and when the heroine of Jane
Evre actually makes her momentous decision to reave Roches-
ter, she is dually concerned with both her spiritual and
mental well-being:

4I Charlotte Brontèi,
1848, in Wise and
p. 174.

letter to W.S. Williams, 4 JanuarvSymington, eds. , The Brontë's, Vol . Z',
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I wi1l k"gp_ !hç law given by God; sanctioned byman. r will hold to the principles received by me
when I was sane, and not mad -- as I am nore. ia*s
and principles are not for the times when there isno temptation: they are for such moments as this,
when body and soul rise in mutiny against theirrÍgour; stringent are they; inviolate they shallbe. rf at my individual convenience r mighl breakthem, what would be their worth? Thet have aworth so I have always believed; and if I can_not believe it now, it is because I am insanequite insane: -with my veins running fire, and myheart beating faster than r can coünt its throbs.Preconceived opinions, foregone determinations,are all I have at this hour to stand by: there Iplant my foot (xxvrI,319).

And there she prants her foot, just as at Lowood she mas-

tered the rising hysteria, lifted her head, and took a firm
stand on the stool. By viewing the ethical position which
Jane assumes as a decision based as much on the sanity of
the mind as the sanctity of the soul, the criticism of the
novel which Barbara Hardy offers that there exists a

"94p" between "internally established and dramatized morali-
ty" is considerably weakened; for far from being "uncon-
vincingr" as she contends, the scene is entirety congruent
with the pattern of morar management which Brontti has estab-
lished.as

Thus far throughout the novel

delirium; judgement would warn

Marsh End, the pendulum of Jane'

in danger of swinging too far in

, then, "sense would resist
passion" (xv, 1 55 ) . But at

s personality of extremes is
the opposite direction: to

4s Ba
e1
68

rbara Hardy,

. 
(university The Àppropriate Form: An Essay on the Nov-of rõñãon: atrrroñe press,ffi), p. ?s, p.



a complete negation of the passions of the
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mind and body.
with St.John Rivers, she falIs "under a freezing spe11"
(xxxrv,4o0), and is tempted to give in to his repeated mar-

riage proposars; "to cease struggling with him," and simply
"rush down the torrent of his will into the gurf of his ex-
istence, and there lose [her] own"(xxxv,421). But at the
same time, she is aware that "to have yielded now woul-d have

been an error of judgment" rather than of "principre," be-
causer guite simply, she does not rove him as a husband
(XXXV,421). Even if she could "endure" all the ,,forms of
love" which st.John would no doubt "scrupulousry observe"
after his oh'n mechanical fashion, Jane foresees that her
"spirit" wourd be "quite absent" from any such union
(xxxrv,4o7) . "Such a martyrdom would be monstrousr" she

concludes, for in attempting to repress her physicar aver-
sion to Rivers, and her continuing desire for Rochester, she

wirr also sacrifice her mentar and spirituar welr-being.

urtimately, Brontéi's heroine insists on a relationship
which will fulfirr both mind and body; rike the missionary,s
God, she simply will not rest content with "half an obla-
tion" or a "divided arlegiance: it must be entire,,
(xxxrv,409). Jane's marriage to Rochester at the end of the
nover represents, though, a temperate medium between the
preceding proposars of excess passion and utter dispassion;
the extremes of fire and ice finalry coming together in a

warm admixture of subdued and mature love. Brontë thus pro-
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vides Jane with arl the requirements for a happy enjoyment
of "mens sana in copore sano": for her judicious morar man_

agement of the mind and the body, she is rewarded with the
attainment of that erusive niche of "perfect concord,,
(xxxvr rr ,lsq) .

rf the art of self-government is necessary to preserve
the heroine from the brink of "moral insanity" in Jane Eyrer
then in viltette, BrontËi approaches the problem from the op-
posite angre. For Lucy snowe is a tyrant of ruthress re-
pression, unwilling to arlow for the expression of almost
any emotionar or sexual passion, and this leads to various
mental afflictions in itserf. unlike Jane, Lucy must pro-
gressivery unrearn that censorship of serf which reduces her
to a transparent presence "as inoffensive as a shadow,'
(xxvrr,304).

of all the assessments of Lucy's personarity by charac-
ters in the novel' M. pauils is perhaps the most radicarry
incorrect, for he perceives her as a fiery and potentiarry
profligate being who requires constant paternal surveillance
and "much checking, regulating, and keeping down"
(xxxr,348). As John Maynard notes, M. paul tends to regard
Lucy as a sort of "amateur....version of the ful1 vashti
passion."5o But indeed, while the great actress vashti is
marked by her liberal abandonment to emotion; transforming

so John Maynard, charlotte Brontèi and sexuaritv, p. 196.
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herself through passion into "HaLe, Murder, and Madness in-
carnate" (xxr rr ,247) , Lucy snowe is entirely capable of
"checking" any desires and passions; in fact, she seems to
derive a measure of masochistic pleasure from doing so. Àt
one point, for example, beginning to "Iong achingry" for
something to "fetch" her out of her dreary "present exis-
tence" and "l-ead ltrer] upwards and onvrards, " Lucy suddenly
invokes her psychic censor, who in this instance is depicted
as "Jae1, the stern woman," from Judges 427-22.

This longing and all of a similar kind, it wasnecessary to knock on the head; which I did, fig_uratively I after the manner of Jael to sisera,driving a nair through their temples. unrike sis-era' they did not die: _they weie but transientrystunned, and at intervals would turn on the naiiwith a rebellious wrenchi then did the tãmófesbleed, and the brain thrilr to its core (xtt, r'ogl.
In another instance, she "thri11[s] in the certainty" that
she is one of the number elected by God "to deepry suffer
while they live" (xv,149) . unsurprisingly enough, Lucy,s
perverse acceptance of pain and suffering, and her instinc-
tive urge to stun and kirr atl passion or animating thought,
results in a physical condition of resigned passivity, and a

psychological state of abject Iethargy.

The heroine's self-wirled mental and physical paralysis
is attested to by her numerous claims that "self-reriance
and exertion" have always been "forced" upon her by "circum-
stance" (rv,32). pathetically, she confesses that she would
have willingly "crawled on" with the crippled invalid, Miss
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Marchmont, "for twenty years longer," had not fate unruckiry
intervened by suddenly terminating Miss Marchmont,s ri fe,
and with it, Lucy's temporary rivelihood: "rt seemed I must
be stimulated into action, r must be goaded, driven, stung,
forced to energy" (rv,34). passive, cold, and often silent,
Lucy snowe "studiously" hords the "quick" of her nature ',in
catalepsy and a dead trance"(xIr ,102)z "A great many women

and girls are supposed to pass their rives something in that
f ashioD, " she ref lects morosery, "why not r $¡ith the rest?,,
(rv,31). Às Karen chase has pointed out, Lucy,s utter rack
of motivation threatens not only her ol¡n well_being, but the
entire structure of the plot with "narrative ataraxy,' as
well. s 1

Permeated with such a joyress and resigned attitude, it
is inevitabre that Lucy's mind shourd eventually farl prey
to severe depression, and this occurs when she is reft alone
in charge of Marie Broc, the cretin, during the rong school
vacation. Just es in the case of her experience with Miss
Marchmont, the affrictions of the cretin act as additional
ballast on a mind arready dangerously weighed down. Lucy
finds that she can neither eat nor sreep, and she confesses
sadry: "My heart almost died within me" (xv,14g). Àrthough
Eraine showalter maintains that the cretin is an,,external-_
ized representation" of the "hungering, restress, untamed

s I Karen Chase
sonality in
El iot (New

, Eros and Psvche: The Representation
_CharI_ottÊ Bronte,, Ctruriffi
York; London: Methuen, l gg'+8. 68-. 

-

of Per-
George
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part of the self that Lucy has tried unsuccessfutry to cage

and starve,"s2 Brontti actuarry emphasizes that Marie Broc is
a lethargic and mute "heavy charge," who sits about "for
hours" "moping and mowing and distorting her features"
(xv,1 q9) ¡ suggesting rather that she is intended to serve as

an inert reflection of a heroine who has been so successful
in "caging" and "starving" her desires that she has become

apathetically suic idal :

Even to look forward was not to hope: the dumb fu-ture spoke no comfort, offered no promise, gave noinducement to bear present evil in- relianóe-on fu-ture good. À sorrowfur indifference to existenceoften pressed on me -- a despairing resignation toreach betimes the end of alr -thingã earthty(xv, 148 ) .

Lucy's apparent desire to surrender to the currents of her
mental malady, her aimless drifting through rife with only
vague hopes of death, is clearly conveyed by the numerous

images of shipwreck which she evokes -- a recurrent image of
drowning at sea which virginia woorf, in Mrs. Dallowav, wirl
also consistentry associate with mental disturbance and ilr-
ness. And the sustained length of this oppressive, patho-
logical mood indicates the serious extent of Lucy's depres-
sion. rt is an enduring impurse to self-destruction which
is in pointed contrast, for exampre, to Rochester's fleeting
urge to shoot himserf over his catastrophic marriage to Ber-
tha, which comes as a dramatic frash of madness: ,,r onry
entertained the intention for a moment; for, not being in-

52 Showalter, The Female Malady, p.71.
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sane' the crisis of exquisite and unalloyed despair which
had originated the wish and design of serf- destruction, was

past in a second" (Xxvr I ,31 0 ) .

And as Lucy's mind is afflicted, so her body cannot re_
main unaffecLed either: "At last a day and night of pecul-
iarry agonizing depression vrere succeeded by physical irr-
ness" (xv,151). Lucy takes to her bed "perforce,,and lies
in a feverish deririum. A dazed trek through the streets of
villette and a desperate confession to a Roman catholic
priest ensue before she wanders back out into the night and

faIls unconscious on the steps of a "great buirdiD9.,, From

this perirous situation she is fortunatery rescued by Dr.
John Bretton, who carries her to his home. significantry,
Lucy later explains her bizarre confessional behaviour to
him in terms of a psychic "aneurism"; a build up of mental
pressure so concentrated that it "would make its wây, rush
out" through any "abnormal channer" "or kill me,' (xvrr ,176).
The good doctor promptly diagnoses Lucy's probrem as a psy-
chosomatic disorder of the "nervous system, " "which,,, as he

concludes, "disables me from helping you by pirl or potion,,:
Medicine 9an give nobody good spirits. My artharrs ar the rhreshold_ ol Hypochoñdr ia i ,r.,å justlooks in and sees a chamber-õf torture, but canneither say nor do much. cheerfur society "ãuia-u.of usei you should be as IittIe arone as possible;you should take plenty of exercise (xvrr ,'lls) .

rt is important to note that in its nineteenth-century con-
text, "hypochondria" did not denoter âs it does todayr ân



exaggerated propensity to imaginary illnesses. Rather,
signified "a chronic disease of the whore person"; a legit
mate constitutional disorder of the mind and the body.s3

According to Bruce Haley, most cases of hypochondria were

regarded as "moral irlnesses, r's4 which is, after all, the
essential thrust of Dr. John's cursory clinical advice:
through the volition of her ov¡n wirl, Lucy must "cure" her-
self. rt is in this sense, then, that the concept of "mora1

management" becomes relevant in Vilrette ; not as a means of
restraint to check passionate excess, but as a form of con-
scious mentar and physical exertion: exercise to strengthen
the heroine's atrophied wit1.

tnitiarly, Dr. John attempts to launch his patient's pro-
cess of recovery by entering into correspondence with her,
but this step has drastic consequences; resulting in what

Lucy onry half-jokingly refers to as a "grovelling, groping
monomania" (xxr r ,236) . À parall_el to Brontë's own experi_
ence during her desperate correspondence with her former
teacher in Brussers, M. Heger, Lucy's airment is a "one
idea'd nature" which she has ever herd to be "the most un-
fortunate with which man or woman can be cursed" (rI,1o)
a sentiment with which Àusten's Dashwood sisters, and per-
haps even Emma, would rikely concur. A single lifeline cast
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to Lucy, the doctor's retters become her only source of psy-
chological sustenance; "nourishing and salubrious meat,,
(xxt,229) for an emotionarly and sexualry starved woman.5s

After witnessing her hystericar agitation over ternporari_
Iy mispracing one of his letters, Dr. John becomes concerned
and underscores more emphatically the onus of the individual
in combatting "long-continued mentar conflict" (xxr t ,239):
"Happiness is the cure a cheerful mind the preventative:
curtivate both" (xxI r,240) . Lucy's immediate reaction to
this counsel is one of supreme skepticism:

No mockery in this world ever sounds to me so hor-row as that of being told to cultivate nappinã=r.what does such advice mean? Haõõæ-rs näi u-po_tato, to be pranted in mould, and t i rred wi ttr ira-nure (xxrr ,240).
Lucy scoffs at a word which she considers a marapropism, but
Dr. John perhaps offers it in the specific context of a pro-
gram of morar management of the mind; the prime component of
which, in the words of one psychiatric historian, was ,,the

curtivation of serf- control-."56 Just as Jane learnt to con_
trol her excess passion, so too must Lucy learn to actively
contend against her innate predisposition to merancholia by

making conscious attempts at enthusiasm, stirnulation, and
satisfaction.

55 For the sexual significance of theG_oldfarb, Sexual Repression and
!!9w19burg: BucknelI University
1 50-1 51 .

Skultans, Madness and Moçals, p. 11.

letters,
Vic tor ian
Press,
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And, despite her initial sardonicism, she does. It
quickly becomes apparent that the doctor's words have indeed
been taken to heart, for no sooner has this exchange taken
place than Lucy boldIy informs us, at the beginning of the
next chapter: "A new creed became mine a berief in happi-
ness" (xxrrr,242). The heroine of villette does not, as

Robert Bledsoe attempts to argue, remain idiotically reriant
on fate and completely unwitring to accept personal respon-
sibirity for herserf throughout the novel.s7 Henceforth, she

makes at least tentative attempts to become more assertive,
vocal, and courageous; and moreover, she begins to resist
her impulse to stifle sexual desires.

Lucy thus successfurly 'treats' her monomania by con-
fronting the fact of Dr. John's romantic disinterest in her,
and ceremoniousry burying her retters from him and her
grief h'ith them. she makes an effort to read a less crois-
tered life' especially after the arrival of paurina de Bas-
sompierre: "From this date," as she asserts, "my rife did
not want varietyi r went out a good deaI" (xxvI,2g0). simi_
larry, when she encounters the 'nun' for the second time,
she actually attempts to carry out the doctor's former in-
structions to "give her a shake of the hand, if she comes

again" (xxrr,241). she thus neither flees nor shrieks but

s7 Robert Bredsoe, "snow Beneath snowe: À Reconsideration ofthe virgin _of -virrerre," in Gender and riae;;;; voice,ed. Janer rodd (Hew vork: HoñFanñeiã-iæoñ:
214.
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instead reaches out her arm "to Louch her" (xxvr ,ZgS). By

the time of her finar meeting with the 'nun,, Lucy is able
to assert firmly, "my nerves disdained hysteria"; "I defied
spectra." Far beyond a tentative touch this time, she unhe-
sitatingry tackLes the "haunted couch" upon which the ,nun,

rests' rending 'her' apart into "shred and fragments," and

trampling upon 'her' remains triumphantry (xxxrx,451). Lucy
thus exhibits in the latter harf of the novel a new "inward
courage, warm and resistant" (xxVIr r305).

she begins to manifestr âs we1I, a new found sense of in-
tegrity and self-esteem, fratry rejecting a well-paid posi-
tion as a companion Lo paulina, tor, as she snif f s: ,,r vras

no bright lady's shadow" (xxvr,2g6). she prefers instead to
remain in her current capacity as a teacher in Madame Beck,s
school, where her relationship with that mistress of in-
trigue arso begins to arter substantially. Àt first meekry

compracent and even vaguely bemused by her emproyer's suspi-
cious mistrust and violations of personal privacy, Lucy be-
comes increasingly resentful of and resistant to the
diminutive woman's constant surveilrance and quiet machina-
tions. This is particularly so when Madame Beck's interfer-
ence threatens to jeopardize r,ucy's progressing romance with
M. Paur, for it is at this point that their mutual antago-
nism culminates in a jealous confrontation. Madame Beck,
insisting vaguely but emphaticalry that M. paul "cannot,, and

"must not" marry, finally succeeds in stirring a potent pas-
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sion of sexual possessiveness in Lucy, and she begins to
rash out at the older v¡oman: "Let me arone. Keep your hand

off R€r and my life, and my troubles."
"Dog in the manger!" I said; for I knew she se_cretly wanted him, and had always wanted him....Inthe course of living with her. . . . I had slowlylearned, thatr unlesð with an inferior,--sirã-*rrt
ever be a rival. she was mv rival, heart and sour,though secretly, under the smoothest bearing, andutterly unknown to al1 but hèr and -myself
(xxxvr rr ,429) .

Ànd after their explosive exchange of words, Lucy exults:
"Two minutes r stood over Madame, feering that the whore wo-

man was in my povler" (XxXVrfI ,429).

Brontti's heroine, then, does emerge as a much more vi-
brant, aggressive being than she began as. Though at Fau-

bourg clotilde she claims that "the secret" of her success-
fur furfilIment, "did not rie so much in myself, in any

endowment, any povrer of miner ðs in a new state of circum-
stances," Lucy's "relieved heart" is as much a product of
her own volition as it is of fate. The three years of M.

Paul's absence are "the three happiest years" of her rife
becauser âs she states, "r worked --. r worked hard"
(xxxxrr,472). At this prateau of her tife, few things
"vex," "intimidate," or "depress" her because she has adopt-
ed a more positive creed of life and striven to nurture it.
"Happiness" may not indeed be a potato; but it is signifi-
cant that one of the final images Brontei leaves us with is
that of Lucy carefully tending to the brooming plants which



she has "cuItivated"
(xxxxr r ,473) .

"out of love" for the absent M.
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Paul

villette, however, is a much more comprex, and less opti-
mistic novel than Jane Eyre, for in her last work, Brontë
goes beyond an exploration of mental hearth from the per-
spective of psychiatric morar individualism, to probe the
psychological consequences of larger socio-cuItural values
and defintions of 'femininity.' By encouraging women in ir-
rationarity or shaming them into sirence, these nineteenth-
century societar influences are seen to render the concept
of "mens sana in copore sano" an especialry ephemeral_ ideal
for women. In this sense, villette represents a profound
victorian study of what Showalter terms the "fundamentar ar-
liance" of women and madness within western culture. As she

states:

within our duaristic systems of language and rep-resentat ion, Iwomen] are typically sít,rãt.a ðn tf,.side of irrationality, sitãñce, nåt,rr., and body,whire men are situatãd on the side of iu"ioñ,-ãi"-course, culture, and mind. sB

This is precisely the case within Brontë's text, wherein
such a differentiation between 'mascurine'discourses of
'reason' and Lucy's 'feminine' voice of 'unreason' is clear-
ry evident, and revealed as a key source of the heroine's
psychological anxieties

ss Showalter, The Fema1e Ma1ady, pp. g-4.
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For unlike Jane Eyre, the heroine of virlette harbours an

intense inferiority comprex about her command of words and

knowredge, and is extremery leery of "trespassing" beyond

the sacrosanct linguistic and intellectual "rimitations"
which she feels are "proper" to her sex (xxx,337). rt is
true though, that to an extent, she purposely adopts a meas-

ure of "passive feminine mediocrity" (xxx,340) for pragmatic

economic reasons: she has learned an important lesson from

the history of a former teacher, Madame panacheì a "learned
Ì.¡oman" $¡ith an "unlimited command" of "words and confidence"
(xxx334), who so threatened M. paul's ego and eminent status
within the school that he harassed her "vindictively....tirl
she was fairly rooted from the establ-ishment" (xxx,335). "À

woman of interrect," as M. paul informs Lucy, "was a sort of
'lusus naturae,' a luckless accident"(xxx,34o). Às werl as

presenting an intolerabre source of competition, therefore,
Madame Panache also stands in M. paul's eyes as an intellec-
tual mutant; a cretin of womanhood.

But Lucy arso fervently discraims any such "contraband
appetite for unfeminine knowledge" (xxx,337 ) because the
cultural beliefs which held women's mentaf inferiority' to
be divinery ordained and in fact'normal_'have become an in-
grained conviction within her ov¡n mind. Thus, she is acute-
Iy aware of her own "woman's" "rather obscure and stammering

explanation Is] " (Xfx,197) and "bad grammar" in speech
(xvrr ,177), as opposed to the "lucid intelligence" and flu-
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id elegance of men such as M. paul and Dr. John. when Lucy
and M. Paul begin a "crose and serious" conversation, for
instance, it is presented almost in terms of two gender-dis-
tinct monologues of reason and unreason:

He pleadedt he argued. I could not argue afortunate incapacity; it leeded but triúmprrant,logicar opposition to effect alr the diiectorwished to be effected; but I could tark in my-ãronway the way M. paur h'as used to and of irrricr,he could follow the meandering and filr the ¡rir-tus, and pardon the strange sÈammerings, strangeto him no longer. At ease witr, him, r ðould defendmy creed and faith in my own fashion (xxxvr,4o1).
The fitful, convoruted, and undisciptined nature of Lucy's
speech is illustrated even as she narrates. rnterestingly,
the language of 'femininity' thus manifest in the nover cor_
responds closely to Michel Foucault's description of the
marginarized discourse of madness within western curture:
"a11 those stammered, imperfect words without fixed syntax,,,
whichr âs he maintains, constitute a dialogic opposition to
the hegemonic discourse of reason.ss

Whi ]e

of logic
weak and

ic suspic

privleges

have the
(xxx,339)

tel1 ing,

Lucy snowe disavows abirity in argumentative modes

and manifests a genuine berief that her mind is
sruggish, there rankles in M. paul's mind a "chron-
ion" that she is in fact covertly concealing "the
of a classical education" "as monkies are said to
power of speech i f they would but use it "

. His comparision of Lucy to a monkey is in itself
for Brontë apparently had her finger on the purse

ss Michel Foucault, Madness and Civilization, p. x.
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of the emerging field of victorian craniorogy; perhaps as a

result of her earlier interest in the sphere of phrenorogy.

As Elizabeth Fee has shown, nineteenth-century craniorogists
attempted to "prove" differentiar racial and sexuar psychol-
ogies and mentar aptitudes; formulating elaborate carcura-
tions of the skurr to show how the brains of eromen, arong
with those of negroes and children, were underdeveloped to
the extent that they could be classed with lower species of
rife, "in the backwaters of the evolutionary tide."6o Às far
as the craniologists were concerned, then, even 'normarr vro-

men represented something of a "lusus naturae. "

At any rate, in his or.Jn perverse wây, M. paul compels

Lucy to an examination before a smarr panel of "professors."
It is a humiliating trial for her:

They began with the crassics. À dead brank. Theywent on to French history. I hardry knew Merovee
f rom Pharamond. Th"y tried me in ,rarlous 'orogies,and still got onry a shake of the head, and añ un-changing "Je n'en sais rien" (XXXV,3g4).

Drilled in the masculine preserves of crassical and scien-
tific knowledge, Lucy responds in the only way possible for
the nineteenth-century woman: with no response. But Brontë
impries that psychic as werl as interlectual barriers are at
work here, for even when Lucy's mind begins to respond in-
wardry to famiriar subjects, she is rendered mute: "ideas
were there, but not words. r either could not or would not

6o El
of
53

izabeth Fee,
the Female
(1979) , p.

"Ni neteenth-Century
SkulI," Bulletin of
424.
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the History of Medicine
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speak" (xxxv,3Ba) .

During a scene which in itself carries the symbolic force
of charcot's theatricar dispray of hysterics at the salpe-
triere later in the century, Lucy's temporary aphonia cer-
tainly appears as a form of psychosomatic hysterical parary-
sis, similar to the famous silence of Freud's patient,
'Dora,' or to the speechlessness and ringuistic eccentrici-
ties of Breuer's'Anna o.' Àccording to Dianne Hunter,s in-
terpretation, hystericar cases such as these represent a

"discourse of femininity addressed to patriarchal thought";
a discourse in which "the body signifies what sociar condi-
tions make it impossible to state linguistically.rr6 r Her

"nerves shaken" and her "humour crossed, " Lucy cannot or
will not frame rationar, coherent ansï¡ers even when she is
intellectually capable of doing sor and her muteness re-
frects not only a fundamentar estrangement from a rnonorogue

of 'reason' which is "brank," "cord," and "unsuggestive,, to
her (xxxv,385), but represents as well, a means of express-
ing her terror and di sgust of the whore " show-tr ial,,
(xxxv,383) through a somatic symptom of aphonia. À hysteri-
cal voiceressness is thus Lucy's means of reberring against
an intorerabre situation which she can neither endure nor
escape from. But nevertheress, her sustained sirence reads

61 Dianne Hunter, "Hysteria, psychoanalysis, and Feminism:The case of Ànna o., " in Thg.- (4)otrrer Tonque: Essavs inFeminist Psyçhoanal.vtic rntelprãtãEn, eds. shirley Nel-son Crane, CIare Kahane, and-MããeEî-Sprengnether irtfrã_ca; London: Cornell University press, lÞgS)l p. 1i4.



one of the examiners to suspect a different
malady: "Est eIle donc idiote? (xxxv,3g4).

as well indeed have interviewed a monkey.
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sort of mental

They might just

As though to alray his own psychological insecurity,
then, M. Paul succeeds in effectively dispraying Lucy before
the representatives of mare 'rationarity' as an exemplum of
feminine 'unreason.' Às one would expect, the episode onry
serves to reinforce Lucy's already heightened sense of men-

tal and sexual inferiority. when she does come to find her

"traitor tongue" again, for instance, her problems with wo-

manly incoherence are exacerbated by the French ranguage
which seems newly foreign to her, and arl her previously ac-
quired "fluency and freedom" (IX,177) is reduced to nervous
stuttering. And similarly, when she bursts into a "fit of
choking tears," she thinks to herself, "had I been a man and

strong, 1 courd have challenged Ittre examiners] on the
spot." That not being the case, however, she makes onry one

frustrated bid to end the questioning: "Gentremen, you had

better let me goì you wirr get no good of me; as you sãy, r

am an idiot" (xxxv,3g4).

rt is a mark of Lucy's increasing psychic stamina, how-

ever, that she perseveres despite her deep shame and anger,
and even manages to "charlenge" the examiners on her own r¡¡o-

manly terms. Hence, arthough she is mortified by her tears
"r would rather have been scourged, " she confesses
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(xxxv,38a) she begins to overcome some of the inbred con-
tempt for her feminine weakness of emotion when she trans_
lates her abstract essay topic into a personar arregory,
distinctly femare in its imagery. The upper-case authority
of her subject, "Human Justice," is thus promptly trans-
formed by her into a type of Mirtonic sin-figure: ,,a red,
random berdame with arms akimbo" and a "swarm of chirdren,
sick and quarrelsome" crawring about her (xxxv,3g6).

rt is onty once Lucy stops defining herself against es-
tabrished male standards of rationarity, and finds the cour_
age to accept and utter a ranguage of the'heart' -- a ran-
guage which Brontë deems part of a varid emotional dimension
of human nature that her impediments to speech are furly
resolved. Thus, when at the end of the novel she passion-
ately ac knowledges her l-ove f or M. paul , words, once ,,br i t-
tle and unmarleable, and cold as ice" (xxxxr ,467), become

for her as fluid and natural as blood, "running with haste
and heat through Iher] veins" (xxxxr,469) , Ànd only now

that language begins to feel organic does Lucy trury break
her silence, confessing novr, not from despair and deririum,
but from desire. "f want to tell you something,,, she says
to M. PauI, "I want to tell you alI":

r spoke. Àil leaped from my rips. I lacked notwords now; fast I narrated; ef,reñt I told my iul.;it streamed on _my tongue....rhe whore r.istáív;--ìnbrief, summoned to hiã confidence,-rushed thiiher,truthful, literaI, ardent, bitter'(xxxxt ,4iOr: -'
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By punctuating her heroine's rong travail through a miscel_
rany of mental afflictions with Lucy's serf-induced narra_
Lion of her own story, Brontë not onry achieves a neat,
cycrical plot, but seems to anticipate yet another develop-
ment of later victorian psychiatry; namely, the evorution of
the "talking cure" or "cathartic method" as an essential
therapeutic strategy for the treatment of hysterics.62 rn
Mrs. Dalrowav, virginia woolf's septimus smith arso attempts
such cathartic utterance at one point, but he is not des_
tined to be as successfur in purging the painful conflicts
of the psyche as Brontä's Lucy snowe. For Lucy, however,
the narrative scene is the proper culmination of a process
of self-treatment initiated long ago by a discussion of po-
tatoes and happiness. True, she never does attain the idyl_
lic bliss that Jane Eyre does, but the relative mental and
physicar tranquility she does achieve is $¡on against far
more adverse odds.

rn her portayal of mental il1ness, then, charlotte Brontë
has descended considerabry from the sensational heights of
Bertha's attic. But in an ironic wêy, the strength of that
first gothic portrait of insanity constitutes something of a

liabirity, for the 'madwoman in the attic' has become in-
vested with such powerful metonymical significance that it

62 The "talking curer"
penheim (anna O. ),
and Sigmund Freud i
teria ( 1895).

actually 'discovered' by Bertha pap_
was first discussed by Josef nreuãrn their seminal work, Studies on Hys-
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tends to eclipse Brontti's serious concerns with afflictions
of the mind. ultimatery, her work with Romantic prototypes
of madness is good, but her rear-ist treatment of the subject
is better. For whire Bertha in her attic and the ghostly
nun in the garret remain identifiable 'storageroom, images,
so to speak, which Brontë dusts off and rnends to suit her
narrative needs, it is in the rearist dimension of her texts
that her true powers of originality and vision are exer-
c i sed.



Chapter I I I

Madness in Virginia Woolf's
Echoes of nternatHuoffitu ,weIl of Tears,
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The urgent fact remains that, whether we raugh ornot, the 'comic' attitude may be present i; anygglre of play. The best jokes are not only compat:ible with the most sotemñ intention, but ãre rire-Iy to be the best jokes for that reason.

As tþ" gap narrows so that what remains incongru_ous is still funny, but too close to the bonã tolaugh at, then we move swiftly across the frontierinto the realms of the tragicl
-John L. Styan,The Dark Comedv

Be cheerful; wipe thine eyes:
Some faIls are means the happiei to rise.

-Cvmbeline, IV, iii,404-405

rn the history of women's riterature, Virginia woolf may

be regarded in many respects as a direct successor of Jane
Austen, whom she admired very much indeed. Nevertheless, her
depiction of insanity in Mrs.Dalroway (1gzs) is in fact more

similar to that of charrotte Brontèi's in Jane Evre and vir-
lette in that woolf's mad septimus warren smith arso repre-
sents a composite portrait drawn from an admixture of gener_
ic traditions. But whereas Brontë arways contains her
realist and gothic- romantic portrayars of mentar illness in
reratively distinct spheres, woolf blends the conventions
she draws upon in one figurer so that while septimus smith
remains a primarily rearistic madman Lhroughout the nove1,
he also evinces unmistakeable overtones of the carnivalesque
tragi- comic figure, the Wise Fool. Moreover, in Woolf's
novel, the canivaresque concepts and images incorporated
into the depiction of insanity serve a more extensive the-



matic function than

of madness.
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do Brontë's gothic and romantic tropes

rn a rearist context, woolf not only dramatizes septimus
smith's aberrant psychology with striking verisimiritude by

employing an innovative stream-of-consciousness technique,
but traces with detailed accuracy, âs well, the complex
etiology and symptoms of his pathology. And as the character
of septimus reflects woorf's great comprehension of the na-
ture of both'war neuroses' and more marignant forms of psy-
chosesr so her derineation of the Edwardian medical estab-
lishment reflects a similarly acute critical awareness of a

psychiatric a9êr which, though slowly making the transition
to modern Freudian theories, stilr remained firmly rooted in
Darwinian, and even mid-victorian, convictions about the na-
ture and treatment of mental- irlness. rt is in her portray-
ar of septimus smith as a victim of ineffective and exces-
sively authoritarian medical intervention that woolf's prose
reveals a barery controll-ed, caustic bitterness.

And yet the character
resents only one half of
attempting to accomplish

nounces in a diary entry
here a study of insanity
sane and the insane side

of Septimus Smith, after a1I, rep-
the whole that Virginia Woo1f was

in Mrs.Dallowav, for as she an-

for October 14, 1922: "I adumbrate

and suicidei the world seen by the

by side something 1ike that."i

1 Virginia WooIf,
Writer's Diary:

diary entry for
Beinq Excerpts

14 October,
from the Diarv

1922, in A
of Virqinia
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Ànd two days rater, she reiterated these structural and the-
matic intentions: "suppose it to be connected this þray: san-
ity and insanity. Mrs. DIaIIowayJ seeing the truth.
s Ieptimus] s Imith] seeing the insane truth. " 2 Though ,,some-

thing like thatr" to be sure, the novel published in 1g2s

actuarly embodies a far less schematic and more ambiguous

binary structure than Vroolf had perhaps originally intended.
The fundamental reason for this is that as a purveyor of
'insane truth,'septimus is oftenr âs critics have noted,
"sane in his insanity, rucid in his vision."3 rndeed, ,,some

of his visions," as phyllis Rose points out,"express a truth
or psychologicar rearity which courd be expressed in no oth-
er fashion."4 And woorf herserf once wrote: "The insane
view of rife has much to be said for it perhaps its lsicl
the sane one after all: and wê, the sad sober respectabre
citizens really rave every moment of our lives."s

wooJf ' ed. Leonard Ì.roolf (london: Hogarth press,
p.52. Hereafter cited in footnotes as WD.

virginia woorf, holograph notes, 16 october 1g22, Bergcorrection, guoted by phyrris Rose, woman of Letters: Àrrife of ^yi=Iqinia_woor.i (lgle, rpr ; r,onõiãn-riffi"nïdora, 1986), p. 135.

suzette Henke,. "Mrs Darrowey: The communion of saints,"
il. W- Femånist es, savs on r,Ëqinia Woolf , ed. Jane Marcus(Lrncorn: university of Nebraska press, t9g1), p. 140.

Phyllis Rose, Woman of Letters, p.136

virginia woolf, letter to Emma vaughan, 23 Àpril 1901, in
Ihg. l,gtççJq gå_yirqi!ia t^rgotf : fhe priqht'of rh¿ ¡,rin¿,vor. 1 (1ggg-1912), eds. wfret Nichãrson and Joanne Traut_mann (london: Hogarth , 1976), p. 42. Hereafter cited infootnotes by volume and page numbers, as Letters.

1975) ,
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woorf's fundamentar ambivalence over the validity of
'sane' and' 'insane' truths or perspectives is primarily ev-
ident in Mrs.Dallowav through her depiction of septimus
smith as a poet or prophet figure with a transcendent capac-
ity for numinous insighti and indeed, in the midst of his
messianic delusions, he is sometimes capable of almost Bl_a-

kean flashes of brilriancy. This dimension of his character
refrects woorf's disconcerting tendency to romanticize or
mythicíze mental illness a tendency which evolvedr peF-
haps, in the context of her orvn experiences of. intermittent
mentaL breakdowns. rn any case t dL the same time that the
ostensibry 'insane' frows into a form of higher truth, the
'sane'worrd of the novel is also apt to recede into the ab-
normar or meaningress. This is a movement irlustrated with_
in the text by the theme of language and communication, as
well as by the various characters themserves: for not only
does septimus's 'sane' doppergänger, clarissa DalIoway, her-
serf share many of the anxieties and psychorogicar charac-
teristics of the madman; but Woolf also indicates manifest
neurosis and potentiarly criminar pathorogy in other major
characters such as Doris Kirman and peter walsh. Thus ,,the

worrd seen by the sane and the insane side by side,, becomes

a worrd fraught with uncertain rerativity, and from a read-
erly perspective, it is often difficult to judge precisely
from which 'side' one is viewing the world.
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In accordance with the sobering trend noted in Jane Àus_

ten's treatment of mentar irlness in chapter one, virginia
woolf once speculated that, had Àusten lived ronger, "Her
sense of security would have been shaken. Her comedy would
have suf f ered. "6 rt is perhaps f rom an ar.rareness of her own

failing sense of comedy and security that woolf was Ìed, in
her "study of insanity and suicide," to incorporate erements
of the carnivalized serio-comic genre.z certainly, the re-
curring textual- reference to shakespeare's "hybrid tragi-
comedy,"8 cvmberine, wourd appear to indicate that at reast
at some IeveI, she had such a moder in mind. viewed as a

Lragi-comic figure, woorf's madman represents an earry mod-

ernist resurrection¡ âs it were, of the shakespearean wise
Fool; a dualistic carnivalesque entity especialry popular
during the Renaissance. As Mikhair Bakhtin explains in The

ProbLems of Dostoevskv's poetics, this figure united within
himself the cardinal antipodes of King and Jester, as werl

virginia woolf, "on Jane Àusten," in The common Reader,1st series (192s, rpt; Harmondsworth,-Engiã;ãï :eenguin
Books, 1 938 ) , p. 144. Àrl subsequent reEerences are tothis edition.
Àccording to Mikhail Bakhtin, the serio-comic J_iterarytradition is a "profoundry" carnivalized one, *nòsÀ ori-ginsr ês such, ffiây urtimãtely be traced to ancient riter-aly forms of Menippean satire, socratic dialogue, ånã car-nival f orkl-ore. cf . Bakht in, The proÞlçms q_L-D_astoevsky' s.Foetic?, . rrans_. . by caryJ- nmerson-ãìFlir.; ffine c.Booth (Minneaoolis:- university of Minnesota press, lgaqi-,p. 132, pp.1oo-log. Hereafter ålt"a in iootnote, ãå, prob-
Iems.

Harley Granville-Barker, prefaces to shake-E-æ_ar.g, vo1. 1

lllrnceron, N.J. : princelãirñTrer"iffiÐ-ig+s) , p.502.
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as 'mesalliances' of arl sorts: the high and the row, the
sacred and the profane, the wise and the stupid.s such car-
nivalesque mesarliance is manifest, for exampre, even in
septimus smith's ludicrously incongruent name, which is both
extraordinary, yet ordinary, frysticalr !et mundane.

woolf's lunatic is at once the epic poet's tragic hero and

the realist novelist's Everyman.

The carnivaresque overtones evident in woolf's serio-
comic depiction of madness in Mrs.Dalloway represent a dis-
tinctive generic note, which, on the most immediate lever,
serves to mitigate the bitter and painfur rearity of septi-
mus's mentar illness and medical treatment in a realist con-
text. By portraying him as a partialry fantastic fool who

is to be gently mocked as werl as pitied and admired, woolf
salvages a sense of that assured comedy which she envied in
Jane Austen a sense of what she said her predecessor
appreciated as the "eternally laughable in human nature. " 1 o

simi J-ar1y, êt a second and perhaps more remote rever, the
essentially positive and joyful carnivalesque images and

themes which are embodied in septimus as a wise Foor or Tra-
gic crown, extend beyond his character to help buoy and bar-
ance an authoriar vision of the postwar milieu which threat_
ens to sink into a sense of existential despondency;

I

Bakhtin, problems,

1 o Virginia Woolf, "On
13s.

pp. 123-124.

Jane Austen, " The Common Reader. p.
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diJ-uting the tears of a despairing modern world with echoes

of reverberating 1aughter.

The realist presentation of psychologicar derangement in
Mrs.Dallowav begins, on the most fundamentar IeveI, with the
simple facts of septimus's sex and personal history as an

ex-sordier, for as Eraine showarter has demonstrated, in the
aftermath of the Great war, madness temporariry assumed a

mal-e form: alarming numbers of shell-shocked v¡ar veterans
nov¡ began to replace middle-crass females in the offices of
nerve speciarists and psychiatrists. r r woorf's septimus
srnith is initiarJ-y a "shy, stammering, " and lonery youth,
"anxious to improve himserf," as the narrator remarks, and
thus "one of the first to vorunteer" for mi1itary service. i 2

"There in the trenches," he appears to cope with the horrors
of industrial warfare exceptionally welr: "He developed man_

linessr' he v¡as promoted; he drew the attention, indeed the
affection of his officer, Evans by name"(77). So welr does
this formerry sensitive young man learn the ressons of
gr i t i sh combat stoic i sm that ,

when Evans was killed, just before the Àrmistice,in rtaly,. 9.ptimus, fai from showing-any emotioáor. recognizing that here v¡as the end-of ã f riend-ship' congratulated himself on feeJ.ing,r.ry rittleand very reasonably(7T-79) .

l1

12

Eraine showarter, The Femare Maladv (Hew york: pantheon,
1 985) , p. 1 95ff.
virginia woorf, Mrs.Darlowav (192s, rpt; London: GraftonBooks , 197 6), .pp. iatt ett subsequånt ref erences aretaken from this edition and will heieafter be citãa uypage number within the text of the essay.
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he has watched the last shells ex-

" has witnessed "the truce signed,

that Septimus begins to experience

fear" : "He could not fee1"(78).

vacillating between states of utter emotional and physi-
cal vacuity or numbness and periods oL acute anxiety, septi-
mus represents a crassic example of a victim of 'war neuro_

sis' in the form of male hysteria. According to showalter,
this disorder resulted from sordiers' sustained repression
of "fear, tension, horror, disgust, and grief, " and ex_
pressed an insoruable psychic conflict between "the instinct
for serf-preservation and the prohibitions against deception
or ftight which were 'rendered impossible by ideals of duty,
patriotism, and honor. r'1 3 Thus, septimus's sense of person-
a1 invincibility during combat his conviction that,,he
vras bound Lo survive"(78) and his seemingry heroic indif-
ference to exploding sherrs and dying comrades, ñây be

viewed as a form of psychic defensei a desperate attempt to

r3 showartgr, The Femare Maladv, p. 170. suzette Henke, in"virginia wõottFeptïmffimi.iir: An Anarysis of ,par-
aphrenia' and the Schizophrenic Use of Lanquåge," Litera_
!ufg, ?nd psychgloqy 31 ( 1 981 ) : 13-23, ãpeðuiates EEãtsmith' s eventual scrrizophrenic breakdówn i; p;;;ipitafããby his repression of homosexual desire for iris oitlcer,Evans, which is certainry plausible, given the homoeroticrelationship woolf sketcñeã (p.77). úowever, in a fasci-na!ing chapter on 'Neuroses añd war,' Eric .r. Leed main-tains that one of the "ressons" psyóhiatrists 

";;;- taughtby grwr vlas that, "the repression- of f ear could constitútea more powerful engine of neurosis than the repression ofsexuarity." cf. No Man's Land: combat una iaånliiv inworld war Ll (cam¡riãge: G-muriGe uniË"Ë press,@l ,E les.
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evade consciousness of traumatic emotion and lhe sense of
his own overwhelming vulnerabirity. Af ter the Þ¡ar, this re-
pressed psychic content appears to be converted into a hys-
tericar symptom of emotional and physicar anesthesia, for
septimus believes that, "he courd not taste, he courd not
feel"(79). Like the "boys in uniform" whom peter walsh wit-
nesses marching mechanicarly down the street, it is as
though Septimus has been "drugged into
corpse" as a result of his experience
pIine" (47).

a

of

The young war veteran's sporadic but keen attacks
palring fear," however, belie his real probrem which

stiff yet staring
military "disci-

t'ap-

,êS

of

is
showarter cl-aimsr p'êcisely that he feers too much, espe-
cially for a mare.la rn truth, he is hopelessly deficient in
what Virginia woolf once described as a "universal,, ,,screen_

making habit"; a psychic mechanism which preserves sanity :

"rf v¡e had not this devise for shutting peopre off from our
sympathies we might perhaps dissolve utterry; separateness
would be impossibl-e. " 15 This account of a pathological sense
of the dissorution of serfhood is directry applicable to
Septimus Smith, who sits alone on a park bench, âttempting
to explain to himself, rationally
maddening sensibility of diffuse
sitivity:

precisely this sort of
sembodiment and raw sen-di

14

l5

Showalter, The

Virginia Woolf,

Female Maladv.

WD, p. 97.

p. 193 .
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scientifically speaking, the fresh was melted offthe world. His body v¡as macerated until only thenerve fibres were reft. It was spread like a veilupon a rock....He lay very high on the back of theworld- The earth thrirred beñeath him. Red ito*-ers grev¡. through his fleshi their stiff leavesrustled by his head (62).

À sense of individual "separateness" becomes impossibre for
septimus , for he feers himself Lo be merery a tiny connec-
t ive component of a vast organ ic network : ,,reaves vlere

arive i trees were aIive. Ànd the l-eaves [wereJ being con-
nected by rnillions of f ibres to his oh,n body" (22) . rndeed,
the only type of "screen" septimus is consistently associat_
ed with in the nover is not a protective psychic one, but
rather Mrs. Filmer's ornamentar room dívider, around which
he regurarly conducts hi s dialogues r+i th the dead.

woolf thus indicates that what began directly after the
war as a form of treatable neurosis has rapidly accelerated
to an advanced state of psychotic disorder, for septimus's
repressed hypersensitivity is nov¡ reasserting itserf to the
point that it has begun to efface his sense of personal ex-
istence. rt may well be, then, that the "double conscience,,
or "splitting of the mind into two rerativery independent
portions," which Breuer and Freud discovered in "rudimentary
form in all hysteriar"ls has now progressed in septimus to
the lever of schizophrenia riterally, "split-mindedness.,,

1 6 Josef Breuer
trans. and ed.
don: Hogarth
1956) , p. 227.

and Sigmund Freud,
, James and Àl_ix St
Press and The Insti

S!udigs on Hysteria,
ratchey ( 1895; rpt . i.on-
tute of Psycho-Analysis,
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As suzette Henke points out, septimus's "inabirity to
maintain adequate boundaries" between the sel_f and the ex-
ternal world his frightening sense of being "porous and
marreabre"-- is one of the more "striking" characteristics
of schizophrenics. lT And woolf, who based some of. the de_

tails of septimus's insanity on personal experience, 1s por.r-

erfully conveys other symptoms common to schizophrenia as

werri the most evident of which, perhaps, are his frequent
visual and auditory hallucinations. To septimus's deranged
consciousness, the world is a terrifying one in which a dog
is capabre of transmogrifying into a man; in which the,,ag-
onies" of "miracles, Iand] revelations, " are compounded by
incessant harlucinations of "faÌring through the sea, down,
down into the flames" (127). similarly, a bird's song is for
him an important message communicated from beyond the
earthly realm:

17

18

4 sp?rrow perched on the railing opposite chirpedSeptimus, ,Sep!imus, four or fíve-ii*.s over andwent ohr drawing its notes out, to sing freshly.nq piercingly in Greek words how theie is nôcrime and,_joined by another sparrow, they sang invoices. prolonged and pierc ing in creår *ooids, iro*trees in the meadow of rife beyond a rivei'*rráiãthe dead walk, how there is no ãeath (23_24).

Henke,_ "virginia woolf's septimus smith," Literature andPsycholoqv, 31 (1981), p. 17-.

cf. Quentin Bu]1,^.virqinia r^roorf : À ¡_l_e_g-rsph¿ (London:
Hogarth press, .1972);-võrl ,lpres-so. nãgFoore, lhegnknowg_yjl@la _Woorf (cambriãge: cambriãge u"i"ã..ffiPress, 1978), offers a rather eitreme Uiogrãfhl"ãi-read_ing of psychorogy and irrness in the noverõ oi woðÍr, butpoints out all the pertinent connections, cf. ""p""íaIlypp. 138-47 , 161-66, 176-97 .
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septimus becomes in his insanity an oracurar medium for the
voices of the dead, often listening to them "with his hand

up" (125), and dictating their words to his distraught wife,
Rezia: "do not cut down treesi tell the prime Minister.
Universal love: the meaning of the world"(131).

Às Harvena Richter notes, septimus's schizophrenic disor_
der appears to be of a manic-depressive sort, f.or he is
prone to radical vicissitudes of mood, ranging from messian_
ic delusions of grandeur to paranoid delusions of persecu-
tion.1s "Greatest of mankind" and "the Lord who [has] come

to renew society," septimus is yet arso "the scapegoat, the
eternal sufferer"(24) who envisions "faces laughing at him,
calling him horrible disgusting names" (60). past "sins,, and

"crimes" rise to torment him in the form of impish, phantas-
magorical spirits, who shake "their fingers at him" and jeer
and sneer(81). From self-apotheosis to serf-prostration be_

fore the sense of his own "degradation" as a man "pocked and
marked with vice" (82), septimus is both the ,,happiest man

in the world, and the most miserabre"(75) an oxymoronic
combination of quarities whose carnivalesque potential woorf
will come to exploit in another generic context within the
novel.

f9 Harvena Richter, Vi rginia I.IooIf :(prlnceton: princeton University press
The Inward
, 1g7o) , p.

Vovaqe
88n.
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Às a subsequent' and more marignant phase of mentar dis-
turbance than his initial 'war neurosisr' then, Septimus,s
psychotic disorder represents, as suzette Henke suggests, ,,a

thoroughly realistic and convincing portrait of schizophren-
ic breakdown."2o And the course of pathorogy which woolf
traces' moreover, is realistic not onry in its presentation
within the novel, but in its congruency with the postwar
British experience. For as Eric J. Leed has shown, psychia-
trists of the age quickry recognized that if sherr-shock
could serve the functional purpose of "providIing] an exit
f rom the trenches, " it courd al-so serve to protect ,,the sol-
dier from a more permanent psychoses." However, for those
men who, like septimus, successfutry repressed neurotic ma-
ladies until the bloodshed ceased; for those that appeared,
that is, to emerge from the trenches psychorogically un-
scathed, the later deveropment of anxiety neurosis or hyste-
ria was far more likelier to constitute,

a way-station on the road to a more fundamentar.break with. rearity. while the vrar was going ã,, 
-lt

appeared that the large numbers of neuroses had agrear dear to do with the.surprisingly few-;=t;ho-ses of combat . I n peacet ime, thi; iat io iru's i._versed .-..there are numerous examples of men-com-ing home either 'norma1' or with a'-srigt l rrv"tãri"to end up, four years Iater, as schi=oif,r"ni;;:ãì

Henke, _ "Virginia WooIf's SeptimusPsycholoqy, 31 (1981), p. 13:

Leed, No Man's Land, pp., 199-190.

20

21

Smith, " Literature and
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It is perhaps a rather minute point, but I^Ioolf indicates a

simirar time rapse of approximatery "five years,', from the
time of septimus's marriage to Rezia directly af ter the v¡ar,

to the point at which he takes his final "step into the pit"
and "surrenderIs]" himself to medical authorities: "now oth-
er people must help him. people must be sent for. He gave

in" (90-91 ).

with septimus' s "surrenderr " woolf ' s rearist examination
of mental pathorogy extends to merge with the novel's larger
attempt at comprehensive social criticism.2 2 rt is an at_
tempt which, nevertheless, remains for the most part concen-
Èrated in a forcefur condemnation of the Edwardian medical
profession. Às both Roger poore and stephen Trombley have

shown, much of the portrayal of doctors and medical practic-
es in Mrs.Dalrowav may be attributed to woolf's ov¡n, largery
frustrating, encounters with physicians.2s And yet despite
the autobiographical element of bitterness sometimes detec-
table in them, the medicar scenes in Mrq.Dallowav may still

22 As woolf stated one of her aims for Mrs.Darloway: ,,r
want to criticize the social system, ããT tñãî lt atwork, ãt its most intense." Diaiy entry for 1g June 1g23,in WD, p. 57.

,Ìî?Ill_. Ile.*Unkno!¡g_Yirqinia woolf (Cambridse: Cambridse
un i.versi ty press ,1978) ; stephen rrombrey, AÍl rhai i,r*rn.,she was Mad: .virqini+ woori, Female viåtim of Male-ffi
@--rx"il v-ork: -õ;tlnffi, 1eB1).soth-#iä ffu ''ffi-ble insof ar as they chalrenge a rong tiadition "t i."t rrr"uncritical-ry accepted woolf's alregãd 'madness' and thecircumstances surrounding her irlnãsses. However, bothauthors assume concepts of modern psychology and ;pheno-
menoJ-ogy' which sometimes lead them- tõ unfaíi assesãmentsof the physicians involved.

23
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be regarded as primarily accurate reflections of a psychiat-
ric age in whichr âs showarter states, "therapeutic practis-
es took on a ner,¡ urgency, and psychiatrists vrere granted un-
precedented powers of domination, intervention, and

control. " 2 4 And although the "unexpected phenomenon of
whoresale mental breakdown among men"25 during and after the
war had served to shatter many of the fundamentar tenets of
Darwinian psychiatry, and thus accererate the acceptance of
Freudian anarytic practices in Britain, the tenacious victo-
rian interrerationship between medicine, madness, and moral-
ity continued to infruence the therapeutic reality of the
early decades of the twentieth century.26

septimus smith's experiences in the hands of Mrs. Fir-
mer's hopelessly ineffectuar famiry physician, Dr. Holmes,

as werl as the expensive, ostentatious Harrey street 'nerve
specialist, ' sir william Bradshawr rêfrect a non-analytic,
authoritarian approach to the treatment of mentar disorder
which, in effect, v¡as not unrike the 'moral management' of
Brontei's mid-victorian era, or the punitive medical treat-
ment of hysterical women in the rate nineteenth century.

Showalter, The Female Maladv, p. 190.

Showalter, The Female Ma1adv, p. 169.

cf. showarter, The TgTalg-Metadv, pp. 164-190, and Leed,Ng Maq's Land, . pp. 170-lBo tor trre- moral or 'díscifrinar-y'_ and analytic therapeutic practices during it,ã-õãrioaof I^twr, and Tromblgy, Àrt That summer She úas t"d; forthe moral therapeut ið approãcrr-tãlen--uy some of woorf ' sphysic ians.

24

25

26
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Indeed, the diagnoses and treatments adumbrated by Holmes

and Bradshaw in the nover continue to emphasize the cardinal
role of individual vorition in resisting insanity, and the
important ethical ramifications of mental and physical inca-
pacitation in relation to the patient's familial and public
responsibilities and obligations. Thus, Dr. Hormes, greet-
ing sept imus wi th hi s invar iably di sagreeable, ,,r n a f unk,
eh?" (132), proceeds to remind his patient that, ,,health is
rargery a matter in our own control"(g2). Àccordingry, sep-
timus need only invorve himserf in "outside interests,,, or
"take up some hobbyr' -- Holmes himself restores "o1d furni-
ture" (82) , but for septimus he recommends the "music hall,,
or a "nice out-of-door game" rike cricket(24). Ànd his pa-
tient's talk of suicide is addressed by Holmes on strictly
moral grounds, for, "Didn't one owe perhaps a duty to one, s
wife?" The "next time" Dr.Hormes plans to see his patient,
he sincerely "hopelsl to find smith out of bed and not mak-

ing that charming littre rady his wife anxious about
him"(82).

Hormes' moral therapuetic approach is echoed by the im-
posing Bradshaw, who on the topic of suicide reminds septi-
mus: "Nobody rives for himself arone"(gg). Despite his gen_

tIy murmured questions and pink note pads, however,
Bradshaw's method of dearing with derangement is even Less
subtle than that of his colleague, for he is not so much in-
terested in stimulating the volition of the patient to exert
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hirnserf as he is in ensuring the pliancy of the patient,s
will to that of the physician. For Bradshaw, septimus,s
threats of suicide are not onry a moral but a regar issue.zT
As he brusquely informs Rezia, there is "no arternative,, but
to incarcerate septimus in a "delightfur home down in the
countty," of course for because her husband has "threat_
ened to ki11 himself , " his medicar condition has become ',a

question of lal¡" (87-88). Clearly then, Septimus's guilty
sense throughout the interview, that he is a "criminal" who

must "confess" to his "judge" (97-gg), is not entirely a

symptom of insane derusion, but is intended to convey as

well the actual powerressness of the individuar mentar pa-
tient within a corporate professional body endowed with a

tremendous degree of autonomy from Iay intervention.2B

Bradshaw, f.or arr his prestigious reputation and ostensi_
ble expertise (and woorf captures wonderfurly welr the petty
inter-professional rivalries and jealousies between the gen-
eral practitioner and the Harley street'specialist'), does
not, in one important regard, make such a radicarly differ-

27

2A

Àccording to stephen Trombrey, doctors incarcerated po-tentially suicidal patients as a measure of regar ierf-protection.see, À11 That summer she was Mad, p. í0i.-
r9r a good history of medicar professionarization and and
!h. grov¡th of the medical prótession as an autonomousbgay,.see M. Jeanne petersoñ, The Medicar profession inMtd-vt+_g+g Lgncon (nerkeley: unl".rrrry ffiäËPress, 1978). Andrew T.sculll in Museums gf Madness: TheSociai _ %_ænization of rns?n_t+J
Enqland Tñe$¡ yoffit.r"rartñEest 

1 ffi rryfocuses upon the medical professionis steady *onopoii=u-tion of the menLal health ðare sphere.
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ent diagnosis of Septimus from that of his corleague. Àr-
though it is true that Bradshaw recognizes that septimus is
"very seriously i11"(86), whereas Hormes had dismissed his
case as "nerve symptoms and nothing more"(g2), both concur
in their berief of the essentiatly organic etiology of his
disorder: "rt was a case of complete breakdor+n compJ_ete

physicar and nervous breakdown, with every symptom in an ad_
vanced stage" ( 85 ) . Thus, although septimus clearly mani-
fests symptoms which wourd today likely be recognized as a
form of schizophrenia, he is destined to be treated, accord-
ing to the Darwinian principle of the organic origin of all
mentar pathology, for neurasthenia âs, indeed, woolf her-
self vlas.

Accordingly, Bradshaw proceeds to "invoke" weir Mitc_
he11's famous'rest cure'; the standard late-nineteenth cen-
tury treatment for the nervous ailments of soldiers, busi_
nessmen, and, most often, middle-crass femares. As woolf
has it in Mrs Dalrowav, the procedure consisted mainly of,

rest in bed; rest in sgtitudei silence and rest;rest without friends, without books, Ìrithout *ã"-sages; six months' rest; until a man who went inweighing seven stone six comes out weighingtwelve(89).

Although the Mitchelt
sity (lqrs.Dalloway's

eon"(107)r on doctor's
of the cure prescribed

description is hardly

rest cure varied in length and inten_
"hours' complete rest after Iunch-
orders, is in fact a mild application
for her cardiac condition ) , Woolf's
an exaggeration of the nature of the
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treatment in its most extreme or "pure" form. Besides abso_

Iute rest and isolation from family and friends, the rest
cure entailed an excessive diet, chiefly of mirk, which was

intended to supply the "surprus fat" required to combat ner-
vous debilityr âs werl as "passive exercises," such as mas-

sage and electricity, necessary to prevent muscular atro-
phy. 2 e

woolf, who endured a reratively moderaLe form of the rest
cure in 1904, later confided to her friend violet Dickinson
that she had, "never spent such a wretched eight months in
lher] 1ifer" and accused her physician, Dr. George savage,
of being "shortsighted" and tyrannical.3o principally frus-
trated by the "eternal resting and fussing, and being tord
not to do this and that," woolf revealed obliquely some

months after the treatment that
"completeJ-y demoralised."3 1 WooIf '

it had left her feeling

s specific focus on the
rest cure in Mrs.Dalrowav, however, represents far more than

29 cf. suzanne poirier, "The weir Mitcherl Rest cure: Doctoralq Patients," Women's Studies 10 (1993), pp. lá_¿õ, anaEllen L. nassr.rElEÉã ñffire: Repetition or Resoru-tion of victorian women's confricts?" 'in The remale eody
!n. Tes!e5n. cul-tule :. co¡_rtemporary perspect iG,ffiusanRubin suleiman (camuilãge, Mass. ; r.oãããi, B¡rõiand: Har-vard University press, 1986), pp. 139-15i.
virginia woolf, letter to violet Dickinson, 30 october1904, in Letters, VoI. 1, p. 147.

virginia woorf, tetters to violet Dickinson, 30 october
!994 and 5 Àpril 190S, in Lettçrs, VoI 1, p. 147, p.-te+.Taken out of context, the-ãG sentence f rom which thelatter quote is extracted, reads: "r feel compteiãiv a.-morarisedr âs though r were going through añother'restcure. tt

30

út
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a merely gratuitous arrusion to a personar authorial grie-
vance, for it is intended to carry symbolic weight as an em-

blem of arr that is "tyrannicar" in the exercise of medical
authority. significant in this regard, for example, is Brad-
shaw's imperative and vaguery menacing declaration to septi-
mus: "lYou will be going tol one of g¡ homes, Mr. warren
smith....where we wirl teach you to rest"(g7). The Mitcherl
rest cure is indeed an apt form of medical treatment for
woolf to highright, for as many feminist critics have point-
ed out, it was designed to encourage a process of infantile
regression in the patient, while maximizíng the physician's
infruence and authority over her recovery of 'nervous' equi-
librium as welr as her 'moral re-education.'32 rt is as a

protest against this sort of "complete demoralisation" that
the lengthy and indignant passage on Bradshaw's "goddesses,,
of "Conversion" and "proportion" (g9-91 ), which immediately
ensues his "invocation" of the rest cure, frây be understood

even though it is a passage which evinces a type of pas-
sion-fired prose which woorf critized in charlotte Brontë,s
work.33 Thus, if Elaine showarter is correct in her asser-
Lion that the resson taught by both hystericar women of the
late-nineteenth century and sherr-shocked sordiers of wwr,

cf. Ellen Bassuk, "The Rest cure," in The Female ppdz in
Çulture r pp . 142-144 and 146- 1 50 r ããil-snoñ:tter,The Female Malady, p. 139.

cf . virginia woor f_ t^\,Ego^ of one's own (London: HogarthPress , 1935) , pp. 1OZ-1õ-4.

32

33
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slas that "powerlessness could lead to pathology,"3a then the
psychiatric scene in woolf's Mrs.Darloway irlustrates most

crearry how pathology only reinforces powerressness, for the
finar fact of the matter is, "that sir Ï^rirriam was master of
his own actions' which the patient r.ras not"(90).

Whether in the trenches or in the posh consulting room of

the focal point of Woolf's re-an eminent specialist, then,

alist depiction of mental i llness remains Septimus's tragic
victimization by his ovrn psychic demons and by more tan-
gible bogeys in the forms of Hormes and Bradshawr ãs werr as

the society which sanctions their pov¡er. rn a sense, there-
fore, the madman's harrucinatory fears of persecution by a

collectively relentress "Human Nature," represented specifi-
cally by the two physicians, are not quite so derusive as

they may first appear to be. rn fact, septimus's recurrent
image of "Human Nature" as a "repulsive brute" with "brood-
red nostrils" (82-83) actuall_y signifies an interesting in-
version of the eighteenth-century image of the madman as

beast, for in Woo1f's noveI, it is the 'sane, ' civilized,
and educated doctors who are now viewed by a runatic as ata-
vistic creatures driven by primal and instinctual impulses.
the beastial image which operates in woolf's novel thus
marks a direct reversar, not only from charlotte Brontä's
portrayal of Bertha Mason as a wild and crazed Lucia figure,
but arso, for example, from charlotte perkins Girman's very

34 Showalter, The Fema1e lutç¡!e1]L p. 190.
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dissimirar f ictional protest against the 'rest cure' in ,,The

Yelrow wallpaper" -- where the nameless protagonist arso de_

generates to the level of a pathetic creature who crawrs
round and round the attic room she has finalry defaced of
its maddening wallpaper.3 5

significantty, woorf also indicates that septimus's some-

times virulentry misanthropic perspective of the worrd can-
not simpry be discounted as a whoJ-ry insane sense of scata-
logical disgust. For although his visions of humankind as a

"breed of ....lustfuI animars," "obscene littre harpIies] r"
and otherwise vice-riddted beings(90) are , to say the
reast, extreme, the novel does expl_ore the latent potential
in arl men and women to succumb to whorly irrationar and in-
humane impuJ-ses and emotions. peter walsh is a character
highLy significant in this respect, but even the charming,
cultivated, and petite crarissa Darroway acknowredges within
herserf a painful and trampring "brutal monster" of inexpli-
cabre, undiluted hatred for Doris Kirman(13). Indeed, septi-
mus's vision of the essentiar aggressive animality beneath
the polished veneers of his ferrow beings refrects woorf's
conscious intention to endow him with the capacity to ,,some-

how see through human nature its hypocrisies and insinc-
erity."s0 rt is an ability to penetrate beyond the artifi-

35
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cial appearances and surfaces, which for exampre, sepLimus,s

"glittering and tinsely"sz double, Clarissa DalIoway,
strives her best to sustain. The authorial implication, as

Barbara Hill Rigney suggests, is that 'the insane' are mere-
ry people who "grapple with monsters that 'sane' people re-
press.'rsa The 'insane truth' thus begins to manifest it-
self

Arways combining within himself antitheticar qualities,
even in a realist context, septimus is an extremely vurner-
able target in some respects, and yet far from impotent in
others. And indeed, just as he is able to gauge objectively
the lower limits of human reality, evaded by those 'saner,
than he, so too he is sometimes abLe to perceive higher
truths unattainabre for others. Ànd it is the point at which
9loo1f endows her madman with a partialry legitimater âs op-
posed to delusory, capacity for transcendent poetic and
prophetic insight, that the depiction of insanity in
Mrs.Darlowav reaches into a romanticized realm which is not
unproblematical in itself .

dimension of the novel may

In an important respect, this
be seen to stem from Woolf's per-

1923.
Saints
143 .

37 virgin
61 .

Cited by Henk9,. " Mrs.Da1lowav: The Communion
, " in Hew reminist essãffi4¡irqinia woolf ,

of
p.

ia Woolf , diary entry f or 15 October 1923, @, p.

the
and

,P.

38 Barbara Hill Rigney, yadness and sexual- politics inreminl+. Ngvel: Stud
+!;¿¿a-tuãffin : uñFGi rv offinsi n-Þieffize Is6.



petually ambivalent attitude toward her

downs; those "curious intervals" in her li
feared and yet tended to regard âs, "the
tistically":
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o$¡n mental break-

fe, which she both

most fruitful ar-

one becomes fertilised think of my madness atHogarth and arl the rittle ilrneËses thatbefore r wrote The !.iqhthouse, for instance. Sixweeks in bed noñoffiãTG masterpiece of rqolnullater, The waves ] .3 s

Besides regarding her periodic mental and physicar debirity
as states of creative gestation, woolf arso berieved that
they "courd, yield spirituar dividends"4o an idea tenta-
tively expressed in a letter to E.M. Forster:

Not that r haven't picked up something from my in-sanities and arl the rest. rndeedl r suÊpect
!þgV:". done insread of rel_igion. But this is adifficult point.al

It is indeed a "difficurt point," for the conceptual links
woolf forges between insanity and illness as potential
sources of art and forms of mystical fulfirrment come very
close to the sort of "varor ízaLion" of madness which R.D.

Laing espoused during the anti-psychiatry movement of the
1 960 s.4 2

vilsinia t'Ioolf , diary entry f or 1o septembe r 1929, wD,
146 .

Quentin BeIl, Virqinia Woolf: A Bioqraohv, VoI . 2,
148.

39 p.

p.
40

41

42

Yirginia woolf, letter to E.M. Forster, 21 January 1g22,in Letters , Yol-. 2, p. 499.

show_aI!9r, The Femare Maradv,.p. z1g and f f . This aspectof woolf makes trer worr, pËú i.ãurariv-r,ir".oårrå"åi, -ã=p.-
ciarry amenabre to Laingian criticai approacr,Fåuch asBarbara Hill Rigney's Madness and sexuãl poritics in the
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rn Mrs.Darlowav, septimus's insanity is frequentry repre-
sented as a poetic and mystical phenomenon, for he experi-
ences life metaphoricallyr âs a series of profound revela-
tions. some of the revelatory insights which frash upon

him, of course' are undoubtably insaner âs when, for in-
stance, leaves, trees' a sparrow's song, a chird's cty, and

a car horn form for septimus's a "pattern" which, "Afr taken
together, meant the birth of a new religion"(zz). on the
other hand, however, as an interpreter of the symboric sig-
nificance embedded in the common wortd about him, septimus,s
sensibility is honed to an acute pitch unparallered by that
of any other character. Thusr âs phyllis Rose points out,
the difficult passages which describe his perceptions of the
world are often also the occassion of the rnost beautiful im-
agery and prose in the nover.a3 The poetic beauty of septi-
mus's consciousness is revealed, f.or instancer âs he sits in
Regent's Park:

To watch a leaf quivering in the rush of air wasan exquisite joy. Up in the sky, the swallowsswooping, swerving, flinging tËemselves in andout, round and round, yet always with perfect con_trol as if elastics hel_d them; and thã flies ris_ing and falling; and the sun spotting now this

43

l:T*?i=t_Noyer (¡raaison: university of wisconsin press,t9/E). rt is also extremery interesting to contrast vir-ginia woolf's attitudes to irrness aná art to those ofh.f father, LesJ-ie stephen,.who presupposed rigoró"s men-tar, morar and physicar fitnesè as-th. fundãmentar re-quirement of the great artist. Cf. Bruce Haley, TÞe
Tea+L,l¿ Bodv and victorian_ Çurture (cambridge, -'tt."il
lgn9qn, EngrañE Harv-ara unffitv 'pr.=" , 1g7g) , pp.46-68.

Phyllis Rose, Woman O! letters¡ pp. 136-137
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leaf, now that, in mockery, dazzling it with softggld in pure good temper; and now agãin some chime(-rt might be a motor horn) tinkliñg divin"iy-onthe grass stalks arr of this caÍm and r.aËon-able as it was, made out of ordinary things as it$¡as' vras the truth now; beauty, that vras ttte truthnow. Beauty was everywhere ( 63 ) .

septimus's hellish hallucinations, then, are offset by envi-
abre states of supreme bliss in a realm of sustained Keat-
sian epiphany.

Similarlyr ês Rezia perceptively observes of her hus-
band's scraps of writing and doodres, while some are "sheer
nonsense," others are "very beautiful" and worth preserv-
ing( 1 25,131) . Suzette Henke argues, however, that¡ âs a
poet or visionary, woorf's madman is irrevocably limited by

hi s ' schizophrenic ' use of ranguage: a f undamentalty ,,aso-

ciar" or "autoteric" form of discourse characterized by

highly private and idiosyncratic symbolisrn, metonymy, conno-
tation, and syntacticar irregurarities, which demarcate it
from the rearm of "consensuar validation."44 rn other words,
septimus's language means tittle to anyone but himserf.
Henke's argument is perceptive to a point, but she negrects
to observe how language refrects the ambiguous corl_usion of
the 'sane' and 'insane' worrdviews in Mrs.Dalrowav, and how

the whole novel, in fact, tests the very existence of a

realn of "consensual varidation" in the first place. For

one of the central problems in the rerationship between cre-

4 4 Henke, "Vi
Psycholoqy,

rginia Wool
31 (1e81),

f's Septimus Smith," Literature andpp. 15-22 passim.
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ativity and madness which woolf is probing in the text is
the uncertain point at which the genius of originarity be-
comes the unintelligibility of runacy; and conversely, at
what point the banal and trite also become meaningless . ff,
as Henke suggests, septimus smith's symbolic discourse is
sel-f-referenLial to the extent that it becomes devoid of
significance for others, then the eminently "sensibre,, and
unimaginative (67) Richard Darloway, who cannot, ,,in so many

lrords," bring himself to terr his wife that he loves her,
and so reries instead on the conventional criche of roses
to do so for him, definitely represents the other end of the
spectrum -- the extreme at which ranguage becomes irrere-
vant, anyhow:

He must be getting off, he
he stood for a moment as i
something; and [CIarissa]
There were the roses (106).

said, getting up. But
f he $¡ere about to say

wondered what ? Wtry?

Indeed, one of the prophetic truths that tioolf's inspired
but occasionally incoherent visionary manages to mutter, is
that: "communication is health; communication is happi-
ness"(84). Ànd though septimus's attempts to utter his pro-
found messages for humanity are lar,gely doomed to fairure,
woorf also implies in a nover firred with scenes of bour-
geois socializing and urban, commercial bustle that the
vast majority of humanity fares rittle better than her
schizophrenic hrar veteran: Lady Bruton requires the herp
of two men to write a letter, crarissa Dalloway can tark
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an old
woman's ryrical song is "absent of arI human meaning" except
for what by-passers imaginativery project into it (73) , and

a city crowd gapes at an aeroprane spewing ephemeral, unin-
terrigibre letter seguences into the sky, venturing such ab-
surd and meaningress guesses as "B1axo" and "Kreemo"(20).
Ànd surery woorf is being ironic at the expense of crarissa
Dalloway when she has her reflect on the "enormous resources
of the English ranguage," having onry just greeted some par-
ty guests with the line: "rt is angelic it is dericious
of you to have come ! " ( 1 57 ) . The novel's concerns with human

ability to convey meaning through language, and with the
referentiality of language itserf, are concerns which extend
far beyond the figure of Septirnus alone, and reflect a fun_
damentar authorial uncertainty about the viabirity of a pub-
1ic and shareable reality to which words unambiguously cor-
respond. Jane Austen courd afford to frirt with such
probrems before swiftly reinstating an ordered, and inher-
entry meaningful worrd, but for woolf such solutions $rere

untenabl-e. rndeed, in a world in which muLe, rose-bearing
husbands replace spoken endearments, and in which words come

apart in the sky, septimus's uneasy suspicion that, ,,It
night be possibre....it might be possible that the worrd it-
self is without meaning"(79) represents a fundamentarry Ie-
gitimate concern.
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Í.ioolf 's discrosures of the rerativity of language as a
barometer of sanity and the essentiar difficulty of art
meaningful utterance, as welt as her exproration of the
'truths' immanent in the 'insane view of rife,' begin to
indicate the extent to which her binary narrative structure
coalesces in uncomfortabre ambiguity. This is an aspect of
the novel perhaps most overtly ilrustrated at the rever of
characterization; for whire septimus smith certainly repre-
sents the focal point of woolf's sludy of mental pathology,
he does not constitute its extent. Though in ress potent
degree, other characters share septimus's basic anxieties;
suggesting, as Phyllis Rose asserts, that the nover gauges

quantitative rather than quaritative psychic di fferences
amongst its characters, thus confirming that sanity and in-
sanity, rather Lhan representing "two radicalty different
states" are indeed "merely two points on the same contin-
uum. tt 4 5

rndeed, far from reflecting the dramatically contrasting
view of the world one might expect from septimus's ,sane,

counterpart, crarissa Dalrowayr âs James Naremore observes,
"also feels that trees are like peopre ,. ...arso longs to
communicate through a kind of universal love , .. .. [and] also
has a theory about death."a6 Her "transcendentar theory"

45
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about human mortality (135), in fact, amounts very much to
septimus's disbelief in such a state, with the only differ-
ence being that woorf's fashionable society hostess lacks
the madman's absorute certitude. For clarissa can only fer_
vently hope that "somehow in the streets of Londonr on the
ebb and flow of things, here, ther€," she wirl survive after
death,

part of people she had never
like a mist between the people
lifted her on their branches
trees lift the mist, but ither Iife, herself (10).

met; being laid out
she knew best, who

as she had seen the
spread ever so far,

clarissa's imaginative image of a diffuse, disembodied con_
sciousness after death vividly recalls septimus's experience
of the serf, which, "spread like a vei1," formed part of a

larger organic entity (62); but in her actual daily rife,
too, she shares her doubre's sense of the unreality of indi-
viduar identity: her body, "vrith arr its capacities, seemed

nothing nothing at arl. she had the oddest sense of being
herself invisible; unseen; unknown" ( 1 1 ) . It requires a

conscious effort on crarissa's part to summon the vaporish,
disparate "parts" of herself "together" into a ,,pointed

dart-1ike, definite being" (34); an effort she usually man_

ages to accomprish for her parties, where she feels herself,
equally unrearr âs "a stake driven in at the top of her
stairs"(151). Ànd if as a young r,¡oman, crarissa has already
"felt herself everywhere; not 'here, here, here,,, (13s) -- a

specific person, in a specific prace and time then as



"this being Mrs.DaIloway; not

being Mrs. Richard Dalloway"

identity is yet more radically
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even Clarissa anymore; this
(11), her sense of personal

undermi ned.

Moreover, crarissa's fervid involvement with the sociar
activities of daily 1ife; habituarly "fritter Iing] her time
a$¡ay' runching, dining, giving these incessant parties of
hers" (71¡ , is a behaviour only motivated by a deeper and

profound feeling of emotional vacuity akin to septimus's
shell-shocked numbness, for as she reflects solemnly: "There
was an emptiness about the heart of life; an attic room"

Q9) . Àf raid to conf ront f ully the stale stagnancy of her
life, crarissa fills it with a never-ending social agenda,

and her world, rather than risking insane uninterrigibility,
risks an armost insane triviality. a7 Her self-wilred social
rounds and functions represent clarissa's attempts to screen
from herself the same sense of overwhelming roneliness and

fear that prague septimus i for, whire the latter frequentry
likens himself to "a drowned sairor on a rock"(62), the
former is also dogged by the "perpetual sense.... of being
out, out far out to sea and arone"(9). Às ress extreme
counterparts to septimus's psychotic harlucinations,
Mrs.Dalloway's psychic vagaries function Lhroughout the nov-
el to highlight the essentiar similarilites between the
'sane' and the 'insane' consciousness. with only indefinite
gradations of degree to define itself against the 'mad,'

47 Phyllis Rose, Woman of Letters, p. 139.
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sanity becomes a very tenuous state indeedi a truth which
crarissa' as a representative of that stater êcknowledges:
"she always had the feeling that it was veryr v€ry dangerous
to live even one day"(9).

Like Mrs.Dalroway and septimus smith, Doris Kilman and
Peter walsh may be regarded as paired characters within the
novel, for both manifest neurotic personalites who compur-
sively attempt to compensate for feelings of roneliness and
overwherming personar insecurity; the former through rerig-
ion, the tatter through romantic rove. As crarissa, who is
sometimes a "far better judge of character" than her ,,sur-

face" personarity would seem to suggest (6g), perceives,
both Kilman and walsh believe they have "solved" the ,,su-

preme mystery" (1'1 3) of lifer or "the art of living" (50),
through their respective forms of surrogate furfirrment, and
she scoffs at their futile attempts to overcome what the
nover steadily reveals to be the human condition of individ-
ua1 isoration: "Here was one room; there another. Did relig-
ion solve thatr or Love?,,(114).

For her part, Doris Kilman, despite her ralher ominous
name, remains a reratively "harmless neurotic."4B A retig-
ious fanatic who is prone to substitute the sensual preas-
ures of eating for sexual love, Kilman urtimately endangers
onJ-y her own choresterol lever. Nevertheress, she is a char-

48 Henke, "Mrs.Dalloway: The communion of saintsr,, in NewFeminist e"ru,r= on_ Vj_ry_!n-ir. Woolf , p. 137.
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acter who seethes with "hot and painful feerings," and who

nurses a formidable "grudge against the worrd" ( 1 1 1 ), for she

is poor, unattractive, and discriminated against as a femare

scholar and as a German expatriate. Her attitude to the
wealthy Dalloways is similar to, though less extreme than,
septimus's arternate imputses to 'universal love' and misan-
thropy: "she pitied and despised them from the bottom of her
heart"(110). It is true, however, that her "pity', is often
apt to constitute no more than a form of self- righteous in-
dignation or jealousy. Kirman is suspiciously hostile toward
the world beyond the cathedrar, and contemptuous especialry
of the socialite, Mrs.Darloway, with whom she engages in a

possessive rivalry for the affection and loyarty of Eliza-
beth Dalloway, cÌarissa's onry chird. Her aim is to make a
'protege' of Erizabeth; to turn the young woman against the
middre-class 1i f estyle and soc iety of her parents, and ,,make

her hers absolutely and for ever"(117). particularly in re-
gard to her cringing relationship with Erizabeth, who is ap-
parentry one of the onty peopre abre to torerate her effu-
sive serf-pity, Doris Kirman represents a portrait of a

woman driven to diseased retribution: rike Dickens'Miss
Havisham in Great Expectations, her sick goal is to parliate
her own sufferings by extracting revenge through a younger
person. rn woolf's novel, however, unlike in Dickens', the
twisted design of

before it results
he embittered, older woman is thwarted
permanent damage ¡ for as Kilman herself

t
in
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soon realízes, Erizabeth's loyalties lie ultimatery with her
parents: "Mrs.Darroway had triumphed. Erizabeth had

gone"(118).

Peter walsh is altogether a more sinister figure. As

woorf once noted of his character, "there is something herp-
less, [and] ridiculous about him, as well as terrifying.,r4s
suzette Henke points out that walsh is "helpless" in much

the same way as Mr. Ramsay in woorf's To The Liqhthouse is,
for he thrives on "feminine nurturance to soothe his bat-
tered e9o," and his "ideal woman," as the dream scene in Re-

gent's Park suggests, is a "great nurse, who comforts and

soothes."so But Walsh's "dependen[cy] on women"(140) is only
partially a pathetic, infantire need for maternal reassu-
rance and warmth, for he is arso chronicalry and comical-
ly "susceptible" to attractive younger women. Thus, ât
the same time that he seeks mature women rike crarissa for a

comforting pat on the knee and kiss on the cheek (43), he

also feels comperled to assert his viririty by pursuing
younger women and thus reassuring himself that, "He was not
o1d, or set, or dried in the 1east', ( 46 ) .

49

50

vi!ginia woolf, holograph notes for Mrs.Dalloway, 22 July1923, cited by Henke, "Mrs.Darrowail- -The ,-"*munion ofsaints, " in wew rerninistEsãilã*r,¡iroinia--il;ï¡, p.
131.

Henke, "Mrs.Dalloway: The communion of Saints," in NewFeminist Essavs on Virqinia t^Ioo1f , p. 131 .
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Beyond commenting on the possibre pharric significance of
l.la1sh's "extraordinary habit" (40) of continuarly f ingering
and opening his pocket knife, though, critics have generally
neglected thaL dimension of his character which Woolf cal1ed

"terrifying." But indeed, ratent in warsh is a pathorogy
potentially more destructive than that of septimus , for ar-
though woorf's 'real' madman is capable of some extremery
vituperati.ve, misanthropic verbiage, his hostility, and his
despair, is ultimately directed inward against the se1f, and

eventuarly culminates in suicide. peter walsh's compursive

"need" of vromenr oo the other hand, concears a deeper f ear
and hatred of them, and in this respect, his knife embodies

both a specifically Freudian rerevance as a sexual symbor,

as well as a more literal significance as the symbol of a

hostile impurse which seeks expression through outward ag-
gress i on .

This latent and potentiarry dangerous misogyny is most

clearly illustrated when walsh spots an "extraordinarily at-
tractive" young v¡oman in Trafaragar square, and "straitening
himserf and stearthily fingering his pocketknife," begins to
pursue her through the streets, arr the while fantacizing
that she is whispering his "private name....saying it with
her white gloves and her shoulders"(4g):

But she's not married; _ she's young; quite young,thought peter, the red carnation -he had s.än herwear as she came across Tlafalgar square burningagain in his eyes and making hãr li¡is red....Wasshe, he wonderedr ês she moved, respectable?
. ...She movedi she crossedi he f ollowed i.,er. To
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embarrass her v¡as the l-ast thing he wi shed. st i 11if she stopped he would say ;Come and have anicer' he would say, _and she wóu1d ansv¡er, pêrfect-
Iy simply, 'Oh yes'(48-49).

walsh consciously justifies "this escapade with the girJ_" as

merely a "diversion" which one "must a11ow oneself" (49),
but íf. it is a form of "exquisite amusement," it is arso
"something more" (50),, and revears his deepry ambivalent
conception of women as seductive but dangerous "sirens" or
Loreleis, "rorroping away on the green sea waves" rike "pal_e

faces which fishermen flounder through floods to embrace"
(52). women are sexually arluring but fatal beings for
warsh and his knife is potentially both an offensive and de-
fensive v¡eapon. rt is ominousry offensive in that one re-
carrs the red carnation which "burns" in warsh's eyes and

makes the young woman's lips red when he later remarks of
the "dericious and apparentry universar habit of paint":
"Every woman, even the most respectabre, had roses blooming
under glass, [and] lips cut with a knife" (64-65). The im_

age of "1ips cut with a knife" is indeed "terrifying," com-

ing as it does from a man who roves the feer of such a weap-

on in his hand, and from a man, who is, moreover, capable of
feeling "a littre glow of pleasure, a sort of rust too, over
the visuar impression" of "doctors Iand] dead bodies"(134).

The hostile aggression subtry perceptibre in wa1sh,

ever, frây be primarily veiwed as a form of defense

clarissa Dalloway, likely the only woman he has ever

how-

, for
real 1y
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loved, has wounded him terribly . Throughout the nover, his
mind reverts obsessivery to the one focal point in his past

the moment at Bourton when "he had spoken for hours, it
seemed, with the tears running down his cheeks," and had fi_
na1ly proposed, onry to have clarissar âs "unyierding" as

"iron" or "flint, " reject him: "it was as if she had hit
him in the face. She turned, she left him, she went

away"(58). Repudiated by crarissa just as Doris Kilman is
forsaken by Elizabeth, peter Walsh feels that, ,,It was im_

possible that he shourd ever suffer again as crarissa had
made him suffer"(71). Worse yet, as the scene of their
first reunion dramatically illustrates, Clarissa still_ has
the power to reduce warsh to "a whimpering, sniverring old
ass," for while he "burstIs] into tears,,'Clarissa sits back
carmly, "extraordinarily at her ease with him and light-
hearted" (43). Both the great anger and the great apprehen-
sion contained within peter Walsh, thenr mây be viewed as

the result of a traumatic, emascurating experience at the
hands of clarissa Darloway, whor âs walsh graveJ_y notes,
"had sapped something in him permanentfy"(141).

Essentiarry "despairing of human relationships" (171-172)
in the midst of a teeming metropolis, many of woolf's char-
acters are thus driven to varying degrees of aberrant behav-
iour in their urgent attempts to mitigate a collective ,,emp-

tiness about the heart of rife." rt is an authorial vision
of human unfulfillment and suffering in a rather uncertain
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and frightening world which clarissa Dal.roway is red to muse

upon privately, while gazing through a bookshop window at a

text opened to a page of Shakespeare's Cymbeline:

This late age of world's experience had bred in
them all, all men and vromen, a well of tears.Tears and sorrows, courage and endurance, a Þer-fectly upright and stoical bearing (10).

Although at reast one critic regards this scene as an ironic
exposure of clarissa Dalloway's excessively "romantic and

maudrin" sensibilityst-- which to an extent, it undoubtably
is her somber observation is at reast partialty justified
by the genuinely tragic vision embodied in woorf's "study"
of both 'sane' and 'insane' worlds in Mrs.Darrowav. The

bleak view of modern reality within the novel, however, is
offset or lightened to a significant extent by both woolf's
portrayal of septimus smith as a tragi-comic figure, and by

her depiction of the 'mad scenes' as serio-comic or "seri-
ous- smilingrr5z episodes.

As a tragi-comic figure, the character and appearance of
woorf's madman are marked by subtly contrasting elements of
the pathetic and the ludicrous. rn an initiar presentation
of septimus which is noteworthy for the objective distance
posited between narrator and character, for instance, woorf
highlights the former of these qualities, for septimus's
profound sense of cosmic persecution manifests itself as a

5 1 Henke,
Femi n i st

"Mrs.Dallowav: The Communion
Essays on Virqinia I,loolf , p. 1

Problems, p. 1 06n.

of Saints," in New
30.

5 2 Bakhtin,
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ofpitiably anxious physical demeanor

tense unease emanates:

from which an aura

Septimus glarren Smith, aged about thirty, pale-faced, beak-nosed, wearing brown shoes anã a ãrrau-by overcoat, v¡ith hazel eyes which had that rookof apprehension in them which makes compretestrangers apprehensive too. The worrd has ráisedits whip; where will it descend?(15).

Ànd yet if Septimus, with his characteristically tentative,
shuffling gait, and hound-dog appearance of vulnerability
and exposure, is often portrayed as pathetic, then his
"queer" and "awfully odd" (25) mannerisms also embody an an-
tithetical element of comic flamboyancy and inappropriate-
ness. Ànd indeed, sitting in the park arone, "in his shabby

overcoat, his legs crossed, staring, talking aloud, " and

frantically scribbring his messages for the prime Minister
on the backs of envelopes (23), Septimus does present both a

conspicuous and a rudicrous figure. As a talr, thin, pare,
shabby, and gawkily awkward man given to "melodramatic ges-
turelsl" rike dropping his head in his hands (g.1 ), threaten-
ing to throw himself under a cart (23) , fussiry dictating
voices from the dead with his hand up in best orator fashion
(125), or fitfutly waving and yerling in wird excitement (to
Rezia's mortification) that, "he knew the truth! He knew

everything! (124), woolf's madman is shown to have a frair
for a dramatic style which is inescapabry amusing even as it
is seriousry disconcerting. Ànd it is in the sense that his
behaviour brends the laughabty incongruous with the grievi-
ously distressing and touching that septimus smith may be
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regarded as a Tragic clown; a figure who evokes deep respon-
ses from our sense of pathos, but who gently touches our

sense of humour as welI.

"Humour' after ar1r" virginia woolf once stated, "is
closely bound up with a sense of the body,"s3 and the comic

erement perceptibre particularly in sepLimus's eccentric
gesticulations and unconventÍonar deportment points to the
fact that his transcendent rore in the nover as poet-prophet
constitutes only one half of a dualistic carnivalesque para-
digm which also embodies its antithesis, for as a tlise Fool
or Tragic clown, he unites the possibilities of high and row

wi thin him. Thusr âs a visionary of the high truth of
"communication" as the means to hearth and happiness in a

world itself unhealthiry and unhappily inarticurate, Septi-
mus is yet also the comic scapegoat; a fool who can be der-
ided by even the lowry servant girl whom Rezia and he dis-
cover convulsed in "fits of raughter" over one of his scraps
of prof ound truth ( 125) . rn this sense, woorf 's septirnus
smith strongly resembles a figure like Dostoevsky's 'Ridicu-
lous Man': a figure who, as Bakhtin observes, "is alone in
his knowledge of the truth and who is therefore ridicured by

everyone else as a madman, " and a figure who, as he also
notes, pervades the carnivarized Menippean genre.sa And by
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the same token, septimus is very much rike one of the
"maimed file of lunatics" he hallucinates being,,exercised
and displayed for the diversion of the populace (who laughed
aloud)"i lunatics who "ambred and nodded and grinned past
him....each harf apolegeticalry, yet triumphantly" (g1 ).
"Lord of men" yet "for ever the scapegoat, the eternal_ suf-
ferer" (24¡, defeated yet triumphant, ridiculed and shunned

in his wisdom, the madman of Mrs.Dallowav crearly refrects
both the antipodes of King and Jester. Ànd as such a carni-
valesque figure, the qualities that in a realist context
constitute symptoms of a manic-depressive disorder septi-
mus's happiness and misery (7s), his laughter and tears (61)

or his J-aughter and rage (125), his alternate serf-apotheo-
sis and self-debasement throughout the novel all become a
function of the ambivarent worrd of carnivar "mesarliance,,,
which, to reiterate Bakhtin's central statement: "brings to-
gether, unifies, weds, and combines the sacred with the pro-
fane, the lofty with the low, the great with the insignifi-
cant , the wi se wi th the stupid. " s s

The comic component which constitutes a major feature of
septimus's duaristic nature as a wise Foo1, however, is per-
haps so easily overlooked because so much of his character
is revealed through a stream-of-consciousness technique con-
fined to his own aberrant perspectives of the external
world. Because this narrative technique predominates

ss BakhLin, problems, p. 123.
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throughout Mrs.Dalrowav, the reader is given relativery few

outside views of septimus, which as a result, inevitabry
tends to de-emphasize the comic rearm of the body. rnstead,
woorf's stream-of-consciousness technique enables her to
render Septimus's pathological hallucinations and visions as

vividl-y f or the reader as sept imus himsel f does f or Rez ia
who actually looks about for a fire when her husband imag-
ines he is falring down into frames (125). Nevertheress,
there is usually a subdued undercurrent of humour detectabte
in the 'mad scenes' of the novel; often the result of the
objective disLance which woolf is careful to establish and

maintain between septimus and the narrator, and which re-
flects an emotional authoriar distancing which is presup-
posed by comic modes, and moreover, which is not evident to
the same degree with regard to any other character in the
novel. Thus, both septimus's profoundry epiphanic and hel-
1ishIy frightening visions are frequently but subtly under-
cut by direct or parenthetical narrative interjections, com-

ments, or observations. As he sits on the park bench

"fumbling for his card and pencil" and mumbring to himself
about "no crime" and "Iove," for instance,

? skye Terrier snuffed his trousers and he startedinto an agony of fear. rt was turning into a-mãnt
He courd not watch it happen! rt was horrible,terribre to see a dog become a man! At once thedog trotted away" ( 61 ) :

rn this passage ¡ d sense of ironic incongruity stems from
the juxtaposition of septimus's extreme terror at a gro-
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tesquery distorted vision on the one hand, and from what ap-
pears to be a controlling narrative perspective on the oth-
er. Thus, the cumulative exclamatory emphasis of septimus's
psychological experience is defrated by the short , factuar
last sentence, and the reader is never arlowed to furly lose
sight of the objective rearity of the situaLion which is,
that a specifically smalr and obviousry disinterested dog is
trotting and "snuffing" harmressry about the park.

At other times, the same sort of carnivaresque narrative
brend of the grotesque or terrible and the laughable is more

overtly manifest and is a direct resurt of septimus's own

view of the worrdi as, for instance, is the case when he

considers suic ide:

so he was deserted. The whore worLd was cramour-ing: kill yourself, kiIl yourself , for our sakes.But why should he kilr himserf for their sakes?Food was pleasanti the sun hot; and this killingoneself, how does one set about it, with a tabreknif e, ,rgliIy,. with f loods of blood ì __ by ,r.[inga gaspipe? (83).

septimus's abrupt swing from metaphysical considerations of
messianic martyrdom to thoughts of food and sensual preas-
ure' his matter-of-fact deriberation of an insane act, and

his humourously merodramatic yet horrid images of "floods of
blood" and "sucking a gaspipe," alr reflect components of
the ambivalent and oxymoronic serio-comic tradition which
informs his portrayal within the novel.
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The most striking illustration of both woorf's depiction
of septimus as the carnivalesque figure of the Tragic crown

and the serio-comic blending of tone manifest in her 'mad

scenesr' however, occurs with the actuar suicide of septi-
mus. significantly, as the most gruesome scene in the nov-
el, it is also the most funny; for in Mrs.Darlowav, the com-

ic erement, for the most part subdued or "muffIed,, to the
leveI of what Bakhtin carrs "reduced laughter," exists in
"gradations of vorume"56 which correspond in proportion to
the tragic erement in any given scene: the more painful a

scene, the more woorf "turns up," so to speak, the sound of
laughter. Thus, ât the most desperate moment of his 1ife,
Septimus is also at his most clownish:

Hormes was coming upstairs. Holmes would burstopen the door. Ho1mes would sây, "In a funk, eh?"Ho1mes would get him. But no; not Holmes, notBradshaw. Getting up rather unsteadiry, hóppingindeed from foot Èo foot, he considered Mrs. -i'ir-mer's nice clean bread-knife with 'Bread' carvedon the handle. Ah, but one musn't spoil that. Thegas f i re? But it v¡as too late novr. Hormes wascoming. Razors he might have 9ot, but n.=i",- "toal-wavs did rhar sorr of rhingi ú"a packeã'thàm.
There remained only lhu window, the rãrge Blooms-bury rodging-house window; the tiresome, trouble-some, and rather merodramatic business of openingthe window and throwing himself out.

The tragi-comic quality of this passage, with its image of
septimus hopping about like a man treading coars, desperate-
ty seeking some less dramatic means of death, and yet still
politely considerate of Mrs. Filmer's private property, ir-
lustrates the "ambivalent logic of carnival" which can com-

s 6 Bakht in, problems, p. 1 6S.
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bine an element of muted laughter with the serious subject
of death or suicide. sz rt is a clownish image of septirnus
which does not violate the integrity and heroic defiance
also embodied in his act, but does serve to estabrish a de-
gree of emotional distance between the reader and septimus
at the most poignantly painful moment of the book:

(He sat on the sirl.) But he would wait tirr thevery rast moment. He did not want to die. Life wasgood. The sun v¡as hot. gnry human beings? coming
down the s_t?ircase opposite-an old man ãtopped anãstared at him. Hormes hras at the door. 'rìil giveit you!' he cried, and f 1ung himself vigoro.uËiy,viorentry down onto Mrs. Filmer's area railings(132).

The horrific viorence and painfulness of the madman's death
by imparement, however, is simirariry mitigated, not onry by

the fact that woolf defers a detaired description of "the
rusty spikes" flashing up from the ground until much rater,
when clarissa imagines the death (163), but arso by a swift
reinstatement of what approaches the rearm of farce, the mo-

ment after Septimus has executed his 1eap:

'The coward!' cried Dr. Hormes, bursting the dooropen. Rezia ran to the window, she saw; she un_derstood. Dr. Hormes and Mrs. Filmer colridedwith each other. Mrs. Firmer flapped her apronand made her hide her eyes in the bããroom. tirere
was a great deal of running up and down stairs.Dr. Holmes came in white as a sheet, shakingarr over' with a glass in his hand. she must bebrave and drink something, he said (133).

Rezia, who sees and understands at a glance the motive and

meaning of her husband's suicide, is given a sedative which
the hysterically panicking Dr. Holmes and Mrs. Filmer could

s7 Bakhtin, problems, p. 169.
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certainly use, but which is entirery unnecessary for her,
since septimus's sudden death filrs Rezia with a sense of
serenity rather than sadness: "of her memories," she calmry
ref1ects, "most were happy" (133). Às septimus significant-
1y states to himself just prior to his jump: "rt was their
idea of tragedy, not hi s or Rez ia , s,, (132) .

Ànd certainly, in terms of the carnivalesque themes

which inform his portrayal as a Tragic clown or glise Foor,
the suicide of septimus does not constitute a tragedy: for
by falling downward to the earth, from the high to the low,
he enacts the primary carnival rituar of decrowning the
Kingi a ritual which embodies, as Bakhtin states, ,,the very
core of the carnival sense of the world the pathos of
shifts and chang€s, of death and renewal."5B rn this regard,
septimus's death represents an act of kingly abdication
which his previous serf-apotheosis or 'crowning' as "great-
est of mankind" (24) has already entaired as inevitable, for
"crowning arready contains the idea of immanent decrowning;
it is ambivarent from the very start."5s Àt the same time
that it is foreordained in the topsy-turvy world of carni-
vaI, however, it is also an essentially positive act which
expresses "the creative pov¡er of the shift-and-renewar, the
iovful rerativitv of arl structure and order , of arr author-
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ity, and a1t (heirarchicar) position. "6o virginia woolf
would go on to explore this concept of the eternal "pathos
of shifts and changes, of death and renewal," in her next
novel, The waves, as weIr, arthough in that novel the theme

is not informed by a specificalry carnivaresque frame of
reference as it is in Mrs.Dal1owav.

Becauser âs a wise Foor, septimus embodies a dualistic
carnival perspective which posits a "Iaughing aspect" to
all that is tragic, the urtimate act of defeat can arso be a

triumphant act of defiance, and death, simirarly, is not his
"idea of tragedy. " Death is, as he says, "their', idea of
tragedy and by the indefinite pronoun septimus refers to
representatives of the status quo who do not share his sense

of carnival levity and relativity: representatives rike
Holmes, who thinks the suicide inexpricabre and can only
pity "the poor young v¡oman" who "wourd have the inquest to
go through" (133), and the Bradshaws, for whom the madman,s

death serves as a tragic example of "the deferred effects of
shelr-shock," and artogether, "a very sad case" to tark
about in properry modulated undertones at clarissa Dal_lo-
way's party (162). This is perhaps what septimus means by

his cry, "r'11 give it you! " just before his leap, for he

recognizes that tragedy is "that sort of thing" which Hormes

and Bradshaw "Iike" (132). In other words, Woolf's lunatic
is aware that his suicide wirr furnish an occassion for aI-

6o Bakhtin, problems, p.124.
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most everyone but Rezia (who thinks the Engrish too "seri-
ous" anyway (80)), to indurge in that sense of unrelieved
tragedy which threatened to overcome clarissa Darloway at
the bookshop -- that modern sensibirity of the "weIr of
tears" which woorf both implies her characters are somewhat

morbidly attracted to, yet which her novel as a whole works

to legitimatize. For if on the one hand Woolf sometimes

mocks her characters' propensitities or predispositions for
the dramatic and the tragic, then on the other, there is
much in Mrs.Dallowav which is indeed dramatic and tragic.
The author herserf, in fact, suspected that the Edwardian

milieu v/as genuinery susceptible to tragic attitudes and

outlooks: reading cervantes' very carnivaresque work, Don

ouixote, she was perturbed by the number of times she spoke

of "sadness" in relation to it, which red her to specurate:
"rs that essential to the modern view?"6r

rt is precisely septimus's function as a tragi-comic rep-
resentative of the carnivaresque worrd, however, to reins-
ti11 a measure of comic balance in woorf's fictionar micro-
cosm, and it is through crarissa Dalloway's response to the
madman's suicide that she is abre to extend the consoling
themes inherent in the carnivalesque beyond the immediate
figure of the wise Fool to her nover as a whole. For unlike

6 1 Virginia Woolf, diary entry for
ary of Virqinia Woolf, ed. Ànne
Harmondsworth, England: penguin
56.

5 Àugust 1920
Olivier Be11

Books, 1981) ,

, in The Di-
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its effect on armost every other character except for Rezia,
septimus's death does not plunge crarissa Dalloway into a

"v¡el1 of tears," but functions conversery to rekindle in her
a tiny pilot light of comic hope and optimism; ,,an illumina_
tion'r very much rike the epiphanic "match burning in a cro-
cus" she had once felt as a young woman (30). This is de-
spite the fact that clarissa's first impression on hearing
the news is a snobbish and serfish resentment that such a
graveJ.y unpleasant topic as suicide should intrude upon the
gaiety of her sociat gathering: "oh! thought crarissa, in
the middre of my party, here's death, she thought" (162).
"what business had the Bradshaws to tark of death at her
party? A young man had kirled himself. And they talked of it
at her party" ( 1 G3 ) . with sudden insight, however, she
swiftry perceives that rather than constituting fundamentar_
Iy antithetical acts, septimus's suicide and her party are
in fact very similar; for his leap is onry a far more pro-
found paraller to her own sharrow attempts to overcome the
same condition of human isoration and unfurfirrment:

A- thing there v¡as that mattered; a thing, wieathedabout with chatter, defaced, obscured-in her own1i fe, let_- grop every day ín coiruption, Iies,chatter. This he had preéerved. oeãth v¡as def i-ance. Death was an attempt to communicate, ÞêoÞ1€feeling rhe . impossibiliry of reaching--ahå ã"Ãir.which, mystically, evadãd them; cÍoseness dieroapart; rapture f aded;. one was alone. There vras anembrace in death ( 1 63 ) .

In this revelatory moment, Clarissa is inducted into the
carnivalesque knowledge that voruntary death does not pre-
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clude an erement of heroic triumph any more than death it-
serf precludes the sound of celebratory laughter; for as an

"embrace, " death is fraught with possibilities of nevr

birth62-- just âsr indeed, the fact of septimus's physicar
death appears to precipitate a sort of psychic rener¡al or
rebirth in clarissa herself. For "oddIty], incredibtlyl; she

had never been so happy,,:

Nothing courd be srow enough; nothing rast toolong. No. pleasure ðould .qr.,ãt, shethought. . . . this having done with the triumphs ofyouth, lost herself ln the process of Iivi;õ;- tofind it, with a shock of deli9ht, as the sun ios.,as the day sank ( 1 G4 ) .

The "ashen pale" sky which crarissa sees from her window at
this point clearry recalls the image of the "white dawn,,

which she had tried to "recover" while reading the lines
from shakespeare's cvmbeline: "Fear no more the heat o, the
sun/ nor the furious winter's rages" (10). Like septimus,
who with "laughing hints" from "Nature" understood the mean-

ing of shakespeare's words and "v¡as not afraid" (124), clar-
issa now comes to comprehend the truth of a duaristic per-
spective in which "the pathos of shifts and changes, of
death and renewaI," constitute a sphere of eternal becoming;

a sphere where "a11 endings are merely new beginnings."63

62 Like alr other carnivar concepts and images, death is adualistic entity which unites- within it ítr'oron-ãntithe-sis. As such, carnivalesque images of death are always ofa state that is "pregnant" with regenerating poteniial.Cf. Bakhtin, problems, p. 126¡ and also gakñtin's Rabe_
þjÊ and His-wor1a, trans. Herene rswolsky (niãã*inõñ,
University of Indiana press, 1gg4), p. 3SZ-.

63 Bakhtin, problems, p.16S.
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The feeling of joyful and youthfur vitarity which claris-
sa recaptures at this point in the novel suggests that sep-
timus's death has somehow reawakened that "exguisite sense

of comedy" which clarissa has always had, but which she has

always "needed peopre, always people," to "bring out" (71).
For many years she has felt this Iacking in her as "an emp-

tiness about the heart of life" (2g), but now, "odd[ry]" and

"incredib[1y]" happy, it is as though she has recovered the
animated spirit of her youth at Bourton, where very much

like septimus at the window ledge she had "burst open the
French windows and plunged....into the open air," thinking,
"what a lark! what a prunge!" (5). Death, she discovers, is
not her idea of tragedy either: "The young man had killed
himself; but she did not pity him....she felt glad that he

had done it; thrown it av¡ay whire they went on living"
(16s).

rndeed, clarissa does feel "somehow very much like him --
the young man who had kirred himself" (165), and in one

sense, the epiphanic moments which succeed her knor,¡redge of
septimus's death and which unite her pyschically to him at
the end of the novel, may be seen to represent the estab-
lishment of a specificarry carnivalesque type of relation-
ship between individuals; a form of special contact between

two people once "se1f-enclosed, disunified, [and] distanced
from one another by a noncarnivalistic, hierarchical world-
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view."64 rt is a mode of contact which, as Bakhtin staLes,
"liberat [es] one from fear" by "bringing the world maximalry
close to a person and bringing one person maxirnalry close to
another."65 This is precisely the sense of close, communal

interrerationship which cl-arissa Dalloway attempts to re-
trieve through her parties, but they are of the noncarnival-
istic, hierarchical rearm: it is only when she is arone in a

room with only the idea of the late septimus that clarissa
drops the outer facade of the social self she always dons

along with her evening gowns -- that "tissue of vanity and

deceit" which Doris Kirman had wanted to "unmask" her of
(113r115) and enjoys a genuine sense of kinship and ,,max-

imal closeness" with a young ex-sordier from a Bloomsbury

rooming-house, whom she wourd otherwise be irrevocably sepa-
raLed from by socio-hierarchical barriers.

rt is in death, then, that woolf's tragi-comic prophet of
"communication" urtimately succeeds in conveying Lo another
some of- the truths of his eternarly rerative and ambivarent
rearm, for the meaning of his suicidar gesture speaks from
beyond the threshord of life to be renewed in crarissa, who

can nov¡ appreciate that the "laughing aspect" of the end of
a tragic life is its potentiar for new beginnings. rt is
this carnivaresque theme of a sphere of eternar becoming

inimicar not only to notions of finalizing death but to "any
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sort of concrusive conclusionsrr6G-- which woorf emphasizes

at the end of her novel, for Mrs.Darlowav ends upon an image

of critical but incomplete and ambiguous transition:
'I will comer'said peter, but he sat on for a mo_ment. what is this terror? what is this ecstasy?he thought to himself. what is it that firrs mewith extraordinary excitement? rt is crarissãl r,"said. For there she was (172).

rt is an image of clarissa as "she came into a room..:. as

he had often seen her, in a doorway with lots of people
around her"i an image peter has visuarised before, and which
he conceives of as refr-ecting "that extraordinary gift, that
woman's gift, of making a world of her own wherever she hap-
pened to be" (69). If so, then woolf may be indicating that
the isolating barriers and hierarchical distances between

individuals, suspended during clarissa's moments of psychic
unity with septimus, have been sadty re-established.

on the other hand, one senses in this final threshord im-
age for there are many throughout the novel the sus-
pense and tension of a far more momentous imminent occu-
rence, and in this regard, it may be seen to carry a

specifically carnivalesque significance similar to that of
the threshord scenes of windows, doors, stairs, and foyers
which Bakhtin exprores in Dostoevsky's work: for in the car-
nivalesque context, thresholds are "crisis points,, of pas-
sage or becoming, where "radical changer ên unexpected turn
of fate takes place, where decisions are made, where the

66 Bakhtin, problems, p. 16S.
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forbidden line is overstepped, where one is renewed or per-
ishes."67 rndeed, in her earry prans for the novel, woorf
intended to have crarissa Dalloway die or commit suicide at
the end of her party,68 and there are subtre indications
throughout the festive final scene that this is perhaps the
case. clarissa appears to peter warsh, for exampre, "as if
she wished the whole worrd welr, and must nor¡, being on the
very verge and rim of things, take her reave," and she her-
serf, in her excitement, feels a "diration of the nerves of
the heart"; a "tingle and sting" which is ominous, given her
cardiac condition (154). Ànd yet conversely, of course, pe-

ter's final sentence, "For there she was," may be, and has

often been, viewed as an indisputabre affirmation of exis-
tence; a refrection of clarissa's ultimate commitment to re_
join the realm of the riving from her interior dialogue with
the dead. The crucial point, however, is that woolf refuses
absolute affirmation as much as she refuses absorute nega-
tion. whol1y endorsing neither the antipodes of life or
death, comedy or tragedy, she insists instead, after the
manner of carnivarr on sustaining the notion of the eternal
rerativity of arr things. For as crarissa Dalroway rejoins
her guests through the doorway, the end of Mrs.Dallowav,
like the end of the clownishly tragic septimus smith, onry
marks a new beginning.

67 Bakhtin, Problems,

Cf. Rose, Woman of
ward Voyage, p. 112

p. 169.

-Letters, p.68 132¡ and Richter, The In-
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At the same time, the ultimatery uncommitted authorial
position which woolf assumes atrows her to end a novel which
has pov¡erfurry exposed the painful rearities of two worrds
of 'sanity' and ' insanity, ' distinguishabre only by uncer-
tain degrees¡ on a mood which does not yet cancel all possi-
bility or at least hopeful expectancy for a vision of
"white dawn" after "this profound darkness,, (164) of holrow
hearts and scarred psyches. The end of Mrs.Dallowav repre-
sents in fact a remarkable achievement of tonal equilibrium
in a nover which has struggred throughout to keep in perpec-
tive the "laughing aspect" of its own story. rt is a con-
crusion which reflects a baranced and neutral artistic sen-
sibility facilitated largery by woolf's innovative generic
admixture: for it is because of her ridiculous prophet or
wise Foor, and the carnivalesque themes he draws with him
into the nove1, that woolf can avoid stifling altogether the
faint but resonant sounds of raughter in her modern worrd of
tears, sorrows, and stoic endurance.
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whether a writer conceives the exemprary figure of 'mad-
ness' to be a swooning heroine of sensibility, a ghostly
ophelia, a battle-fatigued sordier, a tragic clown¡ or even

simply a distressed governess set upon a resolute program of
morar management, clearly depends upon the type of riter-
âry, socio-culturalr scientific, and autobiographical fac-
tors which have been examined. rn this sense, â11 of the
riterary representations of insanity in the novels of Aus-
ten, Brontei, and woolf resemble the sort of optical 'prisms'
evoked by empiricist theorists of the seventeenth and eight-
eenth centuries; for even as the minds of the authors assess

and delineate the mind warped by fancy or passion, or the
mind affricted with more debiritating forms of disorder,
they issue visions filtered or uniquely 'corored' through a

composite layer of subjective and temporal variables. For

this reason, images of mental irlness are apt to vary widely
not only amongst the three writers, but also within the cor-
pora of their individual works. The collective perspectives
of mental disorder encountered in these writers thus tend to
defy attempts at neat resorution for indeedr âs even the
noun "disorder" implies, it is in the very nature of the
thematic concept to resist rogical synthesis. Multifaceted,
these visions of madness create a rather chaotic mosaic of
contrasting fabrics, uneven textures, and unstructured pat-
terns. There are, however, some fundamental and continuous
trends discernable in the images, forged by themes which ar1
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clearly traced at

Perhaps the most overt of these trends is the shift, pre-
viously noted in chapter Three, in the gender most Iikely to
be associated with insanity. After the rong line of rnad and

nervous females which Àusten and Bronteir ôs well as other
nineteenth-century writers like Wilkie CoIIins and Charlotte
Perkins Girman, invariabty focus upon, woorf's madman marks

a watershed in this study. perhaps somewhat ironicalry,
some feminist critics appear to regard woorf's deflection
from issues specifically related to women as rather proble-
matic, which leads to awkward craims that although septimus
is a mare, he is essentially "female in psyche,, or "femi-
nine" in his "victimization by male society.,' 1 Instead, how-

ever, woolf's decision to expose and explore the wartime
prevalence of mare mentar disorder shourd be positivery ac-
knowredged as a deliberate attempt to negate the sort of
"cul-tural conflation of femininity and insanity,, which
El-aine showarter demonstrates has existed in western cul,-
ture, especially from the late-eighteenth century to the
present. 2 I n thi s respect , for exampre, sept imus smi th' s

initial hystericar disorder the totemic "woman's', disease

Barbara Hill Rigney, Madness and sexual poritics
Feminist Novel (t',tadisoñ :-TñTversitv of ffionFni97elIl .Çp.az.
showalter, The Female Maladv (¡¡ew york: pantheon,
p.2Q4.

in the
Press,

1e8s),
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takes on a certain feminist
relevance. By clearly revealing that arr forms of mental
illness can prey indiscriminatery upon a1l vurnerabre human

beings, regardless of sex, Mrs.Dalror+av works to break down

the myth of the invincibly rational male and his innately
unstabre and subnormal counterpart -- a myth which is im-
plicitly propagated through Àusten's armost excrusive focus
on mentally weak and impressible women,s and which is ex-
pricitry deart vrith but not whorly discounted by Brontë in
Jane Evre and viIlette. rn the early twentieth century,
then, the sex-specific connotations of madness, prevarent
throughout the Victorian era, begin to weaken; although as

showarter argues, many such stereotypes continued to persist
and thrive in the climate of renewed conservatism after
World War I .4

As well as evincing an awareness of the part which sexual
roles and stereotypes play in the production and treatment
of mental disease, the novers of arl three authors refrect
an acute sensitivity to language and modes of discourse, ar-
though the emphasis of its significance differs in each

case. For words, âs the primary medium through which humans

represent and construct realiLy, are necessariry accorded a

To *y knowledge, the single exception to this rure is thefoppish and deruded sir Èdward iñ rhe fragmenr iãnãltór,arthough Emma woodhouse's father may arguabÍy conffiute asecond.

Showalter, The Female Malady, p. 196tf..
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special status in relation to the study of disorders of the
mind. rn the work of Jane Àustenr âs George Levine main-
tains, the fundamental relevance of language ries in its
public function as "the natural instrument of sociar rera-
tions."s This is precisely the dimension affected by Mar-
ianne's morbid cocoon of sirence in sense and sensibiritv,
for example, which foists upon Elinor the responsibirity of
maintaining civir conversations at the dinner table and ob-
serving porite attentions in the drawing room. And if for
Austen an unhearthy sirence is arso an uncomfortabry asociar
one, then coded discourses or language with private or ec-
centric meanings are suspiciousry subversive. Hence, Emma's

predilection for secretive puns, riddles, and word games is
seen as an instrumental- factor in her progressive process of
derusion and is decisively frowned upon by Mr.Knightley, the
voice of rationarity within the nover, who functions to some

extent as Àusten's mouthpiece.

rn the novers of charrotte Brontë and virginia woolf,
language is endowed with a more specifically psychorogical
significance as an audibre manifestation of inner distur-
bance. Both authors expricitly test words as potential
gauges of an individual's sanity with the important dif-
ference being that in Brontèi, "oral oddities," violent or
explosive language, broken stammering and stuttering, and

s George Levine,
University of

The Realistic
Chicago Press,

Imaqination (Chicago; London:
1981) , Þ.62.
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temporary aphasia do indeed denote degrees of mentar un-
soundness, while in woorf, conversely, ranguage proves an

inherently unreliabre indicator of lucidity: both septimus's
private symbolic lexicon and the symbors of established pub-

lic discourse, like the letters of the alphabet or Richard
Darloway's roses, become alike devoid of coherence and mean-

ing. either fragmented rike the rvords in the sky or stifled
like Richard's message of endearment, 'sane' communication

is as drastically impeded as 'insane' attempts at articula-
tion, which fatally undercuts the function of ranguage as

"the naturar instrument of sociar rerations," and brings
one, with woolf, fuII circle from Àusten. rn this respect,
ranguage is closery al1ied to the ultimate colrapse of Àus-

ten's empiricar worrd in the scientificarly and technologic-
aIly revolutionized post-Darwinian era. For by the time of
modernist writers such as woolf, conrad, and Joyce, the
theme of human inability to communicate has become part of a

larger ontological and existentiar insecurity, which re-
flects the replacement of a shareable external reality with
one irrevocably locked in individuat subjectivity.

Perhaps the major thematic pattern to emerge from the
works under examination, however, invorves the probrematic
rerationship between madness and morality; the ethical di-
mension of illness explored in specific detail by alr three
writers. The historicar association of mental- and morar de-
fect, of course, extends f.ar beyond the period encompassed
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by this study, back to the antediluvian notion of insanity
as a form of divine retribution or the work of demonical
spirits; but nevertheless, madness has perhaps never before
or since been defined so primarily and pervasively in moral-
istic terms as in the nineteenth century. This is striking-
ty reflected in the work of Àusten and Brontåi, where forms

of madness are apt to be explicitry finked with forms of
morar deringuency: in Love and Friendship, Laura and sophia
are caricatured as deriberate mal-ingerersi in Jane Eyrer
Bertha's dementia is the price of a licentious past. Ànd

although, as the characters of catherine Morrand and Lucy

snowe suggest, both authors were sympathetically aware of
circumstances infruencing women's mental hearth which were

beyond their control, they ultimately identify individuar
wilr and stringent serf-discipline as the key agents in the
maintenance of sanity. Thus, the mental triburations and

defects of characters such as Marianne, Emma, Jane Eyre, and

even, to an extent, Lucy snowe, are arl capabre of being
ameliorated through regimens of morar rectitude and sel_f-
regulation of the passions and the imagination. Although
both these nineteenth-century noverists opt in the end for a

moderate barance of 'Reason' and 'passionr' however, there
is a subtle chord of difference discernable between their
works; namely, for Brontë, the personal costs of madness

emerge as a distinctry paramount concern, while for Àusten,
the social implications of deviant behaviour are equarly
pressing considerations.
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once again, it is virginia woolf who marks a dramatic re-
versal of the established pattern, for in Mrs.Dalloway, the
optimistic victorian notion of health as rargery a matter of
individual vorition is fratly ridicured, and septimus smith
is mad but morarly unblemished; the innocent scapegoat, in
fact, of a society and medicar profession themserves morally
culpable. The question raised noh' is not one of the indi-
vidual's "duty" to family and community, but rather one of
society's responsibilities for its mentarly maladjusted mem-

bers. And though certainly not rimiled to the sphere of
mental hearth care, it is a question which reflects the con-
temporary political mood ì for it was during woolf's Edwardi-
an era that the aritish werfare state began to emerge as the
modern product of cumurative victorian reforms. At the same

time, however, woolf arso inverts in another vray the the
question previously raised by Austen, for the cardinal issue
in Mrs.Darlowav does not invorve the "duties" forfeited by

the mentally incapacitated person, but the more controver-
siar one of the rights he or she shourd be arrowed to retain

another current subject which vras being hotly debated
during the early decades of the century, and which was the
focus of a much-pubrized investigation by a Royar commission

on Lunacy and Mentar Disorder which convened a year prior to
the publication of Woo1f's novel.6

6 cf. Kathleen Jones, À
ces (London; Boston:
p.237f.f..

Historv of the Mental Hea1th Servi-
noutreage and Kegan paut- ñ,
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woolf's negative attitude toward the medical and social
structures designed to care for the mentarly irl reflects
the direction which modern "revisionist" criticism has taken
in the wake of the anti-psychiatry movement of the 1g6os and

the early 1970s. This type of social criticism, which views

the history of the modern psychiatric establishment primari-
ly as an institution of sociar contror, designed to function
in a custodiar rather than therapeutic capacity, tendsr ês

Gerald Grob has cautioned, to undervalue the benefits de-
rived from medical and scientific professionarizaLion; re-
sulting in as inaccurate a critical portrayal of mental
health care history as earlier whig readings which uncriti-
cally lauded the humanitarian reforms of the victorian age.7
one further, and perhaps more invidious, liabirity of this
criticar school is that by purveying the concept of mental
illness exclusively as a form of disruptive behaviour, pe-
nalized by an intolerant society, it risks "endorsing mad-

ness as a desirable form of rebellion rather than seeing it
as the desperate communication of the powerress',s-- âsr in-
deed, woorf' s Mrs.Dallowav does to an arguable extent.
Thus, arthough madness may be many things in riterature,
from the mild and amusing to the monstrous and shocking, the

cf. Gerald N. Grob, "Rediscovering Àsyrums: The unhistori-car History of the Mental Hospital,n in The Therapeutic
BevolutÍon, eds. Morris J. voger and charrefE-. Rosúb-erg(Pennsylvania: university oi pennsyrvania piÁss,---7gigj-,
pp.135-176.

Showalter, The Female Maladv, p.5.
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mistake of misrepresenting it actuarly occurs only in life;
when v¡e falsify in our own minds the rearities of such a

disease, and imbue it with romantic erements of vicarious
excitment and heroic challenge. UItimately, the mentally
ilr are not glorious rebels, and to attempt to viev¡ them as

such testifies onry to our own unwillingness to look at the
faces of pain.
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